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Brian O'Neill 
General Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
S'an Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: ANPR 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

Catherine Ann Maxwell 
445 Webster Street #14 

San Francisco, CA 94117 

January 29, 2002 

This letter addresses the issue of off-leash dogs at Crissy Field and elsewhere in 
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It is a shame that there is so much tension 
between dog owners and recreation administrators on this subject; we must work togeth~r 
to resolve the conflict. 

You've heard the objections -- dogs have been exercised under voice control for 
over twenty years, owners are responsible, many of us work hard to keep parks clean and 
respect local wildlife. There are a number of dog-focused organizations in San Francisco 
willing and able to help park administrators work out equitable guidelines, help educate 
all dog owners and protect our PFks. What will it take to find common ground? .' , 

I would like to formally register my objection to the idea of making Crissy Field 
and other GGNRA areas leash-only facilities. Solutions exist if we look together. 

~~. -c.r--~~ 
Catherine Ann,u_""yy 

cc: Gale Norton, Secretary of the Interior 
Stanley T. Albright, Western Region Director 
Trent Orr, Pet Policy Committee 
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February I, 2002 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate Recreation Area 
Building 201 
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-, 

Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

William Sender 
San Francisco, CA 

I would like to voice my objection to the proposed rule making concerning leashing pets in the 
GGNRA. I am quite upset that the GGNRA should be spending it time on this matter. O1fleash dog 
walking bas a long history in San Francisco and it deserves to stay. I object to the GGNRA efforts to 
intilllidate the public with use of armed rnngers. Lets end this and let the dogs run free. 

Sincerely, 

William Scrader 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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February 1, 2002 

Superintendent 
GGNRA . 
Building 201 
Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent of GGNRA 

I am writing to voice my objectionto the proposed policy ofleashing dogs in the 
GGNRA. I read the document and found it quite biased against offJeash areas. I think 
that the GGNRA should re-examine it place in the bay area. The GGNRA is a recreation 
area not a nature preserve. Dog owners deserve a place to run their dogs offleash. I 
think that the GGNRA doesn't listen to the public and is running it own agenda. I 
attended the open form in the presido and was quite impressed with the tum out. Yet the 
GGNRA still ticket off leash dogs owners. I think that the traditional off leash areas 
should be retw'ned to offleash status. Ocean beach, Baker beach, lands end, Fort 
Funston and all the others that have historically been offleash areas. The bottom line is 
that the GGNRA should re-establish the off leash areaS or leave the bay area. 

Return the offleash areas to the public 
Sincerely 
Bill Walander 

\ 
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January 22, 2002 

Mr. Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Masoh Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re - off-leash dog issue comment period 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

John Lucas 
35 Mallorca Way 

San Francisco, CA 94123 
(415) 674-4189 

RECEIVED 

fEB 0 4: 2002 

SUPER\N1Ei~n£Nl'S ornCE 

J write this letter to urgy the GGNRA: to comprQmise on behalf of dog mwers a.lJ.d their dogs who 
support i:i. portion'ofCrissy Field being open to dogs running off-leash. . 

Crissy field is a beautiful resource that San Franciscan's of varied interests can enjoy. There is room 
.. enough for people of all types and for a wide spectrum of wildlife to enjoy this treasured recreational 

area. John Muir and Teddy Roosevelt wrote that we must protect the parks so that our children and 
their children may enjoy them. This generation must also be able to enjoy these lands. 

Crissy Field, now restored, and now under the auspices of the GGNRA and the National Park Service, 
has never been bette(. M9re beautiful, more protected, and more pristine than in it has been at any 
other point during the past hundred years. The protected lagoon in the center of Crissy is an excellent 
example of how numerous and varied interests may be accommodated while sharing the park. Since 
restoration, many indigenous birds have returned to repopulate the protected area faster and to a greater 
extent than anyone had hoped. This miracle happened over the course of roughly a year. A year in 
which dogs ran off-leash elsewhere i.n the park. 

:~. ., 

Many dog owners are currently up in arms on this issue because they believe their voice has not been 
heard or perhaps acknowledged by the parks service. Dog owners, by and large, are among the among 
the staunchest supporters of the GGNRA, The National Park Service, The Sierra Club, and the 
Audubon Society yet now they are being treated as an adversary. The town meeting last year was a 
disappointing example of how the issue is being evaluated and which interests are being weighed more 
heavily than others. . 

Having investigated the origin and the nature of the gifts of these lands, I am confident that there is 
solid legal ground to support the mUlti-purpose use and sharing of this land. Some say that they would 
like to fight this battle in court and seek to strip the park service of this land. I believe that the 
GGNRA and the National Park Service are uniquely able to maintain and protect these lands but they 
must be shared. 

The National Park Service has repeatedly promised that it will give the public a fair process with 
regard to proposed changes to the long enjoyed traditional pra,ctice of allowing off leash dog walking 
recreation in some parts of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. J;3ut now the public input 
process is apparently being subverted by the GGNRA suddenly reversing its longstanding policy that 
allowed off-leash dogs in certain areas -- before the public input 'process occurs. 
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The Park Service says it is setting up anAdvanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, which it suggests 
will fairly allow the public to have input on this highly unpopular change. Nevertheless, the GGNRA 
employees announce that they have unilaterally reversed the current policy before the ANPR public 
input process begins. What good is a public input process if the agency is so committed to the change 
that it insists on abruptly reversing its longstanding policy and aggressively escalating enforcement just 
prior to the public comment period? Recently, Park Service managers have been extremely 
antagonistic towards dog owners at Crissy Field by telling them that the 60-day comment period is 
merely a formality, and that GGNRA has already made their decision. Furthermore, the Park Service 
managers at Crissy Field have been quoted saying, "the Park Service will issue tickets on the first 
offense, jail the dog owne.r on the second offense and confiscate the dog on the third offense". Hearing 
this makes one not only the question the legality of these threats, but also question the Park Service's 
intentions and ethics. 

The impact of this poor is public policy is very significant. The change in policy would have a huge 
impact on. the quality of life of so many in this densely populated urban area. Many would not take 
advantage of the opportunity to visit the parks but for the activity of taking their dogs out to run and 
play. In a city like San Francisco, it is crucial that dogs be allowed to run in a safe place. The open 
off-leash environment at Crissy Field provides puppies with the natural dog-dog socialization 
opportunity needed in raising mentally healthy and well-adjusted domestic dogs. Furthermore, for the 
many water dogs, the unfettered play they enjoy in the waves at both beaches helps maintain their good 
physical health and jolly mental disposition. Dogs that are not allowed to exercise sufficiently can 
become nuisances. In the city, most people do not have the luxury of having backyards for their dogs 
to run. Furthermore, for most medium and larger dogs, wa~ks around the block or even fenced in 
cement dog runs are not sufficient to exercise them. Well-behaved dogs, like well-behaved humans, 
should be allowed to enjoy the open spaces provided by the GGNRA. However, dog owners must be 
held fully responsible for the actions of their dogs, especially when off-leash. Off-leash dog walking 
should be treated like driving a car, a privilege that requires responsibility. The solution is not to ban 
off-leash privileges, but to ban irr~ponsible behavior. 

. . 
Please make the dog owners part of the solution. Crissy Field is an amazing resource that can be 
enjoyed, respected and cared for by all. I am hopeful that you will agree and will support the case for 
off-leash rights at Crissy Field. 

Sincerely, 

9~a {V6I7 0· 
John Lucas 
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From: hanneloremiller@netscape.net (Hanhelore Miller) 
To : fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: Public Comment Re: GGNRA's (ANPR) 
Date: Fri, 01 Feb 2002 23:05:46 ·0500 

There is sufficient "public will" to continue the longstanding 

tradition of off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

And until dog owners and/or their handlers fail to observe what is 

in the best interest of the public's health and safety in the GGNRA, the 

off-leash recreation for dogs and their owners or their handlers should 

and must remain in effect. 

sincerely, 

Mrs. Hannelore F Miller 

Your favorite stores, helpful shopping tools and great gift ideas. Experience 
the convenience of buying online with Shop@Netscape! 
http://shopnow.netscape.com/ 

Get your own FREE, personal Netscape t4ail account today at· 
http://webmail.netscape.com/ 
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February 2, 2002 

BYFAX 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 

DearGGNRA: 

... ____ . __ """,,", "'.-ru.~ ..... Vl 

I am sending this re the ANPR and the motion to rescind the 1979 Pet Policy. To 
me, this is a clear example of the bloated federal bureaucracy overreaching in a 
shocking way, violating the rights of local citizens. Should the federal 
government exercise its excessive power just because it can? Is this the type of 
stewardship of our local lands that we can look forward to from federal 
"interlopers"? 

We all know that off-leash dog-walking was an intended use when the GGNRA 
was formed - that is clearly established in the record. The GGNRA is a huge 
parcel, contained within a major metropolitan area. Why must you give all of it to 
the Audubon Society for the benefit of their birders? Isn't there enough to share? 

Sincerely, 

Irene Rubey 
San Francisco, CA 

, 

Cc: SF DOG 

\ 

Page 2 of2 
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6276 Moonstone Beach Dr. 
Cambria, CA 93428 

805-927-8644 
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park Hsers as well.as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies.' When the National Park , 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved . . 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our d~gs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 
~ 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

.. -._---------= 
-_0_- 0 ____ --=-.. __ 

.. _--._._-_._- ----:--. 

• - --•• ~ •• _ 0". 
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I am writing to save "off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

whY,our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

par~ users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details·. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the. National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. ~e need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter • 
J 

Sincerely, 

-- .--.. -~ .. -- --.------
._._-_._._---_._----~~ 

.. - --.-.-"~ .... - .... 

--... -; .. ~--

.1 

.. \~\ .... ' 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
·.1, Art.entian: ANPR 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
.. ,':: " ., San Fr~ncisco, CA 941 23 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

J am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 

'unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs "that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Natalie Kudrick 
3020 Kirkham 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
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GGNRA 
Attention: ·:ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, Cft.. 94123 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Rick C. Chang, Esq. 
1113 Brittany Lane 

Daly City, CA 94014 .. 

February 1,2002 

Due to the lobbying of a few anti-animal lobbyists in our community, this issue regarding 
banning off-leash parks has now come to bear upon a recre~on that is important and necessary 
to the San Francisco Bay Area lifestyle. Unfortunately, the movement to ban off-leash recreation 
has been bolstered by recent events in the news regarding dog-maulings.in and around San 
Francisco Bay Area. Of course, any rational person should be able to divorce any connections 
the two have with each other. 

With that said, let me focus on something that few have touched upon. This off-leash 
luxury has been part ofthe San Francisco Bay Area landscape for many years. Certainly 
industries like the dog-walkers haye also benefited from this open-space recreation area. This is 
one of those luxuries that may not necessarily concern a majority of the Bay Area citizens, but 
there are enough people who enjoy this land in its current state, that to take it away would be a ~ 
violation of their personal liberties. ·Certainly, one may argue that we are simply 
'democratically' voting to remove this liberty, however, this would simply be a classic example 
of the tyranny of the majority. There are many people who have come to depend on these parks, 
and would be disheartened by the removal of this off-leash recreation. Moreover, once taken 
away, it would be extremely difficult to reinstate such. an ordinance. Why spend this much time 
undoing something that has little negative impact on our lifestyles and the environment, but has 
so much benefit to many residents and dog-lovers? I do not support the ban of off-leash 
recreation. 

Very Truly, 

.~~ 
Rick C. Ch~q . 

- -~.-------~ . 
-- .. _.-......-- -.--.-----==--~-

.- -.. _--._-- .. ----~--
.- "---r.- _ .... __ -.. 

• -:. ~ "-"t ___ _ 

.1 
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SUPEkj;UEfdOHJrvt~i ~"ed 
To whom It May concern, 

please keep the off-leash recreation area in the GGNRA!!! 

It should stay legal, as it has been for years. 

Holly 

~ 
-4\~\\'\. . ~~~ ~ 
3 '\"Ua \.(~~~ G\~\( 
~ \O~ 

~ ~""",o· . 

c...~ c=t~o{, (, 

\ 
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February 1,2002 

Attention: ANPR 

Re"CEiV 1':.lJ 0 '. ( 1\ 
.~ d-'f3 -0 - / f\ 
,... r:' ~ 0 4 1.0\)'z. 
i(n 

supg.mnti~ilHlrS OHler: 
PATR1C~S.DI~R 
1166 FILBERT STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 
(415) 346-1166 

Golden .Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 • 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This letter is to express my deep disappointment with the potential elimination of off-leash 
dog walking at Crissy Field. 

. As a San Francisco native and dog-owner, I have been walking Crissy Field for many, many 
years. It's one of the very few places in our extremely dense urban landscape where I can 
treat my four-legged children to a little freedom and the space to chase a tennis ball or two. 
In fact, Crissy Field is a mecca for residents and pets from all over the city-and everyone 
gets along great! As a general rule, qty dogs reflect the polite, sophisticated behavior of their 
owners, and I have never wi~essed a problem. 

As it is, San Francisco is not a terribly dog-friendly city; tiny property lots and few backyards 
make trips to places like Crissy Field a necessity. We cannot give our canine companions a 
healthy lifestyle without accessibility to off-leash romping and room to run. 

There are many things we San Franciscans take for granted, and this expanse of bay-side 
playground is one of them. Please trust us to continue using Crissy Field leash-free. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia S. Dinner 
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January 30, 2002 

Bradley I. Bettinger, M.D. 
4022 Cesar Chavez Street 

San Francisco, CA 941Jl-:1919 
REC:£a vEU 

Ff:l 0'-;. 2002 
Brian O'Neill, Superintendent 
Attention: ANPR, . 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123. 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

RE: Public comment on a range of potential management options for addressing 
appi'opriate pet management within Golden Gate National Recreation Area, consistent 
with protecting national park resources and assuring visitor safety. 

, . 
I have been running along the shore at Ocean Beach for more than twenty (20) years. For 
the past several years I have stopped running at the Fort Funston area due to the presence 
ofa large number of off leash dogs. On Saturday, January 25,2001, I was bitten by a dog 
while running along the shore at Ocean Beach and around Ortega. She was running with 
her master, who, at first, did not respond to my cries to call his dog. When he finally did 
call his dog, he had trouble controlling her. He said I was "making her nervous," . 
implying that the attack was my fault. I reported this incident to the Park Police. In 
addi~on, I often see off-leash dogs chasing birds, disturbing their feeding at the shoreline. 

By their very nature, dogs chase moving animals, be they bird or man. Due to the 
presence of an increasing number of off-leash dogs and recently being bitten by one, it is 
difficult for me to continue to run 'On the beach, an activity which has been a long time 
pleasure for me. 

I urge you to continue to require that all dogs on the beach be on leash and that the leash 
law be vigorously enforced. Please don't let Ocean Beach go to the dogs. 

~ 
Bradley I. Bettinger, M.~. 

---~.-~ 

.------. --- -- -"----

----_. -- ~"'-"'-----
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ANPA, Fort Mason 
Buildmg 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Leash policy 

Dear Madam, dear Sir, 

nkolaU4 .J(autiflch 

January 23,2002 

I am following your invitation to comment on the dog-off-Ieash situation in the Bay Area 
that was mentioned in an article published in the Marin II on January 11. 

Since I have moved to the Bay Area 15 years ago the number of places where a dog can 
be exercised off leash has decreased significantly. In the worst case scenario, if both the 
GGNRA and the Marin Open Space Committee rule against letting dogs run off leash in 
those areas for which they are responsible, the only spots where dogs can be off leash in 
public will be the dog parks, most elf which are very small. This would mean pushing the 
dog owners with their backs against the wall and leaving them no choice but to ignore the 
rules, because a dog cannot develop into a physically and mentally healthy creature if you 
take away it's possibility to run freely, at least a few hours every week. 

After having lived in Europe recently with my dog for almost a year and after having 
witnessed how over there the different groups of the population, horse back riders, hikers, 
runners, bikers, and dog owners and their pets coexist without stepping on each others 
toes, I find it very difficult to understand why over here, where there is so much more 
space as compared to Europe, authorities have to establish rules for every move that the 
citizen is making.. Why not let common sense prevail and make no firm rule? Fine those 
dog owners whose 'dogs cause damage, fine those owners who don't pich up after their 
dogs for littering, but l~ave those people alone, whose dogs don't cause any harm. Putting 
all dogs "on leash' is as absurd as it would be to make bikers push their bikes instead of 
riding on them and horse owners walk in frortof their horses instead of riding them. 

-".- ------.~-.--

--~---.....-.... --
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If you have to make a rule then leave at least every second beach open for dogs off leash, 
just as an example: 

• at least 3 or 4 miles on Ocean Beach: no leash 
• Baker beach: dogs must be on leash 
• Crissy Field: no leash 
• Fort Baker: leash 
• Rodeo Beach: no leash 
• Tennessy Valley Beach: leash 
• Muir Beach: no leash 
• Stinson Beach: near the town: leash. Further out towards Bolinas: no leash 

Dog owners may be a minority, but it is a significant minority, over 20 % of the 
population, and in a similar way as bjkers, runners, and horse-back riders they have the 
right to be considered as the other groups are. 

~.,;:. 

I,do hope you will come up with a wise decision. 

Sincerely yours 

Wi~~~~ 
(Nikolaus Kaubisch) 

• 

-----~.-

--- ---- ---~.-

-~ .-.. --_. 

.1 
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January 22; 2002 

Mr. Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

, Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re - off-leash dog issue comment period 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

"" I write this letter to urge the GGNRA to compromise on behalf of dog owners and their dogs who support 
a portion of Crissy F~eld being open to dogs running off-leash. 

Crissy field is a beautiful resource that San Franciscan's of varied interests can enjoy. There is room 
enough for people of ail types and for a wide spectrum of wildlife to enjoy this treasured recreational area. 
J9.@ Muir."Fl1;1d.:r~d4y .. ~o~~~x~l,t W!o.te .. that ':"~ IJ::1lli,i~ .. prqte_<?~. th~ parks ,so that .9ur children and their 
chil9renni~ye~joy them .. rillS generatiori musf~iso be ~bleto·eiiJoY'th~seia-n(js.; . .' '..:.:.: ','., :::.~. ,." i 

• ..: . . '. . • • t ~ . . : . - • '. ". ." '. • '. • . : ~ .~ 

.. 
CriS&Y Field, no~ re.stqred, and now under'the ausp.ic~s· ofihe GGNRA and the National ParltService, has 
never been better. More beautiful, more protected, and more pristIne than in it has been at arty other point 
during the past hundred years. The prot~cted lagoon in the center of Crissy is an excellent exatpple of 

. how numerous and varied interests may. be accommodated while sharing the park. Since restoration, 
many indigenous birds have returned to repopulate the protected area faster and to a greater extent than 
anyone had hoped. This miracle happened over the course of roughly a year. A year in which dogs ran 

. off-leash elsewhere in the park. 

Many do~ owners are currently up i~ arriIs on this issue 1:)ecause they believe their voice has not been 
heard or perhaps acknowledged by the parks service. Dog owners, by and large, are among the among the 
staunchest supporters of the GGNRA, The National Park Service, The Sierra Club, and the Audubon 
Society yet now they are being treated as an adversary. The town meeting last year was a disappointing 
example of how the issue is being evaluated and which interests are being weighed more heavily than 
others. 

Having investigated. the origin.and ,the. natu,re of the gifts of these lands, I am confident that there is solid 
'legal gfound to support the multi-purpose use and sharing df this 'Ian,!:' Some say 'that they would'like to 
::fight this battie:·j,ll court and. seek to strip the park seryice of this land. I believe that the GGNRA and the 
';N-~tjo~~ll'Par~ .S~Ivi¢e ai-~ ,iUriciuely' able to IrialD.ta1.ri .aitd:P.I·~te~t' th~se' l~~ds: biUt 'they must be shared . . ~ <. " ...... : ~,," .. .",:. . ... ' ':' ,,:.:~:~~~_. _.~_ ... ~.:.. .;." .... : ': '~I~ . • :f . "!.,: ':.:,~' t ":.;"': ':, • .-. 

The National Park Service has'repeat,iJllY..QLomised 11lat It 'Wt'1Iiive the public a' faIr process With regard to 
pro~sed changes to the long enjoyed-traditional pract!~~lfowing off leash dog walking recreation in 
some parts of the Golden Gate National R-6Cr~atign-Ar.ea.. But now the public input process is apparently 

- . ,. -" '~ ... ~-

./ 
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Kathy Lucas 
35 Mal/orca Way 

San Francisco, CA 94123 
(415) 674-4189 

kslucas@hotmail.co1i1,:<,. ,:",.::;'~. . ;f"·, 

being subverted by the GGNRA suddenly reversing its longstanding policy that allowed off-leash dogs in 
certain areas -- before the public input process occurs. 

The Park Service says it is setting up an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, which it suggests will 
fairly allow the public to have input on this highly unpopular change: Nevertheless, the GGNRA 
employees announce that they have unilaterally reversed the current policy before the ANPR public input 
process begins. What good is a public input process if the agency is so committed to the change that it .. 
insists on abruptly (eversing its longstanding policy and aggressively escalating enforcement just prior to'" . 
the public comment period? Recently, Park Service managers have been extremely antagonistic towards 
dog owners at Crissy Field by telling them that the 60-day comment period is merely a formality, and that 
GGNRA has already made their decision, FiJrthermore, the Park Service managers at Crissy Field have 
been quoted saying "the Park Service will issue tickets on the first offense, jail the dog owner on the 
second offense and confiscate the dog on the third offense". Hearing this makes one not only the question 
the legality of these threats, but also question the Park Service's-mtentions and ethics. 

The impact of this poor is public policy is very significant. The change in policy would have a huge 
impact on the quality of life of so many in this densely populated urban area. Many would not take 
advantage of the opportunity to visit the parks but for the activity of taking their dogs out to run and play. 
In a city like San Francisco, it is crucial that dogs be allowed to run in a safe place. The open off
leash environment at Crissy Field provides puppies with the natural dog-dog socialization opportunity 
needed in raising mentally healthy and well-adjusted domestic dogs. Furthermore, for the many water 
dogs, the unfettered play they enjoy in the waves at both beaches helps maintain their good physical 
health and jolly mental disposition. Dogs that are not allowed to exercise sufficiently can become 
nuisances. In the city, most people do not have the luxury of having backyards for their dogs to run. 
Furthermore, for most medium and larger dogs, walks around the block or even fenced in cement dog .,. 
runs are not sufficient to exercise them. Well-behaved dogs, like well-behaved humans, should be allowed 
to enjoy the open spaces provided by the GGNRA. However, dog owners must be held fully responsible 
for the actions of their dogs, especially when off-leash. Off-leash dog walking should be treated like 
driving a car, a privilege that requires responsibility. The solution is not to ban off-leash privileges, but 
to ban irresponsible behavior. 

Please make the dog owners part of the solution. Crissy Field is an amazing resource that can be enjoyed, 
respected and cared for by all. I am hopeful that you will agree and will support the case for off-leash 
rights at Crissy Field. 

Sincerely, 

• Kathleen Lucas 
... "-'--'-~--......-.. ,-. 
--, ---'--'~~ 
.-.-~- -.-.. -""7--.---~-

,- .-•. J"'"U.,. ......... _ 

-..... -,...; .. ~~--
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To: Golden Gate ~ational _'JffiQm~~ Am, 
Attention: ANPR 
4155614355 

From: M. Georgia FraiJey 
500 Stanyan St. 
Apt. 50] 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

RE: Support for Off-Leash Dog Walking 

Page(s) to Follow: 1 

~- ...... 
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February 4,2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to strongly convey my support of off-leash dog walking, as it waS originaUy 
designated by the 1979 Pet Policy. Taking ~way our pets' freedom to play and interact 
with other dogs would only result in under-socialized, unhappy dogs, just as it would 
with people. This is an urban city and it must take responsibility and continue to consider 
the needs of the vast majority of pet owners who do not have yards, or a sizable yard to 
speak of. As it is, "current" off-leash areas account for less than 1% of the entire park 
acreage of San Francisco. Enforcing ~ off-leash ban is entirely insensitive to the 
happiness and well being of our pets and eliminating such a minor percentage is 
unnecessary. These parks were developed as recreational parks, for the whole community 
to enjoy, including our animals; they are not intended as a specific wildlife preserve. 

~ With proper management, all walks of life can co-exist and enjoy what our recreational 
parks have to offer us, just as so many other recreational parks in this nation do. 

Our pets give us so much happiness, it is our duty to provide them with a happy Ufestyle 
as well. Thank you for your attention to this. 

M. GeorgiCI r iIey 
500 Stanyan Street 
Apt. 501 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
4154078659 

.. 

" 

---~-~.-. 

--... _-- '--.----==a._ 
-- -------- .. -- -.--...~-

-- . - .. ~.a.~. _ 
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RESEIVED 

FFR 0 ~ 2002 

Date: ::::J<l4 1:NQ;l P1. to O"L. SUPERllJlimmfS OffiCE 

To: Golden Gate lanai Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for thi analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. . 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to deSignate former 

•
"voice con-tro~" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

. Beach and Lands End at the very least. . 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
. , 

~~~jA~~~~ ______ (Signature) 

~.h~v'\~·:......;r0r~M~C)::.:...:/«'j~_· ____ enamel 

_.5_50_LOJI_~...;;.--::~~t~e_+ ____ (address) 

-- .. ---. -- - ...... - ..... -.---"""t=. .. __ 
.--.. - -.------ -- ---:t~_ 
. - ... --- _. -- "- -~- .. ---
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the detail·s. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very s~all portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 
, . 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

--- ------..,..-,.~.-
.- -----_._- --~---:.-.-. 
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GGNRA;Attn:ANPR:ANPR; 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
S.F. CA 94123 

....... , 11-\ 

REC~::::'TVED 
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~ .... '"' cJ U;,' fJI: 

This letter is to protest politely against the abolishment of off-leach dog walking 
. privileges in GGNRA urban areas, specifically Fort Funston and Crissy Field in S.F. and 
Rodeo Beach in Marin County. 

First, I think the GGNRA has done a tremendoW! job in recovering and restoring the 
above areas. These places are beautiful and safe destinations for people to visit and enjoy. 
As has been noted before, we live in an urban area and all the open space available 
should be treasured and taken care of. 

Since we live in an urban area, the limd available for off-leash WELL-BEHAVED dogs 
is at a premium. While I respect the work of the GGNRA, I feel that a compromise 
should be reached between people such as myself who enjoy'walking dogs on AND off 
leash and the GGNRA policy-makers. As you know, several years ago, we lost a huge 
piece of off-leash privilege by the closing Ocean Beacli to off-leash dog walking. This 
squeezed more dogs into Golden Gate Park and the smaller City parks, straining the 
already tight budget for park maintenance. I began to visit Fort Funston more often with 
my dog and was happy to encounter a great group of concerned Fort Funston dog walkers 
and the volunteer "pooper scooping" weekends. However, most of all I enjoyed the gO,?d 
behavior of the dogs walking there, the freedom and exercise they were getting and the 
diligence of the "regulars," scooping and providing bags and forming a real community 
for dog lovers. I've been walking there for quite a while now, as well as at Crissy Field 
and Rodeo Beach and have never seen destructive or violent behavior by canines OR . 
humans. 

If you mUst address the issue or off-leaSh dog walking on GGNRA land again, please 
consider allowing the dog-loving public here and in Marin the freedom ofletting our pets 
continue to play freely, perhaps with guidelines with which we can all agree: certain 
times for off-leash, even days or conditions under which a dog may frolic unleashed. I am 
sure an agreement can be made that would satisfy the needs of we dog owners and 
walkers as well as maintain the pristine nature of the GGNRA land and its efforts to have 
it remain so. 

Thank you for considering this letter. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Michele Hunnewell 
4620 Fulton Street 
S.F. Ca 94121 
e-mail: sallesm@aol.com 

-----...-....._._-
--- .----~--

- --•. _-w.. • ...- .... 

-:--. ... __ . 

.. 
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January 29; 2002 

GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

'""-../1 1I\ 

RECE~-"-/E:D 
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Pet owners are citizens too. You should recognize the needs of a major 
constituency of your park and develop programs that address our requirements. 
Fort Funston is not a wilderness area and should not be governed by rules 

,created for Yosemite. It is an urban recreational pasko 

What exactly is your definition of recreation anyway? It is not species 
preservation or any other form of conservancy. You accommodate horse owners. 
Why not dog owners? You accommodate hang gliding, an extremely dangerous 
sport that puts other park users at risk. You accommodate bikers. What decision 
rules are you applying? 

Surely some manager can devise a plan for off-leash space for dog owners, 
especially owners of large dogs. Be sure to think of the needs of senior and 
disabled pet owners when you are coming up with your plan. 

Personally, I don't see wHy we should have any federal parks in San Francisco. . 
In my view, the current leadership overseeing Fort Funston and the Presidio is 
heading in a direction at odds with the views and the needs of Bay Area 
residents. 

Sincerely, 

~ (l"'M,)11 
Katharine A. Russell 
1648 Plymouth Avenue 
San Francisco CA 94127-2118 

~ .. --- . -_ .. --- ..... '. 
----=---

--------~---~-

- --.. -.:-.--
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January 29, 2002 

OONRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

as~ ~I ~ ( c.::" 
..... lIIId • 

••• 83 Alpine Avenue • Daly City, ca. 94015 
Home Phone 65D Sl92-S802 • Email jkadcIa&@aoI.com 

RECE:VE1: 

Fr:R 0 -) 2002 

~UPfRirt(r.lfij:,~T·S Dr. ':-.... .. .....:.. it' " .. : 

I am writing this letter to protest the proposed change in the otf-leash polley at Fort Funston and the beach. I am 
8 native San Franciscan and have had dop most of my adult life. I have enjoyed walking my pets at Fort Funston 
fur many years. . 
Off·leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when San Francisco turned this land over to the 

GGNRA. It is extremely important for this to continue. I have observed many other dog owners who are extremely 
responsible and I see absolutely no reason for any change. You have already fenced off a large portion of the land 
Isn'l that enough? I am sure your efforts could be used for a much bettei project. 

Sincerely, 

JoanKaddas 

• 

\ 
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GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

Dear Sir or Madam: 
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Please give serious consideration to the need for an off-leash area for dogs at Fort 
o FUnsti)n. Many, many residents of San Francisco and the Bay Area are dog owners and 

many of us have larger dogs who need to run in order to have proper exercise . 

.. I have a large dog and I am eighty-two years old. ObvidlIsly, I cannot run along with him 
when he takes his exercise. Please think about the needs of seniors and disabled people 
when you plan an off-leash area at Fort Funston. The area should be easily accessible for 
older pet owners and have seating nearby. 

• Seniors are unlikely to be using your park for gliding or horseback riding. It is important 
for us to get our fair share of usage, . 

Sincerely, 

ir:::.bh~ J1~ 
1648 Plymouth Avenue 
San Francisco CA 94127-2118 

.-.O-.-·-__ ~_O_ -- 00 ____ . _. __ O~_ 
---------.-~~ ,-- w_ .. -n .... _._ GGNRA000763
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January 31, 2002 

GGNRA, Attn. ANPR 

MARGARET G. FAWCETT 
72 CYPRESS PLACE 

SAUSALITO, CA 94965 
telephone: (415) 332-4019 

e-mail:mgfawcett@earthlink.net 

RECEIVED 

FER 052002 

SUPERmTEidDENT'S OffiCE 

Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy for Park Lands 

Dear Decision Makers: 

There are few joys in this world which bring more happiness to me 
personally, and to those folks observing, than a good dog running for the 
sheer joy of running along the beach and in"and out of foam of the 
breaking waves. 

Often, I take my Australian Shepherd to Fort Cronkite around 8:00 a.m. 
and he and I have a fabulous time which makes for a beautiful day. I 
keep him on leash near Rodeo Lagoon and until we reach the top of the 
dunes and then let him run free. (I clean up after him as well so as not 
to contribute to any pollution of the area.) I would hope that you could 
continue to permit such an a,ctivity. There are so few places now where a 
dog can have such fun, and its master too, both getting healthy exercise 
and fresh air in a gorgeous spot. 

Although I fully understand that beaches are 'a multi-use environment, I 
rarely find many people at Fort Cronkite'in the early morning. Thus, I do 
not think it would be difficult for you to allow dogs running free with 
their owners, off leash, at least between day light and 10:00 a.m. Please 
enact such a policy for Fort Cronkite and other beaches as well such as 
Crissy Field Beach and Fort Baker. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~t7AAr#',~ 
M~aret G. Fawcett 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Attn:ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreational Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, Ca 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill 

T 

I· i"'; 
---.--... -- - - -.-
._'~" •• '''''''''-~.....aL._. ________ • 

. . . 

I enthusiastically support the existing National Park Reguration, Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Under no 
circumstance should the National Park Service allow any change or variance within the Golden Gate National Recreational Area, 
which would alter the current requirement to have pets on leash. 

I urge you to stand firm in maintaining the current regulations and aggressively enforcing this policy. Educating the public about 
park regulations is necessary and the work done by Park Service employees to date is commendable; but there is no substitute for 
effective enforcement. 

Off leash dogs are at best a nuisance to members of the public who treasure the peace and serenity that parks and open space provide 
in our crowJied urban environments. At other times, they threaten our very safet(y. 

Despite the most sincere promises made by conscientious dog owners, they have a poor record of self-enforcement In all too many 
cases, they are in complete denial as to the effect their pets have on other park users and the environment When evaluating responses 
to current Golden Gate National Recreational Area policies, it is important to realize that the ownership of a pet affords these 
individuals an immediate and simple focus around which to organize. Therefore, the number of people petitioning for a change to the 
existing leash laws may appear gf(~at in comparison to responses from other park users; but your responsibility as managers and 
custodians of our national parks extends to all existing users, as w:ell as, future visitors. 

Dog owners often claim that they are enthusiastic park supporters and will work to improve park facilities. My experience has 
proven quite the opposite. I see this every day in San Francisco's Pine Lake Park where the city has bowed to dog owners and no 
longer enforces the existing on leash ordinance. This park has progressively deteriorated due in no small part to the impact that off . 
leash dogs have on the environment. At two meetings held recently by the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department to discuss 
capitol improvements to Stem Grove and Pine Lake Parks, dog owners were adamant in their opposition to any plans to ipclude 
natural habitat restoration or establishing native plant-projects. This opposition was based on a stated fear that these enhancements 
might lead to restrictions on off leash dogs. 

. . 
Any argument.that dog owners will provide plastic bags and encourage fellow dog owners to pick up their pet's poop is wishful 

thinking. As soon as a dog is off leash, it is no longer controlled. The concept of voice control is an absolute joke. Dog owners are as 
lazy and irresponsible as any other group in our society. When it is inconvenient or "out of sight", the vast majority of owners fail in 
their obligation. Cleaning up your pet's shit is at best a zero-sum equation. 

I love the natural environment that our National Parks provide, and I cherish the opportunity to observe birds and other wildlife 
within the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Knowing that the National Park Service is acting on my behalf to protect these 
natural wonders for current park visitors and future generations, makes me fell like a better person. 

Please do not change the existing regulations. 

t 

Patrick Skain 
_. - - -- -_ -. _ patskain@aol.com 

-------~~-~ . 

.. - .'-.. -~--. 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing in response to the solicitation for comments on the GGNRA's Pet Management proposal. 

As a solution to what has become such a controversial and highly charged issue, I encourage the 
GGNRA to consider setting aside the remainder of Fort Funston as the one area in the GGNRA system of 
p,ark land that. dogs are permitted to run free. In other words, r:nake Fort Funston the one area in the 
GGNRA that is exem.ptfroi,1 the leash policy. 

I believe this is a viable solution for the following reasons: .. 
o Fort Funston has long been a safe place for dogs to run free. As mentioned in the Advanced 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking letter, all city and county parks and virtually all open spaces are 
bound by leash laws. 

o If people want to walk along the beach or coastal area, there are literally miles and miles of such 
coastland in the GGNRA system. Ocean Beach is literally a stones throwaway not to mention 
the beaches in Daly City and Pacifica. 

o Under the Current Pet Management at GGNRA section (pg 1425), it says, "The park has received 
complaints by park visitors ... alleging that off leash dogs have precluded them from visiting the 
park for fear of being knocked over, attacked by dogs, or verbally abused by dog owners." 
Anyone can make such accusations, but it speaks volumes when the GGNRA chooses not to 
back'such statements up with facts. ' 

And, I think it is outrageous for the GGNRA to exploit the Dianne Whipple case. Even though it is made 
clear that this incident didn't happen in-a park <1r open space, the case has not gone to trial and, 
therefore, all the facts have not been brought forward. And, if the GGNRA wanted to be fully truthful 
about this case, rather than slant it to serve their purpose, it should have mentioned that evidence shows 
these dogs were likely part of a dog fighting ring run by their owners, Pelican Bay inmates who, it has 
been widely reported, were running such a ring. 

I am also sending this letter to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in the hope that they will consider 
taking back Fort Funston since the GGNRA has reneged on their promise to allow unobstructed use, by 
both visitors and pets, of this very popular open space area. 

since'(~ 

~IShlda 

• 
2603 Newlands Avenue 
Belmont, CA 94002 

cc: San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
State Senator Jackie Speier 
San Francisco Recreation & Park~,C.o_i!l'riirssloners-" '-'-

-----.......-
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Jan 31, 2002 

To whom It May Concem 

lin writing in regards to the possible enacting of the dogs on leash law.. The reality of 

not allowing my dogs- Rocky and Peggy to run off leash is selfISh and extremely 

controlling. My labs are 12 years years old and in great health. I consistently have 

exercised them at Crispy field of course because Labs are water loving dogs ... My 
. '. -

concem is for there health and over-aU spm.. They love to run and play in the water .. 
• r 

Without this right they will become depressed and at there age I fear this is wiD speed 

up there death. 

I also see this as a Beaucratic decision lacking in heart and vision .. Dogs are'nt the 

problem. In fact they are the solution to the mundane lifestyle of human habit.One 

of the last case scenarios of community is at Crispy Field .... People seem to enjoy one 

another and the energy is quite integrated between animals, runners, walkers. 

Dog owners are very responsible J)eOple. We cle~n up and pay attention .. .1 will 

protest passionately against a negative decision ..... 

David Baughan 

~ 

David Baughan 
. 1201 Eighth Street 
SOn FrancIsCO. CA 94107 

(415)861-7536 
&MoD: db 12018th@wor1dnet.att.net 

. Web: http://h0m9.att.netl-db12018th 

. . 
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ALICE WILEY & ASSOCIATES I 1[1 ~ 

January 31,2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
SF, CA94115 

To Whom It May Concern, 

RECEIvE !.J 

fFB 0 5 20[.~~ 

NrilrJ1WilH~UtMl'S '~";~:i~;: 
~t.h ;J! •• ,.u 

~ My Husband, Peter Hall and I, feel very strongly that dogs should be allowed to 
be off-leash at Crissy Field, Baker Beach, Ocean Beach and Fort Funston. 

Dogs are an important part of people's lives. They are friends and helpmates of 
the elderly, the sick (especially children), the disabled, and people from all walks of life. 
They add joy and love to our lives with their unconditional love and charming ways. The 
walking and running that takes place at Crissy Field, as well as the other beaches and 
park areas, is therapy for dog owners and essential for the dogs' physical and mental well 
being. I also have friends who do not have dogs, who feel safer, happier, and more able 
to enjoy beaches and parks when dogs and their owners are present. 

In addition, we, as well as many of our friends, have contributed financially to the 
rebuilding of Crissy Field, with the understanding that our dogs would be allowed to be 
there off-leash. 

Conscientious dog owners and their pets do not endanger our public spaces. San 
Francisco has been voted one of the most pet friendly cities in the country. Please do not 
curtail the innocent enjoyment of dogIFrisbeelbeach. 

J. ..; •• 

. . .. ' .,' . ,~ .' , ,. ~. '., 

;: .... ~. .' .. 
. . . - ---. ~-- -.~---

--~---.-.......-.-

-- .. ----~--
----_._--- -

INT E-RIO R· ·D-ES-l-GN. A~.JtENOVATIO N 

. ./ 
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Eileen P. Goldenberg, Judith 
79 Sylvan Dr 

_an Francisco, CA 94132 

GGNRA 
ATTNANPR 
Fort Mason Bid. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear People, 

Dancer And Sophie 

• ).,V \ 

RECEIVED 

FFB 0 ~ Z002 

SUPEH!NTEfdDEfH'S OffiCE 

I' 

Please do not make it illegal to have our dogs off leash!!! We have . 
been walking our dog, and the previous dog at Fort Funston and other parks 
in SF for over 20 years. 

They need to be off leash in order to be healthy and active dogs. It is 
not fair to suddenly take that away. We pick up~ after her, have trained her to 
be obedient and well mannered and she LOVES to run and play at Fort Fun 
and would love to again at Ocean Beach. 

• Think about all of those dogs in NY at ground zero, working and sniffing 
out possible victims. The numerous dogs who help people who are blind or 
in wheelchairs, the therapy dogs who visit children and the elderly in 
hospitals. Can't we at leas.t give, our dogs a place to play when their work is 
done? They need to be honored'not penned. 

The off leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when 
SF gave it's beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA and when the 
GGNRA was established to maintain "needed recreational open space 
necessary for urban environment and planning" (16 US 460bb) The off leash 
has only occurred in 0.5% of the land. 

I used to take my dog to Ocean Beach almost every day, now that it 
"leash required" I don't use that space. I miss it and my dog misses it. The 
reports never concluded that the dogs affected the snowy plover. It is an 

ttRBAN beach. We all need to have access to it. 

.-.-.---------~ -
-- .. ----- -.-- ...... -~.-

.-------.--~ 

- ... ~ --"--

v~·-·-·· . --'-. --. -"''''---
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I suggest the we have off leash-back-in -aU the parks and beaches·.·an~· 
that you use your officers to giveIiCkefSJOr· unruly .dogs, that are atta~king· 

• people or other dogs, and to own~t§._~~_Q~~.nJt pick up after their dogs. That 
would be a way for everyone to enjoy the parks and open area. . 

Our dogs have to be off leash!! WE. can all exist and take care of the 
urban parks. 

Eileen P. Goldenberg 
Judith Dancer 
Sopie Bear 

• 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1.979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash -ifter the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash (she 
is 14 years old and hardly a threat to anyone). I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that 
there would be no tickets given unless dogs were unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems 
reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally . .Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more soCialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. I invite anyone to come 
out to Fort Funston and see for yourself, the playfulness and wonderful experience of seeing dogs off 
leash. 

Also, another point is that there are,<j!Jita a fe'N people who, for one reason or another, are disa~led and -> 

are unable to walk their dog on leash. ,hey too will suffer from this on-leash regulation. I have seen one 
woman, in particular, who is in her wheelchair regularly, watching the dogs at play and enjoying every 
minute of it. If dogs are made to walk on leash at this wonderful place, I am sure that dogs will become 
more aggressive. It is a well known fact that dogs on leash can become more aggressive toward other 
dogs, and people, when not allowed to sniff, circle and play. 

Please give some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

CJ~ 
Linda Sherwood 

·523 - 22nd Avenue _ 
San Francisco, CA 94121-3015 

--".---~--'-' 

.-- ~'-•. ~-n..~ __ 
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19784777757 2002-02-08 22:04:15 (GMT), page 1 

Hotmail 

)b.3 ~ 0/- 313 

".". Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Hello, 

From: Debbi Holmgren <OHolmgren@WSGC.com> 
To : '''fortfunston@liotmail.com'" <fortfunston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: GGNRA 
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2002 12:19:0~ -0800 

It has come to my attention that you are considering banning off-leash dogs 
from the GGNRA. As a dog owner in the city, I find this behavior autrocious 
and unwarranted. Off leash dogs can co-exist with non-dog owners and with 
the natural beauty of the GGNRA. From my experience as a dog owner in the. 
city, most dog owners are wonderful people who care about the natural beauty 
of their surroundings and appreciate the fact that they can run their dog 
off leash. The few bad seeds are few and far between. Often, dog owners 
tell one and another that their dog has made a mess. We chastise anyone that 
doesn't clean up after their dog or who doesn't ensure that they're dog is 
not aggressive_ 

By taking away dogs' running spaces, you effectively make this a 
non-friendly animal town and will eventually squeeze the animal lovers out 
of here. Do you really want San Francisco to become a nonanimal city? 

We can take steps to remedy whatever problems are currently existing . 
stricter enforcement of the curb your pet laws. stricter fines. You can 
even enact citizens to patrol on the city's behalf - I guarantee that there 
are many that are more than willing to step in and do this. 

It would be a shame to lose some of the diversity of this city. Diversity is 
what makes this city so great and strong. Unfortunately, that is the 
reality were you to ban off-leash dogs from GGNRA. 

sincerely, 
• 

Deborah Holmgren 

Page 1 of 1 

Previous Page 

n .. ~ © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. Ali rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement 

./ 

http://1w9fd.law9.hotmaiJ.msn.com/cgi -bini getmsg?corrnbox=FOOOOOOOOI &a=91974437779... 02/08/2002 
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19784777757 2002-02-08 21:57:22 (GMT), page 1 

Hotmail 

if(g~ - or -- 35 
IfISIl'I. Hotmail<!l fortfunston@hotmBil.com 

ANPR: 

From: James Martin <Iunado@earthllnk.net> 
To: <fortfunston(!!lhotmail.com> 

Subject: OFF-LEASH RECREATION 
Date: Tue, 05 Feb 2002 15:28:03 ;0800 

Please retain the off-lease recreation privileges for all respecting pet dog 
owners in the GGNRA. This a very important and needed recreational facility 
for the citizens of the bay area_ 

Page 1 of 1 

Previous Page 

IfISIl'I. © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved PrIvacy Statement . 

,. 
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19784777757 20'02-02-08 21: 55: 34 (GMT) I page 1 

Hotmail 

Hello! 

Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com 'I. 

From: "Judy Sass" <lSASS@$vbank.com> 
To : "'fortfunston@hotmail.com"' <fortfunston@hotmall.com> 

Subject: Fort Funston - Off leash/On leash debate. 
Date: Tho, 7 Feb 2002 12:04:ZB -OBOO 

I'd like to cast my vote for keeping Ft. Funston off leash. I've been there 
many times and have never had a problem with any dog including my own. The 
park lends itself to off leash and I hope it's kept that way. 
Thanks for considering my comments. 

Judy Sass 

Page 1 of 1 

Previous Page 

*********************************************************************************** 
This message contains information from Silicon Valley Bank which may be 
confidential and privileged. If you are not an intended recipient, please 
refrain from any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of this information 
and note that such actions are prohibited. If you have received this 
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by 
replying to this transmission. 
*********************************************************************************** 

© 2002 Mlcrosoft·C~rpo~atlon. All rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approyed PrIvacy Statement . 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 08, 2002 
555-555-:-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash. law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I am writing out of concern that the GGNRA will implement an off 
leash permit for the area's National Recreation Areas. I lived 
in San Francisco for many years and know the b~auty and value of 
these habitats. They are truly unique and support a number of 
sensitive and endangered"specj,es, many of which could easily be 
harmed by off leash dogs .. 

I've seen what dogs do to wildlife on many occassions where they 
are permitted off leash, especially, in all too frequent cases, 
where their owners enjoy and encourage this behavior. Dogs are 
highly effective predators and many chase and kill almost any 
wildlife species. They also act to disrupt the natural 
behaviors of wildlife, including feeding and breedingi thereby 
causing additional harm. The many dogs living in the bay area 
could easily wreak havoc on the area's wildlife and act to 
further drive sensitive species to extinction. Off leash dogs 
have also been known to attack children and adults. 

In addition, the regular harrassment of wildlif~: causes 
increased wariness in many species making it more and more 
difficult for people to observe them, a primary reason most of 
us visit wild areas. 

GGNRA000776
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I have no doubt that wild and sensitive habitats included in. the 
GGNRA could be substantially degraded should dogs be permitted 
off leash and that once such a permit is in place, it will be 
very difficult to retract it later when this proves true. 

~ours truly, 

. Liz Cook 
6 Simmons Way 
Davis, CA 95616 

• 
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555-555-5555 

David Bertelsen 

2503 E. Blacklidge Dr., • Tucson, AZ 85716 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

. Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 08, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance belWeen recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

I am a dog owner and love dogs, but I am acutely aware that there are often conflicts in natural 
areas. Unfortunately many dog owners are not responsible, letting their pets run off leash, not 
cleaning up feces, failing to prevent the animals from digging or trampling sensitive vegetation 
(usually from pure ignorance), etc. Franldy, I believe dogs should be prohibited from the GGNRA 
entirely. 

In Thcson, Arizona, dogs have been prohibited in park after park, first by the city, and then by 
Pima County, largely because of the problems they cause. Here the problem is not endangered 
species but feces, dogs off leash, dog fights (even when dogs are on leashes), and the fear many 
people, including children, have of dogs--even very friendly dogs. 

The GGNRA should be primarily concerned with protecting the natural envionnent. The NPS has 
never had sufficient funds to properly enforce Park regulations, and pennitting dogs, especially 
when off leash, would require dedicating valuable resources to monitoring damage and enforcing 
regulations. 

Thank you for your consideration of my comments. I sincerely hope the GGNRA developes 
policy that first and foremost protects the natural flora and fauna while accomodating recreational 
use. 

Sincerely, 

GGNRA000778
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Kim Medina 
539 West Thurber Road Box 2, Tucson, AZ 85705-3476 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet p"olicy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 08, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

I SUPPORT KEEPING PETS ON LEASHES. I SUPPORT PROTECTION OF URBAN 
WILDLIFE. 

I SUGGEST ESTABLISHING "DOG RUNS", ENCLOSED AREAS WHERE DOGS CAN 
RUN AND PLAYOFF LEASH BUT WHERE THEY ARE CONfAINED. .. .. 
There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, jf individuals are encouraged [0 walk their 
dogs off-leash in [he GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leasn laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

GGNRA000780
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Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't ttavel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife ..and apprQpriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Medina 

• 
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Feb. 1,2002 

JAS. P. FELDE 
5722 LEWIS WAY 

CONCORD. CA 94521 

415·Re!.~j·VEu 

Ff:R 0 5 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 

sur _! ::t~··· :.:t·:::~(:·I:~ nu,''','' 
...... , .. it!>' .... ~:t! \} iJi "".101: 

Fort Mason, BuiIding301 
San Francisco, CA. 94123 

It is imperative that the National Park Sevice UPHOLD 36 CFR.2.15 (a)(2) and require 
ALL pets including dogs to be ON LEASH or otherwise PHYSICALLY restrained within 
all areas of the GGNRA for the following reasons: 

Unrestrained pets degrade the natural ambience of the park. 

Unrestrained pets destroy wildife and ·damage'Vegetation. 

So called "voice control" is wishful thinking for four out offive animals. 

If pet dogs are permitted, why not pet cats, sheep, llamas, ponies, falcons etc? 

National Parks are for the benefit of PEOPLE not domestic animals. 

Unrestrained activity may be beneficial for dogs and their owners. but is detrimental to 
everybody else, particularly in National Parks. If dog parks are a needed amenity, they 
should be provided on a local basis by local agencies. 

~ 
/lei: .. C # 

,/ • v~~ I .. ,;:r €.: & .e.-

{ es P. Felde 

.. 

-------------- MANAGEMl'"NT AND ADVISORY SERVICES --------------
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Golden Sate National ~ecreation Area 
Attentions ANPR, Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

January 31,.2002 

Unleashed dogs in Golden Gate National Recreation Areas 
should not be a consideration, in my opinion for the 
following reasons. 

Consider others'. 

An unleashed dog runs up to a ~mall child and jumps on the 
child, maybe to be friendly and to lick the child's face and 
to want to play ••• maybe to want some of the food the child 
is eating and accidently bites the ehild or scratches the 
child. In either case the'child is knoeked over and is 
fright~ned, and the child's clothes may be torn. 

An unleashed dog runs up to an adult who perhaps is hard 
of hearing, startling the adult to no end, and what if this 
adult happens to have an infant in their arms. 

You have a picnic blanket spread out and are settled for a 
nice lunch and an unleashed dog wants some of your food, or 
your child's food • 

You have a blanket with your baby's toys and an unleashed 
dog thinks the toys belong to him, and hertrys to take the 
toys away from the baby, or grabs the corner of the blanket 
to pull itO down the beach. . 

You and your family are enjoying a peaceful walk in the 
wilderness and an unleashed dog comes and brushes against 
your legs (if you have shorts on) or your pants, the 
unleashed dog has just been in poison oak, now you and yourJ~~ 
have been contaminated. If you don't have some special . U-~"--a' 
cleaner and a change of clothes your carseats now also' have 
the poison oak contamination. 

Maybe it's not even poison oak. Maybe you are just allergic 
to dogs. 

Lastly, you just never know if the unleashed dog is friendly. 
Friendly or not there are other considerations. 

Si~~. ~ 
~~A. ~~ 
17295 Melody Lane 
Los Gatos, CA 95033 ----- . ...:: 

-- ._--.---~--
------------.--~. 
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RECEr\fe.D 

ffB 0 5 2.002 
-t\i\t\\'\"'S Off\t£ 

S\r~ffilN\t'I1U~i'i\ , 

I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason, 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the d-etails., I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter • 

Sincerely, 

. (l,u~,c.. {roo;c c ... ,...;.. ) 
I;~ ~11 g+r'f!'f-1-'. ~~ fY")''lCiSCO CI't- qVllo~ 

". -_._-- .. _-
---------...-

-- .. _------::------
.-._------_._-
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DEBBY GAMBERT, M.S. 
" 'SPEffH - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 
RECElVe., CA LIC. #7063 

4 FfB 0 '5 '2.\)\)'2. 

~u~£\\\tnttl\ltta'S GfflCt 
Januaay 27,2002 

l 

GGNRA 
Att: ANPR 
Fort Mason Bldg 201 
San Fra:ncisco, CA 94123 , ' 

Please allow dog off-leash walking in the GGNRA. 

Off-lease walking can be managed in a way that is good for the 
environ'fneflf, and for the people of San Francisco. I do not own a dog but 
believe that i\\e parks and recreation areas should be open to allow dogs to 
run and play. It is impossible for a dog to run and play while on a leash. 

Thank. you. 

Debby Gambert 

.. 

.. ' ".' .. 

• 

------ ---......-~-

----------~ 
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.I ~2.) 1,,-. SUPrHliUTfNDENT'S ornEr: 
Date: 1. i ..1. _ 0 
To: Golden Gat~ National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

- . 
As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the pUblic regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: . 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
r~gulation be measured from the baseline Q.f the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" (lreas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, //) 
I / 

____________ (signature) 

__ L_/5......;A....:..' _'S_(_o_lZ_i_1J_'~ ____ (name) 

__ ?;_7i_(; __ 0_'t_u AD_A_S_1_" _--,,--_(address) 

sr- ( C A-' t:) ~- (I 0 

Comments accep~ed Jan. 11, ?9q~_!~r~~~h March 12,2002 

. --.----~~---.--
.--:-----.---. u_ .... _. __ h'__ __ .. ____ .. _ .. _ 

-.... --. .. _----

r 
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Ii :be~ntendentO'Neill: a7fo -Of - \j)RECEl\.JIt::;U Date: ;;J. - 3- 2-
GGMR4· . L.. 

. ~~Al!lPR . • :t support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Followiniili i~awents about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

-'

s well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 
( I " SUPERINTfNOHf. S uFHCf: • /-')J. 

lame: t Ih y- y-tl (optional: Age: 31 Sex M ~thnicity.J4LJ 

\ 

~ 

,ddress: (p oa k 9 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What an 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

1:. v/6/fGG-IIJRA- an<L-~ -Iv W""( k, I1<lJ be=It~( 'J);.1n-.aV,fan. 
~ /.--.a £> Cl L1J0"YIc:Lu.J;f Clff_&1:~ fo ~ ayr/ SClCtcJc).-e-
tv ,'fi-, of4u d~ a 0-;) ~ u_~ g. . rJ;qe... VISr!- ~ +- h-"'5 k I 

Yh~~ ~d(fJA,-.ds I ~sSi Pte;{J, Tet-lI'1.es5-e~ Valfer 
~. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t u~ 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

IJJ..t- ~ ~ .N<v ~( Mth 1J-tuv,#h. a-rd. Ca"',,6 

odJ. ~ brr"'J ~,~rds cu;tJ., uS· • 

•• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

:r+-.f, ~uA-t.<1Yt4 tL-.f-wad~Vh IAJ.t ~ ~ .a.yoy""c5 ~ 
VHJ" ((, <jep 1'$' 1h.f!.,..e. u.- hL, C'eJ-.e.,r,iSleNZ. toe.. d Q;(JS Q h c( 
CVrfctf, ( w-Ae,/t1 U-Ch haUL- 'ft,~"v' O-fprof'na. ~ Clv-ea 5 , 
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1 17 ear Superintendent O'NeDl: a. -rt -[)i- I ~ RECEIVED Date: ~L '" ~ / 0 --

: . . . FFB 0 5 2002 . . ..' 
. ~ support off-leash recreation In the GGNRA. Followmg are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation In the GGNRA, 
~ s well as information about me that may be relevant ~fJMm~r~T'S OFflCf: . 

erne: :J05lCPtI r vtlC-4v'CJ . (optional: Age: __ SeLM F Ethnicity~ 
~dress: 13 2. \ t2() 7 I r~ «p fF)c,J FI C)17- C/J q Lit:) c.; LJ . 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

r J/$/-t L.'~)P.'~ ~~ 7- t?Y ~ .),'~ /~,. ~ F~ 
~)p, t.'\A ~4 &~ n 5:d- i S vI/!' ..,- t.J {'5/ I- -Iv eJJ;-.J ""'7 2-
11 L .. I (" /Jt,}). ~'&;e. (Z.. ~ ~ ~C-'~Se. ~.) 1: ~Y'"..e ~ 
,~d7cJnt?lwn ,~ . ~ ........,.-~ WA...Je.v -~~ ~'1~ "vr kb 
/"-J41 bvr ~ ~ ~ d~ ~,~~2, v tIll. fW' ~ d,'PF P ;:;;"'5~ . 

!. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

6 QA."'",j- t''t1fr Wi; ~ .j )t1'1? /5 /"n '1 ~;JL l( ~',J t!Jdf/~f. L!,t/<-

~. wrY)" ~P'Y\tJsr ~ ~ ~ ~ h~ ~ rh /Y-It~h'c.-

]: ~ AI F~/5 ~ ~ ~. 

L.Yv!,v 

• 
Do you believe thai off-leash recreation is appropriale for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please ~ 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preservin areas for 
Muregenerations. '1l~Au.r? ~ h·~ ~ -k ~,.~, 

j)()17 -~ ~ ~c-t'y-- ~ ~'AiJ; -uJ-,2n-., ~ ~. ~ 
~ ~ ~ . ~ d~ a-H- 'tA~~;; CY7h ~''''"') ~ ~ ~ 
"tlM _ ~,"'~ ~ ~CC-t2-G5·.J.o rlk.H;c~ 1"" ~ le1~ p&ra.. 

J7 tI) A .- £J.I2d)Jk (~I Y'~ ~e / & f7 ~ (/y ~7e!) ~ d II V ~2.L j 
./ (/ - -- . ~?1~ 1';I'V7tq • 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? J 

~ 6~ ~ Ct£.vl'r ~NI\W') ~t- L.YJ1~ ;.$ u vv -A'''17 ~ 
~ re~ - /1 ;t; t!k.- ~r ~a.-v-01~ {rv C/r"Ar:h 'c.. ~(/~S, ~ 
r-J- ;s ~.,- I"y, ?-h'I'}t;:;/. ~ 1/ \~ "+1 r~ 'j tIL ~ ~ L. t47~J 

he? ~ ~ 4 ~~ ~~ ~ ~e.k...~ s ~ &l e.: ~l/"'~~ ~ 
/ (6/?tu--Y"ltZ-o-. ~ ~ ~ /I~ ~ &'~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? ./ 

/Jvv; t~ ~. "-.. htW /te-.sc.--J~ 4..3 ( hl'j jv; ~ pvJ/~ .ft,.Jt::} /~ 

1/JJj';15 ~')T 1 ~ Rtl"ilev. tJn.~~:J,~, vttPj9 ~e-- rA-l\~ ~ 
~cOc-i'J('y (r,e.. "'0 PrH_/o.J:/~~ __ ~ .. .'7 ~~ -5+ . 

~-----

Date ~! )r /It:) ~ 
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RECEIVED 

!='FR 05 2002 

SjERirHENDENT'S OFFICE 

January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

M" ... , 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

aureen McMeekin 
1506 - 34th Avenu 

94122 

. . .,.....--~.-------'="""---.. -.-- .. -~~~~ 

.--~---
--- ,_. --~"IZ""W-I'-"'",, ______ 

~-_-r:_ .. __ 
-~ .. ~---

.1 
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FEll 0 -i 20U2 

!"") • "2." r ~ SUPERINnf~iJ·r:~,'C' flCt/'"r. Date: ~ \...I ~ ~ .. I ., VII {,,: 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask·for the analysis of any alternative to ther-current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to deSignate former 
, I 

"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~ Nt v -...1... \ ._____._....,. 

______ I"_\) _____ (signature) 

--'-1\:~tA=H:..:....1_~N\....JI.. . .....:lIS~l-;.....~~f',.)~ __ ( name) 

_\...!-~=__.:~~"'l....---.,;U~I"\;....\ ~~_S_:r..L..._· ___ (address) 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002-through-March 12,2002 
---. --'- . j --------' 

----.---_._--------
... -.- -'--- .- ··~'~h_._ 

-- ~-~--...-
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SUPEBPf1"s:']II~ . 
3 February 2002 

I~ t ~ili:JL :'';: n 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area "/ " l;'FTiCf;' 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

ANPR: Pet Management in Golden G~te Natio~al Recreation Area 

. The purpose of this letter is to express my support for the Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking on pet management in GGNRA. GGNRA's pet management proposal is sound 
public policy which will improve both resource protection and public safety. Leashed dogs are 
the standard throughout the National'Parks, and that same standard should be applied at 
GGNRA. 

, The fatal attack by a Presa Canario in Pacific Heights is'NOT the reason to require leashed dogs 
in GGNRA. Fatal attacks are, thankfully, rare. Far more common however, is knock-downs, 
bites, and general hostility displayed by dogs (and, more frequently, their owners). Having been 
the victim of a knock-down as a toddler, I am not unbiased on this issue. When a dog knocks 
down a toddler, it often results in a life-long apprehension of dogs. Knock down an elderly 
person, and the result is a hip fracture. The dog owner claims the dog is just being 'friendly,' and 
that may be so, but it doesn't change the net result. If a 120-pound person were to suddenly run 
up to me and knock me down, that action would result in assault charges. Yet, when a 120-
pound dog does the same thing, it's just being 'friendly.' 

The national parks are for wildlife an<!people. Period. Thank you for your consideration in this 
matter. . 

II-

- -~----'---......--... .. _ . 
. __ . ------~~~ 
-.. ---.---.-... ---~ 

Sincerely, 

Kathe . . Baylor 
1274 B elaware Street 
Berkeley, CA 94702 
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~ --------PEJr"v-;;;;-=-- ---- -""- ~---_...:--~ZD{]2-

Date: '2-/ 4{ 0 'Z... ----SiJPmiNtr:-;tis~ii;s flf-fiCE 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area" 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

, . 
As Q response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative. to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of-cthe former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
_Beachand Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~. ~ (signature) 

M~~V1 JV\aV1Ctv -hI (name) 

gp I fXJ t-U cs 1- -It (p (address) 

San franc 1(;:$ J" (A-- Cf4-II +-

Comments accepted Jan. 11,_ ~Q~2· th~~~~.~.rctrt2, 2002 

, .. - , 

.1 
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support o!f-leash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. FolI~ ~~ ~~@mments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well as Information about me that may be relevant't'o This Issue. '. ene: 'R SUPERirHEidUENrS U;,:n[i: (optional: Age~ Gi(!pF Ethnicity~ 
Lddress: 3()~ d~41Jcn8a ()~ S,£p ell 1'1./010 

(street) . (city) (state) (zip) 

, Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What &re 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

(J1l W/-k -r-I /Jlf-) &;uR ~Q ~jJ vls~r k~f-
ji,~;"4/ #/leO -4 Wo'!eh. We. I."",.Ii f~<;? ~ 

P-A.I .we «t/Jo-· t,,/~ ~ ~~"yA,."" > ~ 
PI.o~/ A> S-o C,',. h 2". w,lt ·ok p P /e& ..to,. 

~. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you ".lade new friends through t!lis activity? ~ / / J 

...-"7 L J . A/ Le ~ f!:)~n/)ut!.'...r ~4A ..L- oe II~ v(!. In'! ~p t/lL.e 0 J 
J . J 7L -'WI ~ Clni 1'1'1,4 -r ~d~~ w/1,..., 

.t!t94~1/U- oe ~ 

~/I ~ /~(fj-I, . 

• 
Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the Q-9NRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expang this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . ~ ~ ~ ~ 

1 .... ~~. ~ ;:;o,.Jc,~ j.?, A.-r' ~I ,In"..,., W>'1 (!! ~ 
! /J J' ~ / ~t;rJl" .s ~o~ ;h.J~ 91 cI ~,et!' Y1!)~,/ ~"" ..h~ c{e"/ / ~ 'I 

~ /. I N-Y! jJ ~.'- /:J.1 ~.s~11 <-,"/ ~ ~. 
~.., ~ t-e e)ICe .ore,.) I" ./ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash rl;lCreation in the GGNRA? 

LJ"s ,,"" /"'QJ4 6U·,.. ,...,.,.." ~,,-.;*cdve i/UJ<' '" lSI 
) Ui:f i "",4/ k,;? ., z- i.", j,,,, J<! '''If! ,., d~ . tum ,/ ~ jt 

b~ 4:J GoAJ .. f n6Y <voJ!.lr /1' d.r tu.
J n~ 

~. /i!A.r< W~//cly 
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ear Superintendent O'Neill: ~1-01-1-A Date: ad' -cP - t? .:L 

.----..-....... _-
support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Followiiiffate1nY comments·'Sbout continuing off-leaSh recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well as information about me that may be relevanflOthiSissue:--.. ·· .----- . 

~ ~~/Jc.r IS'. £=0-~ .d -,-·=~~==~==~(~~tio~al: Age: 5"".L Se~ F Ethnicity~ 
,ddress: Jt L"NTA!./JP'A cr- ~AJ ~n.-tiJ/~·'· C4J/ 9v/...17, 

(street) (city·) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit. the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, deScribe why. 
ifH/,~t!'..r7, r;(A~ T/~ A~,K... Mh'e./C.-,. ·;rfJ!.f;~A~ t:?bI~ ~& c::1~ 
I' ' r'" /_. V'v·_C€..r~ r.."'" 7 -= 

blO-S/1 - ~:t.~ \) .~ ~~~~(\;g,. 
,~'''(''~~0t~\\ ~ v' 

~{j~~nv.t' \ '\ .. 

~. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a SOCial outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

Ytt> // ~J tl J'dC~"/ &?pTUr- ~"t:- .t.-f.J /f'}/ld &~4- do/ - ~~ 
/f~ ~r ~/J;r.f' ~/~;(P7 ~t?/'U ",,/-kr-L-

• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

,. 

future generations. . /? ;r# t') ~ /U"q - /3 ./ "T 
tI ~jC UJsfl /".i )J//,uJ/f/Jp,.;- A c. 17 JI'~ &t:-

/://J..s ~ ~~ ~t1'e- ~A,;t.?" p.A /lJ-

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash ~reation in the GGNRA? 

L tu IJ tt- t#. /lor de I/V~ /7-A~,q? AI / ~u /' Z,r- //l/ ,M;tt:.r 

Z tuIJVI?L ~ ~ ,4,17"'7 // /-hiJ AC-77~~ ~J .£'p~#
AJh4 tA/Ot/It/ TA/C'C';' ry ;'f1/19~ ~ Tb'-b"- L/dn/f.,9 d~7~-

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

:£ ~,/?7' T,!;//f,k. IT /¥/JJt:h / T f'AlH/z 117/2. ~"'f"/lR~- ~7 

•
7: #0 //!//?/C TIT//7 ~~7. ,~~~ 1/ UYdl/t'er/ .f~/? /"t//~/7 

\ /k~ // TILl ~?f ~~. /?t?r'70:!~&/ h~ t::Y~ &4/A..

:z: T/f/H£- T/1/JT J~.IU'" U;/l:j~. #UdVuL ./?e?T kc:-/ ./A;k $/r#t:::7UT 

Si~; ~rA?u/_d ~---~~* '#~ate ~Ltr2..-
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ear ~upenntenaem u I""~IIJ. ~5" o.~ -l-l!.c~\ "\; _-
. F~ 1-

support 0!f-leash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. Following ~~~~ts ~bout continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

•

s well as m~ atlon about m hat may be relevant to tJ:iis Issue. ri, .... \t~;,~~~ , . ~~'~th\ ';) ...,,' . 
. lame: ~~r~\lnt\\ (optional: Age:_ Sex M F Ethnicity-.J 

,ddress: -... ~~--=~-r--:.~~-=--:'=~~r----"'~--f--~~~-~':-:-H""'"""----

. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What ar 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If th~~as changed over the years, describe why. -1 ....d.1 
I VI:>"! -hl't 1'7Jf}5TtfJlJ -to wa!k ~/Jr t1,tff !JI/T 

/tII!>h Aft· Jf ~~ h/ue~. II tUbe/:.. r'f- /~ jtJt3, 

£.ttfl(5/3f- ~r Me. t(f/cI ~ZJ:r ~J ' 
t Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t u 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

OrJr IIIIK/it AI?) mef f114'1, I)ptu /ff'''j1k d~ 
h#f!'~ f'e./L/~/~tl !J/J AljtJltrYrittr'P'lf'?-5, EI/~jl!o/Je?:S 

. very fo/clJdly, . . 
•. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 

recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

~uiieni;;5j i2 ~nJ Iilll/tLt} iJ4J ilf'PI1 4: //#ltIM 
lIn +1)1'3 4tf1tll I -tell/If.- I dt4f/l v)1 II ~ He/J/ 
dp1~' ~~!J/r T If: AjIl~ 4~ 1\!YI,A~/lidflf-'45 
rT !In e ~ 5 t//J/ ~w~ '(1 ~ U/ iYlf)il e--- /dtl. ~ 

4. What ~Id be the impact on your life there ~ 010 longer off~eash !'!>Creation in the GGN7 w4lli!,t) tJ;' dz 
:r:-t t<J~td J.e. Jl'ev'\1 Md thy- V -l We- IUOtl Ii 0 tfjf!sa5f..;.A 

fJD f it II j/ If. it> f IJ fArt Ie- tJ"nyl4f f)1< e. f&i J.g f iJ.tI (/' !':' f ~tkI £~ 
/liN Wf)IIfd 4k~ /YJ1'.fj iJ--k/~1J//re. we }It!t/e P11f£'T, . 

5. ;rr j;:;t 71;;: ;,/l)~; ;~;:wo;~ feel sa';,r~the?r;senJj /5 . /tfAbl • 

.. I- ttllv tt- fee 1 ..5111/rI'- w' '41- dtJ 6, J- ~~ //~ f/tL.; 

h. in/l,d ftd 7i1;~ jJ;'tJ/lre . tt~ we-!/, jl1.//{lVe.-
Signed: 2, .~~ Date =+=-- ~--?J 2--

I" / r I j).LA- "f /I ./1./" •• IrJ J 1/ AlA 0/ l \/}/)/1 ,,~~ 1 \~ ./' I"IJr> /Ii.t;-/ll /' ~ /9.< n :.J,? /\~ 
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. As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
I 

comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA; 

I ask for the'analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to deSignate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

____ J(~-..l.+--------(Signature) 
S-~~\~~~ 
-Z3S ~UQQ]Q st 
S~, CA 0,L( I (0 

(name) 

(address) 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
.' 

.. t ·,t.:' 

fl.!" .... ~. 
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HughWayham 
2050 48th .Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
AHn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FF3 {\ :, ZG02 

CC: Willie BfOYJIl, Leland Lee, Diane Feinstein 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

February 4, 2002 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Please accept the 
fti~lowing public input below, which you have "solicited". 

1. Dog walkers are nature lovers .. They are an organ~ group, which would volunteer to assist 
your efforts. I have volunteered for beach cleanup and other public projects. Enlist this group 
which could be your greatest asset. I feel this is a wasted effort to protest the anti-dog policy. I 
would much rather spend my time helping the park service. 

2. Dog walkers have used the park for decades (16 USC 460bb). I have personally walked for 
many years with my children, from literally pregnancy to High School. My children have 
always enjoyed the park, and now might have to find a new outlet. My children are asking (as 
are many others): Why is the Park Service so mean? Why do they not like dogs? 

3. Portions of parks like Fort Funston should be restricted to protect wildlife. Visitors should 
. follow rules such as cleaning up after their animals. I see this to be working, and it provides a 

balanced approach for "the greatest good". (Land of many uses thing ... ) 

4. Dog owners are not going to move, put their animals to sleep, or stop walking their dogs off 
leash. They will continue walking, even if it means doing so illegally. This will put pressure on 
other areas, such as Golden Gate Park or other city parks. 

5. Dog walkers at places like Fort Funston enforce responsible pet ownership on each other. As 
a group, they tend to follow the rules and would be quick to chastise one another for 
infractions. No such force would be present if Dog walking is made illegal. 

6. Off leash Dog walking in GGNRA is safe. I have been doing it for a decade at least 2-3 times 
per week. I have seen more ill behaved dogs outside the park than in. The few irresponsible 
dog owners I have seen where those who did not invest the time to care for their pet's needs, 
and who had dogs with problems due to lack of exercise, keeping them penned in. These 
animals tend to be a problem for their owners, but also for society.' 

In summary, your proposed policy will not solve the problem of off-leash dogs in GGNRA areas, 
alienate a support group of the park service, not serve the "greatest good", go wildly against historical 
use of the park and the implied contract with the City of San Francisco. Finally, there is no "finally" on 
this issue. If you go against the overwhelming public support on this issue, it will not die. 

Sincerely, 
-., - . - .. --~.- ..... . 

Hugh WaYham
o

; 

.----------~. 

-:--"--- .-~-.--------

.-------.-----~----

.- . - ... -=~.-.-. -
-- -""1: ... ~. ____ _ 

, 0 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understandin~ that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the ~GNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assl:lmption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unle~s dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because 'fhey are less restricted, more socially interactive. .' 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 

. some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

venue 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
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SUpport O~~leash ~ecreation in the GGNRA Following a~ m¥-.gorofD~'about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA 
s well as anformation about me that may be relevant to this ts§Ue. - ,,\"'\:i:'\'> 

. ,,~t"f~ \1:' .• " 
.,ame: ~ i. ~ ... "\~\\\~i\t\l ,I (optional: Age:_ Sex M F Ethnicity---.J 

Iddress: ---..:::....:::....:~~~:.!--~ __ ----'~~a....:..._...!.....!...!....:-.l.....-__ ---:-~~ __ ~:--____ _ 
(statet (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What al 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

r \/t"I:,,'f ;;VI- M".M,tvh f) fA.,.( ltV fwo h~\ IJ. l~ J vr;.~ 6 ~ w-cd,el-i. tiv. 
~~ ~ ~~'tI'-1 I'S -It> itt ~ J~ tolfo ~)ClVCI~ CLv.-~ f~ VT,'ft. /JiLt' J~fS' . 
~ J r '£;fI\t';i~ 4Y!-(,..~(v-~ -h'~ (1~1it. Ill\. k I.xll'-h'h..f" Sfd/- ttll\. J vJ~+ctlV'-j 
vl~ fl~ O~ iL w~vL, 

Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

. ~~, CJ.. Iov--S <L< j~ ~~'V &vVrvv(. <;~ Oh ~ +VAilS 6-/,..).. 
~ o..rK.{j..~) o--v--'~ fvm: i-<. f.vtJ.((c,W ttr-t"tL-S· ! ~ I ~ ~ M, ~t\ 
~ ~ II1Tf! ekeJ CLtcA wovJJ," k:.4) o.-~ ~ ~fI'. VI 'II'-~ t-euv.r- tJrf ... ~1fJ ~IW' I I V\ 

~ ~~, I~~ ov.14 IJ. ~ IfrVVl!~l/. A J~ Jat:-<.1--'f· ~ .tL J;{(t~, 
~ ~ u-~~~ 6. -fe~(it.1o-vv\~"V. . J 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

J)} tt-rovJJ ~ ~n-{ J i~ t~+ -fa ~.e vC(')l ~~ Jut( J {).IJ-J t;l ,-,,-,OJJJ 
~ ~, 'MuJ,. -yV VVfv..,,; ~ ~ ( lUf ",...9 <;p ( ,.J. ,gj v{.1fr v J "rs . 
t V"fYIJ./J t-vo1- f+- trJ ~l~ ~ lai.wh{-J ~/k ;h ~ c.;tzz, 
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GGNRA . 
Attn: Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng 

(ANPR) 
Fort Mason, Bid. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

. ""'-""" ..... . _..., 
. -" 

RECEIVED 

FEB 052002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S UFFl~r 

February 4, 2002 

:_J ,V.L_-=- .. - ... -- ... 

I am writing to show concern for the retraction of off-leash recreation for dogs at Fort Funston. 
When I run my $on-in-Iaw's dog at Fort Funston it is such a pleasure to see her so happ~ 
and getting some well needed exercise. It is a place where' can feel safe that she won t 
be run over by a car. As you must know, a dog In the city does not have the luxury 0 
wide open spaces to roam. This dog is a large golden retriever and she must have a ru 
every day. 

Off-leash walking was an intended recreational activity when San Francisco gave its 
beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA and when the GGNRA was established t 
maintain "needed recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning" 
(16 UCS 460bb). 

I urge you to allow some space for off-leash recreation at Fort Funston. We must hav 
~ place to be able to exercise our animals. 

~.~ 
Rita Bums 
San Francisco, CA 

cc: SFDOG 
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Hotmail RECEIVED Page 1 of 1 

Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com 

FEB 052002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffICE Previous Page 

'. 

From: "Kathryn Nicholas· <nlckateli@earthlink.net> 
To : fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: leash law for Dogs 
Date: Tue, 05 Feb 2002 05:42:59 +0800 

February 4, 2002 

I feel the leash law for dogs ~t crissy Field and Fort Funston is unfair. These 
playgrounds provide a safe environment in which my little dog can freely run, 
play and socialize with other dogs. My experience at the beach and the park is 
that each person cleans up after his or her dog and the few unfriendly dogs I 
have met are always on leash and carefully guarded by their human companions. I 
have not met one unfriendly dog off leash at either one of these places, as no 
one would be so unaware as to let an unwieldy or unfriendly dog off leash. The 
leash law is a form of cruelty to these sweet, loyal, and friendly spirits who, 
by nature, want to chase each other, play, and enjoy the beauty of their natural 
environment. I greatly oppose the leash law. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Nicholas 
415-928-5772 

IJISIi!It © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement 

.~ 

http://lw9fd.law9.hotmail.l11:sn.comlcgi-binigetmsg?currnbox=FOOOOOOOOl&a=Obac9dd8b43... 02104/2002 
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February 4, 2002 

Golden Gale National R.ecreation Area 
Attention: ANPR . 
Fort Mason, Building 20J 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax 415·561·4355 

Attention GGNRA Representatives: 

RECEIVEr) 

FEB 05 ZOUt 

SUPERINTENDENT'S 3ff!~~ 

. !~ is with 'dismay and sUIprise that lleamed about the GGNRA plans to prevent dogg 
, from nmning off-leash at Fort FWlston and Chrissy field. As a fonner member of the 
GONRA. I am disappointed DO these pending drastic decisions and feel compelled to act 
and let you know what a mistake it would be to pro.hibit access to all of us dog owners . 
and dogs to have a place to enjoy freely .. Fort FUllston in particular is the number one 
destination for dog lovers. Our city has so few places to let dogs and t.heir owners run 
free even though we pride o\\tselves for the vast amoun~ of green open spaces. Please 
consider this letter represontative of the many dog owners in San Francisco, and [ 
sincerely hope the GGNRA considers this grol~p of dog owners and nature enthusiasts 
when decisions are made. 

facts to keep in mind: 

Off·leash areas are essential to the well-being of dogs. Regular off-leash exercise 
bums offpent-up energy, builds confidence. improl'cs a dog's social skiJJs and helps 
prevent aggression. Converse19~limititfg dog play rosults in under-socialized, under
exercised, under·stimulated dogs and often leads to behavior problems 

Off~Jeash dog walking was an intended activ.ity when tho City of San Francisco gave 
its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA 

In 1979 the GGNRA Citizon's Adv.isory Commission imp.lemented a Pet Policy 
allowing people to walk off-leash dogs in certain areas of the plifk. The GGNRA should 
abide by this policy. 

When San Francisco gave GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was 
assured that the traditional recreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, wouid be 
continued. The Park Service should honor its commihn~t to maintain the broad range of 
recreational use that is appropriate in. an urban park. 

As an urban park, the GGNRA is different from most national parks. Urban parks 
are not pristino wilderness preserves. They are supposed to provide a variety of 
recreational oPP0i11lnitios for the community. n 

GGNRA000805



FEB 052002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffICE 

The GGNRA claims it must comply with a National Park Service nlle that prohibits 
off-leash (jogs. But there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in more than 40 national 
parks. where hunting dogs are allowed to fUll free. 

There is room in tbe GGNRA to protect sensitive habitat and still provide space for 
off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash areas account for O.S percent of the 75,000 acres in 
tho park. 

With proper management, the GGNRA can accommodate wildlife and human 
activity. Bicycling, hiking. hang-gliding, dog walking and other pursuits can CQ·cxist 
with. birds and plants. 

' .. 
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Golden Ga.te National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 -
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax 415-5614355 

February 4, 2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RECEIVED 

FEB 052002 

SUPERIl'HENOENf'S OFFiCE 

I am outraged that GGNRA wauts to prevent dogs :from running offleash at Fort Funston 
and Chrissy field. This city has so few places to let dogs run free and my dog "Baca" 
looks so fotWard to those waUcs evmy weekend free and off leash. 
Please consider how many dog ownersllovers will be affected by this and also these facts: 

. Ott-leash areas arc essential t~ the well-being of dogs. ReguJar off-leash exercise 
bums otTpent-up energy, builds confidence, improves a. dog's social skills and belps 
prevent aggression. Conversely, limiting dog play results in under-socialized, under
exercised, under-stimulated dogs and often leads to behavior problems 

Off-leash dog walking was an intended activity when the City of San Francisco gave 
its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA 

In 1919 the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pel Policy 
allowing people to walk off-leash dogs in certai.n areas of the park. The GGNRA should 
abide by this policy. 

When San Francisco gave GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was 
asSl\l'ed that the traditionaltecreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, would be 
continued. The Park Service should honor its commitment 10 maintain the broad range of 
recreational use that is app~pri!te in an Fban park. 
. As an urban park, the GGNRA i8"different fro.m most national parks. Urban parks 
are not pristine wilderness preserves. They are supposed to provide a variety of 
recreational opportunities for tbe community. 

The GGNRA claims it must comply wi.th a National Park Service role that prohibits 
off-I,eash dogs. But there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in more than 40 national 
parks, where bunting dogs are allowed to ntn free. 

There is room in the GGNRA to protect sensitive habitat and still provide space for 
off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash areas account for 0.5 percent of the 75,000 acres in 
the park. 

Witb proper management. the GGNRA can accommodate wildlife and buman 
activity. Bicycling, hiking, hang-gliding, dog walking and other pursuits can co.exist 
with birds and plants. 

Sincerely - . /' 

~~k-
CorinneFok 
Tel: (415) 336~8188 
cfok@mindspring.com 

1'; 
r. 
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Richmond Prescott, M.D. 
2633 Green Street 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 1, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirs: 

RECEIVED 

FEB 052002 

This l~er is in response to the,ANPR for o:ft:leash use of a part of the Crissy Field park 
and beach.by pet dogs. 

I am a 74 year old retired physician :who is raising a Cairn terrier puppy, now eight 
months old. This young dog needs exercise, and the best exercise she can obtain is running 
offleash, or playing (roughhousing) with another puppy. I am too old to run with her on a 
leash, and leashed dogs cannot play freely as they love to do. Crissy Field beach is ideal 
for young dogs. Owners can keep them in sight and control them. In wooded areas young 
dogs off leash are likely to be lost to sight and difficult to find. My terrier has benefitted ' 
greatly from having this space for exercise and the opportunity to socialize with other 
puppies. She is not a water dog, but many of her canine friends are, and their love of 
chasing sticks and balls into the bay is wonderful to watch. A leash requirement would 
stop this. 

Is Crissy Field park big enough to accommodate dogs off leash, and will dogs make a 
mess of the area? The park and its beach are long and wide. In recent months I have 
watched it being used by 1likets, bicydists and joggers, and by dogs and their owners, with 
courtesy and harmony among these users. The beach in front of the fonner Coast Guard 
station is closed to pets, and in the western part of the park dogs must be leashed. The 
eastern part of the park and beach should be available to dog owners and their dogs 
without a leash requirement, as it has been for many years. There are no picnic tables on 
the beach. They are locat~ \n the grassy areas back from the beach. 

Dog owners appear to be scrupulous about cleaning up after their pets. Cleanup, of 
course, would be required whether or not the dogs are leashed. 

There are a few parks in San Francisco where dogs can run offleash, but they are not as 
safe as Crissy Field park. Most of them have busy streets nearby, or woods and shrubbery 
where young dogs can get lost. Many are a considerable drive away. Crissy Field is away 
from heavy traffic and has excellent parking. The eastern end has no woods. 

We live in a bustling city where houses are close together and yards small. San 
Francisco's parks are our city's jewels. Crissy Field park and beach have long been open to 
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dogs offleash. It would be inhumane to the dogs and their owners to close it. 

.1Jumk yqu for considering the needs of our pets and their owners. . . 

• 

Sincerely yours, 

\( \. f..'-"""-_).. ~oJ"«,.$ '0 ~\ 
Richmond PrescOtt, M.D . 

GGNRA000809
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J. Do you believe thet·r!ff:'feesh recreation is appropriate for pOrtfons of the GGNRA? Why? PleaM make specific 
recommetitM .... """~'" 'PtWtc Servj~aeaJmmodlt$ and expend _..-414 •• """ 

.~. future generatfOf'lt. 
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GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 

."'vca ... .&.u w , -a •• ~ •.. ,,'oJ 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax: 415-561-4355 

... - ._- .-.-

RECEiVED 

FFR 052002 

SUPEHmnNOEfU'S Gm~!: 

February 5,2002 
'\ 

Re: Maintenance of Designated Off-leash Recreation Areas in GGNRA 

To Wliom It May Concern: 

") • .a. • • J;-

I am a dog owner and live in the city of San Francisco. I strongly support the designation 
of areas within GGNRA, such as Fort Funston, Crissy Field and Baker Beach, for off
leash pet recreation. San Francisco is a compact, urban environment where recreational 
activities are as important to dogs as they are to humans. Dogs need to be off-leash to 
become socialized, and most dogs need to be exercised off-leash to reduce energy that 
could lead to aggressive and destructive behavior. I would much prefer to encounter a 
dog that has been properly exercised in an off-leash area than one that has been confined 
indoors all day due to the increasing scarcity of local parks that allow dogs to play like 
dogs. . 

A concerted effort should be made to ensure that the needs of all GGNRA' s constituents 
are met - play areas for children, habitat for wildlife and native plantings, 
hikinglbikinglrunning trails for humans, and off-leash areas for dogs. I am certain an 
exception to the National Park Servi~e's prohibition of off-leash pets in national parks 
can be made to accommodate the desires of the taxpaying public who live in this urban 
recreation area called San Francisco. 

Sincerely, 

L:ep~s 
2030 Third Street #16 
SF, CA 94107 

Cc: Fort Funston Dog Walkers (fortfunston@hotmail.com) 
Crissy Field Dog Group (crissyfielddog@aol.com) 
signed and mailed copy to GGNRA 
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February 5, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 

&.II • .. v __ - .• 0--

Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I'm writing to share view regarding off leash dogs at Fort Funston. 

FEB 052002 

SUPERINTEiIlOHJrS tJm'~~. 

I'm vehemently opposed to making Fort FunstOn an on leash area for dogs. Off leash dog walking was an 
intended recreational activity when the GGNRA was established. 

I love my dog and it breaks my heart to think that she can't have at least one place left to run and play 
freely. I'm single, but it would break my heart ten times more iff had children. 

Dogs are such a big part of famHy life and by not creating spaces for them to run, a sense of family and 
community will be destroyed .. 

I feel strongly that there is more than enough open space to be shared for offJeash and on leash areas. 

('m available for further comment if necessary. 

~~:~~..A-
Briit~~~gel 
135 Buena Vista East #3 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
415-552-6558 

.. " 

GGNRA000813
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Deborah Byrne .a 1(,.G, .~. {-. 1')\)\)1. , 
5Q4 Ellsvvorth Street ~ u t.; 

San Francisco, CA 94110 ~~~~. ~,~~~\j. 
4-1-5-920-8937~~~\.~\ 

cs~~e1J.~ 
February 1, 2002 

Superintendent 
Attention: ANPR Gorden Gate ~ati6nal Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason • 
S~n Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent, 

t am writing to urge you to atrow off teash dog recreatio'1 areas in the GGNRA 
am the proud owner of an' energetic and gentle dog and greatly enjoy walking 
with her in severa' of the GGNRA areas, especiafly Fort Funston and Crissy 
Field. 

We are btessed in the Say Area with fantastic areas of ~tural vvonder. The 
GGNRA represents many of these areas. Eliminating off leash dog recreation in 
the GGNRA woutd be an enormous toss to:the Bay Area population. 

Please support the many responsible dog owners like myself and keep our 
GGNRA parks open to off leash dog recreation. 

Thank you, 

~ , Deborah By 

GGNRA000814
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Brian O'Neill SUPB,itlttiuUtNl S om 
General Superintendent GGNRA 
201 Fort Mason San Francisco, Ca 94123 

Re: Fort Funston 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

It has occurred to me that perhaps you don't realize how truly 
.. ' : integrated Fort Funston has become over the years. 

As a white older woman, not only have I made friends with 
people of all ethnic backgrounds, but have been able to experience 
the joy of doing so. 
May I also suggest to you that the use of the fort itself is integrated 
in that there are dog walkers, bikers, joggers, bird watchers, babies 
with young mothers and lots of older people that you would term . 
senIors. 
Therefore, there is no reason that off-leash dog walking cannot 
also be integrated into all the other activities mentioned. 
Since this facility is in an urban setting anything that promotes 

understand between races and ages must be of benefit and lead to 
a peaceful solution for all concerned. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment during this period . 

. ~?c~rely, 
~A9.~ 

Diane D. Grant 
6 Lighth~use Rd. 
HalfMoon Bay, Ca 94019 

GGNRA000815
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Kathryn Hadley 
Bookkeeping & Registered Tax Preparer 

Affiliated with Malcolm Ponder, A TP 

February 4, 2002 

Sent via FAX 415-561-4355 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94213 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to express my concern over your considered banning of walking 
dogs off-leash in the park. I walk my dog everyday on the former Holter 
property in Bolinas. It is the one place I can take my dog to really exercise. 
Usually she-and I are the only inhabitants in the field. Keeping her on-leash 
would not be the same for either of us. People have walked their dogs in this 
field for many years. Please let us continue to do so. 

~incerely, 

... 
Kathryn Hadley 

3 OCEAN· .E.ARK.JN..AY,BOl.INAS, CA 94924 
email: khadley@mlllc.QlmpQnd..eL.c.QDl __ ~~ww.malcolmponder.com 

Tel (415) 868-9;?~.8 _. _______ . __ ,~. ___ ._ Fax (415) 868-1855 
GGNRA000816
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February 5, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax 415-561-4355 

Attention: ANPR 

II!l!J _. ~. -- '-Y _.- - ... 

As a concerned San Francisco dog owner who uses the GGNRA facilities on a regular 
basis, I am writing to express my concern over the upcoming possibility of off-leash dog 
walking becoming a thing of the past. 

Off-leash areas are essential to the well being of dogs. Regular off-leash exercise burns 
off pent-up energy, builds confidence, improves a dog's social skill and helps prevent 
aggression. ConverselY, limiting dog play results in under-socialized, under-exercised, 
under-stimulated dogs and often leads to behavior problems. 

Off-leash dog walking was an intended activity when the City of San Francisco gave its 
beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. In 1979 the GGNRA Citizens Advisory 
Commission implemented a Pet Policy allowing people to walk off-leash dogs in certain 
areas of the park. The GGNRA should abide by this policy. When San Francisco gave 
GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was a~ured that the traditional 
recreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, would-be continued. The Park Service 
should honor its commitment to maintain the broad range of recreational use that is 
appropriate in an urban park. As an urban park, the GGNRA is different from most 
national parks. Urban parks are not pristine wilderness preserves. They are supposed to 
provide a variety of recreational opportunities for the community. 

The GGNRA claims it must comply with a National Park Service rule that prohibits off-
'" leash dogs. BLit there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in more than 4'0 national 

parks, where hunting dogs are allowed to run free. There is room in the GGNRA to 
protect sensitive habitat and still provide space for off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash 
areas within the parks account for 0.5 percent of the 75,000 acres in the parks. With 
proper management, the GGNRA can accommodate wildlife and human activity. 
Bicycling, hiking, hang-gliding, dog walking and other pursuits can co-exist with birds and 
plants. 

Please continue to allow what was originally intended for these parks when they were 
created, a place for people, pets and wildlife. Do not take away off leash privileges. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Emley 
31 Bronte Street" 
San Francisco, CA 9411 0 
MemleySf@aol.com 

'-' ... 
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Date: 2 ---Li'- 02-
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: . 

I (lsk for the analysis of any alternative to jhe current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be change~.)o designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very leasf .. 

Thank you. 
• 

Sincerely, 

_..::...56::::...::,:..--3-f-.i11------:S::::...:-t:.....-___ { address) 

~f cA ~LfID3 

RECEIVED 

i='EB 062002 

SUPtfiirul fI~DENT'S OffICE 

Comments accepted Jan. ll-;-2992-through-March 12, 2002 
. -_._-_. , . . . 

------.------~ 

--. -.- --- '- --=-=--~--

--- --. -' .---
"IQ' ••• :..... ,'", ••• " • "0 • 
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02/02/02 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirs, 

Peter Fairfield &Linnea Sweet 
831 Chenery Street 

San Francisco, CA 94131 
415-239-4771 

peterlinnea@earthlink.net 

... 
For over twenty five years, I have been a user of the Recreation Area in San Francisco. 
I have been walking a dog at least twice a month in the Recreation Area for the past 
fifteen of those years. 

There are open spaces within the Recreation Area, especially Fort Funston, that have 
traditionally been used by dog walkers for off-leash running. These spaces were given 
by the City to the Recreation Area with the understanding ~t the traditional use of 
these spaces for off-leash dog running would continue to be respected. 

Please continue the tradition that has made San Francisco known as a dog-friendly city 
by making the traditional use an official one. Please allow us to keep the right to run 
our dogs off-leash in the open spaces that we have been using for so many years. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

f~6uJf1iJ 
Linnea Sweet 

cc:SFDOG 

- --.-.--.--------~ .. -
--- _.---- .-.,...-~~-

-----._-- .. -", --~ 
.-. .. ---r;-_~ __ 
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-ear Superin!enderifb'Neill: ,. _. _ ~ ~6S-.... 0 f - IA vcu.,. -=---I-f':::;7~!'-'-=--------
·~;o/14~v~~~f:/~~·~~~.~ 
~~~ in1.e GGNRA. Followin.9.:§ire~,i!ircomments about continuing off-leash recreation in the-GGNRA, 
s well as Information about me that may be relevant tolJf~e:-· .. _"-' .. ------ . . . ... ~.~ eE!VED -.- .. . . . 

.. e: ~. c~ ... ~~----·--·-·-.--·(optional: Age~ Sex M ~thnicitY. .rN J 1 ~ - Patncla Kimball .... ,. -. _ . ~' . --rJ-' 
Iddress: -:,' ~ 7601 Geary Blvd #4 ___ I- EB-:....;"...,..::O..,...:;6:...:2=.::O:.!::.02=--.....,....,---,-__ ---:~------- It.~. San Franclsco,CA94121 . (city) (state) (zip) 

_ . . ~UPEHlNT£NnENrS Of-fICE . . .. . .. 
Please descnbe how often and where you VISit the GGNRA. What are your main actIVIties or reasons for vlsltmg? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~--~'j. ~~._I ~tvto.tzJ~1'k~1~~~t-~ 
~ ~v-t!--/'d ~~ ~ ~. /f'/->t?/~ -~ ~~4 
~ 1f/~.g~~~~.A/hv/~A:..~ 
~~~~/~~~~~~/~~~~ 
·~~~£~U-WJ~.tZ~£..~. 

t Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through t~is activity? 

/~~/'~ ~/ ~/ ,t~~~~~ 
rj~ 1l~h..~~. ~A. ~~~'Ai1~ 
h(~~~:?Jt3A. ~~~~ ~S-~ 
"IZ,(~ t#-. ~ ~ ~ - ~ -~ /-e-o,~ ~ ~ P-e. 
~~:/,:~/fr~)~./~~~ . 
~ ~~/-w>td~~~-¢ pi-

t4i Do you believ~ that off-leash recre~ion is approp:ate for porti;ns of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific ~ 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

;::~~ ~~~~~~~~~~-7A< 
fu-~ ~ ~?zA,tU.tI ~ ~~. .. 

l1:~j?fo.0.wp.efX·~/7~I)Mj--~/?,-~~~ 
.tAt~ ~/171~}~~~~~~-~~~~~ 
~.(/I~;hpp..v..e~t;~~.)ff~k~7i~~. 
7k~;"'-A ~~-h~4(~/j~ ';J.MU3f##:~~~ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? ~ ~ , 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

ANPR: Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Francisco, Ca 94123 

Re: pending off-leash dog rules 

To whom it may concern, 

First off, I'd like to say that I appreciate that I live in a world where I can voice my concerns and needs 

and that my opinion counts in shaping QUf community. 

I feel very strongly that we should maintain an area in Chrissy Field for off leash dogs. The space is 

lar~e enough to accommodate all aspects of our community .. - including a rather large one of dog owners 

that regularly use the area. 

My own dog has been enjoying those beaches for the past 9 years. She and many other water dogs 

enjoy the calmer waters that allow for nice long swims. She is now at a point in her life with arthritis 

and other joint complaints that swimming is really her only exercise. We also just learned that she's 

suffering from nasal cancer, and for what its worth the salt water swims seem to bring her great relief. 

We are out.at the beach 3 t<;> 4 tiples. a week. I take no issue with areas been declared and designated 

for specific usage. It improves my enjoyment of the park to have the field ball players contained in one 

area, so I can appreciate their need to have us dog people in a certain area as well. As the park has been 

developed, we're enjoying less and ress of it: but as long as those in charge willing to consider the needS 

of all of us in the community - I'm not complaining. 

I'm a San Francisco homeowner, I've lived and paid taxes here for the past 20 years. My fear is that 

with off-leash changes like the one you are proposing that my quality of life here will be greatly 

impacted. I'll need to search out other areas for her to swim -drive to other counties to find open space 

and freedom. I'm hoping not to be driven out of my community and that my voice will count 

Sincerely 

Nancy Cech .. 

. On behalf of Ka d aU her Chrissy Field f~ends. 
CC:·· '-: .. :. :';5 ;';:, ... :: ..... . 

Crissy Field.Ddg·,~OUp: .' :"'" 

. 2435 Divisadero; St: . 

. SMFrancisco, CA.94115 

. ... -~ ... .;.. .. 

. . . __ .-.---,--_ .. ---.-. ......... . . . 

._----.. ---.-------.---
--.. --= "-----
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Rebecca Reusch and OG\;sy 
(,032 :rrvifl!j street 1#211 
5a,n FranCisco, Ca.(ifornftlt Qt122. 

. . 

~ .", .,.;i...· .. \ ,." .... 
'. . ..~;:.. 

Golden Gate N'crhonal Recreal-rof) Area 
J' Fort Mttson 8u;ldifljl ~2or 

Satl Ff'~nCf~co CfA.lifDro;a. 'f 41 23 

. -

RECFEVE~') 

FEB 0 62002 
I 

O 2./ 0 2/200 1 
~UP~f;!mf,\i~l'::,"r:" •·• ... c·,,· - v, • .. 't, " 1).'1 0 .1 

c,! ... 

...Q.ecr AN P R fl..epreserrl-A-hve: . 
• PI ease keep (). ~orj;on of GolJen Ga./-e N'~ ffOf\a.1 Recrea. trOll Area. off-
leash. 56 fhq,t D",rsy OIla 1: hGl-ve It pla.ce to pla.y. thlJ{lK YOll ! 

SfnC9f'ety, ,OO(f' 

~ ~ ~d Dars-y. GGNRA000822
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking-in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citi~ens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

TheFe is room for everyone to enjoy these parks.~ We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

,. 

;:TB 062002 

\ 

" 

GGNRA000823
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash r,ecreation and still 

park users as well as protect the important natural resource~ 

I know many people have wr~tten a~d attended meetings r~o,~~,~. 

so you don I t need me to tell you the de t:ails. I ~m one of 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. 

Service took over the GGN~~ we were assured that those lands 

for recreational use by all citizens': What we are asking for:'iS 

our dogs off-leash in a very small PQrtion of the GGNRA, as 
Jfl.. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need 
':; I 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank 
i~i 

consideration of this matter. 

::-EB () G 2002 

'.' 
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Date: --.;...~~ . .....:.rf,r-=;.ofo_()~'J ___ _ 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San F~ancisco, CA 94123 

~ . 
As a response to the National park Service ANPR intend~d to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask'ror the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of, the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas . 

. I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
~ 'voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

. Beach and Lands End at the very least. . 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
... 

_.....;.~_~_._~ __ rJ ______ (Signature) 

_GC-J~~III(..:..-..;.f/;._~_-a_o._'JU ______ ( name) 

_-'/:.....;:.?f~;d..;;;;:;~~--l::I1.:;..;:.._IJ'..-.!..r;/I:.;...I' ____ (address ) 

J:r; (1/ 7flJ'1 . 

j~EB 0 62002 

C{;hi;jiJi'Jl'-,·:·j; . . ),--. r-

oO a ..... I ... I'J! L' U'.: i 0;';: 

.1 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 311 - Of -+~- -- -r,r:=' ,,;;~ ~'iJ .,~,} Date:,_ ~ Jq<..lv~
-- .. '---'~~, - -;+=£8-(1 (; 2002 

I support o!f-leash ~eation in the GGNRA. FoIlowi~-~-";~~~tm~nUing off-leash recreation in the GGNR) 
• as well as Information about me that may be relevant~~-thi.:~~~~:~~::~':;_'.'·~.! L' t,;r h.,~ , 

Name: \4\~1 ~ ~ ~ (optional: Age?8 Sex F thnicftY.fl L\f 
Address: 1f; \; V. 9- CA cPr- 0 

(state) 

GGNRA000826
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Date: __ Z~._6;_., _({)_2-__ _ 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
SanFrancisco,CA 94123 

. f~"': ;: .. {~ .•.. 
·tt···. 
,'. . l' 

",-" 
'-, 

" ",-"':. 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR,intended to solicit 
comments from' the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline ot the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

- Thank you. 

, ... 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002-through-March 12, 2002 
- ---,--------~ 
-----~.--- --:-- .. -~--
. _.- ... -- -_.'- ..... ,---_.-.-
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February 4, 2002 

Golden Gate National' Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

This is a letter concerning the prospect of an on-leash perspective at Crissy Field. As a loyal, responsible 
and long-time dog owner, as well as resident of San Francisco, I am deeply concerned with the prospect of 
losing yet another of the few areas left in San Francisco where I can walk my dogs off-leash. It seems as 
though every time we tum around, another area is turning into an anti-dog environment. Like people and 
every other animal, dogs need and should have the right to have an environment to exercise and enjoy life 
in this wonderfully diverse and liberal city. 

And what better place than Crissy Field. Like San Francisco, there is room for aU at Crissy Field, including 
off-leash dogs. There is no reason that dogs with their owners can't use this space and still respect the 
rights of a wide variety of park users: . 
Please don't take this wonderful area away from such a large population of San Francisco residents and 
their dogs. We are also a family with two young daughters and feel it is important to raise children in an 
environment of respect for both people and natural resources. We do this by being responsible dog owners. 
Please don't take it away from us . 

R f:': " .... " II. l'!f.:':"''' .' ~· ... "-_:.Y '~ .. '.' 
Sincerely, 

~~ ::- r-:C~ 0 {~ ?OO? 
.~.... v t... t... 

Lydia Yaffe 
337 Parnassus Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

• 

. . ---- '-~- .. -... - " .. 

-.--------~-

----... --.~.~-. 

-.--... -----~ 
- ... ---: -. 
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Maureen Harrahy 
2815 Broderick Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

GGNRA 
Attention ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To the GGNRA: 

FE8 0 G 2002 • 

Hello. I am writing to you in response to your ANPR which will determine ifthere is 
sufficient public will to continue off-leash recreation for dogs. I would like it to be noted 
that I believe off-leash dog walking should continue in specified areas of the parks such 
as Fort Funston and Chrissy Field. I have been a responsible dog owner in the city of San 
Francisco for 7 years. I supervise my dog while she is off leash and pick up her waste. 
Running and swimming along the beach and in the ocean have been an integral part of 
her mental and physical well being all her life, and the activities I permit her do no more 

. harm than would a person using the same space. 

There are many San FranC'iscans who have enjoyed off-leash walks with their dogs in the 
park system for years and years. I cannot stress how important it is to us all to continue 
to enjoy this right. I also think it is possible to do so while respecting the environment 
and those who do not wish to interact with dogs. Perhaps certain stretches of the beaches 
and fields could be make available. For example, I believe the Chrissy Field Dog Group 
has a proposal that we be allowed access to the mid portion of beach through the fields of 
the former air strip. I would appreciate your strong consideration to continue off-leash 
use of areas of the park system. 

Thank you. 

" 

, ,~ ". .~.. .. 
.~.< 

. ,',' .. ~~:~.~ ..• ,~. 
GGNRA000829
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3/5- o{ -/A ALICE WILEY & ASSOCIATES LLC 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area " 
Attn: ANPR 
Bldg. 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, California 94123 

To Whom It May Concern, 

-= EG (I (~ 2002 

"."~ Wouidn't a solution to the offlF8Sh p'~c;>blem,be to~t"up sp~ial times for people 
to let their dogs run and swim. We prQbably take oui" black lab, Samantha, to the park 
and beach before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm." There are rarely children and very few 
people at these hours. 

Please know how passionate we are about our environment and our dog. We are 
responsible owners, as are most of those who own dogs . 

. We would like this to become a win-win situation. 

;TIf~ 

Alice Wiley Hall 

'. " '\"' .. 

. ,' "0' ,'" :.: '; 

I..... . .' '. "':'! .,. ',of' 

INTERIOR DESIGN AND RENOVATION 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: J, fo - U /-;o;r fA ~-. =-. -- -'-_ 
.. ,. ._-......... ~--. - - ---"--- --.. 

_ ,-,co,.... j''' ';'. _ ~,. _,. _, ..... 
. . . ... -. .. -

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FolIQ.Wi'li9~a!Ei my 'commeoonmout continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA 

•

as well as infonnation about me that may be relevant to thlsTssUe:.-----·- : -... . .. 

Name: c...YltpttB.-Vl C ,51R2?e=~~==~-·----·-'-· (optional: Age:..!iZ. SextMJ F EthniCity~ 
Address: . If?t J e(?zey :Jl 5~ ~ t;, f if I ) 'f 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What al 
t'!.e benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has chang~ orr the yea I describe why: 1/ 1111 J I / '~ 
~c-z:t F~tp('J olmj~ f7J m~ l:x.4-~ ~ ~ i"~ , 
1X4-/~ a-u.~~1-'k~7£~· t. 
'§;;!::;zlpJ~ r~~~~ 
y;d1~~~4~~ 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social o~let for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or me¢'u 
with friends? Have you ~ade new friend.s throu h this activity?· ~ ;ttJ ~ , .~ 
, j. ~ ~.ikJ AYl-~ tf;o~LI 
f2~~t~ . 'J . . J! "'T-
'/;';'41_ ~ J Ii .~--- ' ~.' .~ vi ~. ~~ ~/ 
~~~~.7£~~~ 
~~ -IL.AO_ 4/ " d-I/ -I ' " 

,~ 1-~~~7:J! ~~( . ~, 
•. Do you believe that off-lea~atiOn is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 

recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preservin~~jL a:eas. for 

futurege~eraHOns. ~;/b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rv-~ jt;;t 

~U~~:tk7~j;-h~~~ h 
~h ~~£~7~qt:L 
tt.; 5~4 ~J?~E. ~ tfr'-'"/-;~ ~49 ~ ~~ 2k,:z:;:;.;:a ~ ~ ~_;J:;tt.wv~ 

4. What would be the i /ct on your life if there were no longer off-Ie. ash recreation in the ~GNRA? J2 ~ 
J~ -r kr~ :tk-~~·'.:',T_I.' 
~ & . 

:-r:J 0 " ,.. ... ~? . 
...... • t.' LOu/.,. 
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February 2, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recr~ation Area 
.J< 

Attention: ANPR . 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA. 94123 

Dear National Park Service Representatives: 

We are writing to comment on the ANPR Pet Management in Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area. We are especially interested in the specific options you offer at the end to modify national 
policy to allow dogs offleash in some parts of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and to 
increase the areas where dogs are permitted on leash. We wish to make the following 
suggestions: 

1) We support the suggestion of increasing areas where dogs are pennitted on leash. We 
especially support this in Tennessee Valley. 

2) We would like more on leash and offleash areas in the Marin Headlands. We would 
like more possibilities for making loop hikes with dogs, especially on trails beginning at Muir 
Beach. 

-3) We hope that some beach areas could have where dogs are permitted offleash. This is 
especially important at Fort Funston and Muir Beach, which have a tradition of off leash dogs. 
Many of those areas are not hurt by dogs running along the sand and surfing in the waves. We 
think it should be possible to cordon off sensitive habitat--mostly in the dunes above the beaches-
and leave the beach areas to people ~d dogs and horses, as they have historically been use4. We 
think it is important to maintain historical uses whenever possible (when these uses are not 
destructive to the environment or to a particular species or ecosystem). Public use of these 
natural reserves contributes to our cultural appreciation of these outdoor spaces and lends itself 
to a sense of stewardship by the public. 

Sincerely yours, 

~,~~ 
E. ~; Tbberger, Ph.D. 

Myrf1tV {;-z.en 
2124 Prince Street . 
Berkeley, CA. 94705 

. ------_._-

Myrna Cozen, MPH 
3942 Everett Street 
Oakland, CA 94602 

----........... "'T'O-.... 

----.-----._----_._ ----------. 

--. 7'1"": •• ~_ GGNRA000832
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2 February 2002 

To Whom It May Concern, 

As the responsible owners of 2 very active dogs':"" dogs who have grown up on the 

beaches of the Bay Area - and two young boys who love their dogs and the beach, we 

believe a reasonable resolution can be found concerning the use of beaches which 

satisfies dog lovers, bird watchers, conserv~tionists, and beach lovers alike (none of 

which are mutually exclusive). As is often the caSe in these situations, the argument has 

been cast as an all or nothing proposition which only guarantees that one large 

constituency will be dissatisfied at the end of the process. Requiring dogs to leashed on 

all beache~ at all times is tantamount. to banning hundreds of current beach users and that 

seems neither fair nor in line with the spirit of the Park Service. 

We have interacted with many dog owners in ihe last 10 years and the great majority 

are wildlife-loving, conscientious people who encourage strong enforcement of the rules. 

We use the beach more than any other group, and certainly do not want to see it spoiled 

by overuse or misuse. To that end, all reasonable dog owners agree that those who don't 

clean up after their pet, or who allow their dogs to chase birds incessantly, run in the 

dunes, or disturb others should be cited. We are willing to adjust our behavior even more 

to accommodate conservation concerns, but need to be educated, not banned. With these 

concerns in mind, we would like to propose some alternatives: 

1. Require all dog owners WHO wish-to have a dog off-leash to attend an education 

session focused on the conservation concerns of the Park Service, and to obtain a 

permit for an off-leash dog. A well-run workshop which provides information and 

practical ways for dog owners to avoid problems could be a prerequisite to receiving 

a required permit for an off-leash dog. I am sure that most dog owners would also be 

willing to pay a reasonable \ee to support the manpower required to administer this 

kind of program. 

2. Create a schedule of usage hours. The most obvious solution is to allow dogs off

leash in the morning and late afternoon, when dog owners typically take them to the 

beach for a run or walk. A restriction on dogs off-leash from 10 AM to 2 PM would 

seem appropriate. Hours could also be set according to the~behaviors of the birds in 

question at particular beaches. 

• 3. As an alternative to a schedule, create off-leash sections of beaches. Dogs could be 

leased from the parking lot to the water's edge, where they would be allowed to run 

GGNRA000833
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within the designated area, thus separating them from beachgoers and nesting birds 
alike. This system is in place at Stinson Beach and seems to work well. 

In the end, the issue is really nuisance dogs. We've all seen them running wild through 
the dunes and along the beach and we find them as odious and ruinous as any non-dog 
owner. The answer, though, is not a ban, but education, clear guidelines and 
enforcement. We would be happy to discuss this issue in any future forum and can be 
reached at (415)485-2344. 

Sincerely, 

Madyn Gwynne 
Owner/Operator 
Twigs Garden Design 

Assistant Principal 
San Rafael High School 
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311 ~-o\ - \ ~ 

Dear Sirs, 
I am writing in opposition to the proposal that off-leash 

dogs be banned frpm Fort Funston and other areas in the 
GGNRA where now permitted. This would be a serious 
personal loss for my wife and I. We take our three dogs to 
Funston on a weekly or more frequent basis. This outing is 
usually the greatest respite we have from walls and 
concrete. The community of dogwalkers are friendly 

. responsible people. There exists a feeling much like the 
one people must have felt when taking their evening 
constitutional and chatting, before television eliminated 
that cpstom. Surely, there can be a way of maintaining 
this popular and much needed tradition. 

Sincerely, 

Brooks Collins 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
2575 Sand Hill Road 
Mail stop 97 
Menlo Park, California 
94025 • 

:- r: q () t~ ?Ofl? 
,- w v L. Vi-
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t])ear goGfen gate Watiorraf'Recreation ?lrea Virectors, 

lJ1iank you for taking the time to read my fetter. 

IJ have been taking my huskies to Port Punston for the Cast nine years. IJ think that 

anyone who wishes to shut down this haven for free-running dOas has si"Y'fy not ~ent 
much time there and/or does not care to uruferstand how essentiaf it is for a do8 to have 

an hour or two a lay to be a dOa· '}{owhere efse can IJ find such a feefing of true joy fiaina 
the air. when IJ have fiac{ a 800a wafk with my da8s at Port Punston, those have been 

some of the best, most eCated" times IJ have ever fUu[ in my f~. IJ1ie Jroyfe who brina their 

do8s here are 800d dog owners. 'They understand the i"Y'ortance of their wardS runnina 
free and sociafizina cff feash. These are not Jroy£e who £eave their do8s in the 6acfyard 

and cCaim they are their Jets.lJ1iese are Jroyfe whose do8s are as much a Jart of their 

famifies as your own son or laU[Jhter. iJf you Jut do8s on leaSh, other Jrobfems can arise, 

a~ any 800d do8 befiaviorist can teff you. iJf you wou{({ fi' a video showing just what we 
aff are tryina to Jrotect, IJ wou{({ be haJYY to make a vitfeo arong with my husband; 
'Brooks Coffins, who is a streamina mediaist for the Stanford Linear ?lcceferaor Center. 
'Pfeas~ do not aflOw tfiis one haven we have to be taken from us. 

Sincerefy, 

t])eanna jay Chu fJ.Iim 

P.o. 'Box 370426 

'Montara, C?l94037 

PeGruary 4, 2002 

We reeufarfy arive the half Iiour it takes to [Jet from our Iiome in iMontara to Port 
Punston. lJ1iere are cfoser fenced in tiny do8Jarfs' but notfiina co"!}'ares to Punston for 

exercise, sociafization and beauty, for do8s and their fiumans alike. 

. . -"_.- ---------.-
... ------ -~--~----.. -..... ---: 

._----- ". -- --- .. _-- ...... --.... _-
.- .-- ....... _ ..... ro.. 
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Date: Q .. ~ - 0 ;;>- . 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regardi'1g pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

~ 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

.1 

leI ask that the current· regulation be changed to designate former . '. . 

"voice control" areas for off leash dog walki'ng'at Fort Funston, Ocean . .'.: .. ',. 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

_..,.~~~~L _______ (Signature) 
// /' 

_~f_Y~CU'1...;....11:Z~VLu_tJ_c_h ___ {name) 

_...£-f:--""9_1 ___ 1-'-k ........... ?J_n/_~_1-__ (address) 

Sf c,kqq{(V 
r.a .... -. .; .... 

'mments accepted Jan. 11,~9h~ch 12, 2002 
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• Date: ,} -t -0 ;). 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

:- :. " f\ . ;". ') . "- ... .; \.: :... _i.'th. 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas . 

•
.. I ~k.that.the current regulation be chang~d to nes ig nate former . 

"volce'cont-roW areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least... '. '. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~ AfCr I 

------- ~ (sl·gnature) --~~~~-----~~~~---------

__ }_~~c v,_I_n-..A--'-'-/.:.......;:/-e=--n~ __ (name) 

__ .G..::..../7~2~---'-J_h_P)_"s~r ___ (address) 

SF LA- 1'71 03 

aomments accepted J em. 11, 2002 through March 12, 20~2 

~". ~'." ~ ~ ...... .. 
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Date: __ .2_'_LJ_-_b_2. __ _ 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: . 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to th~ ~urr~[lt restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas . 

• ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~ - (signature) 

J) a V1 ;d t t +l at v 1',$ (name) 

2. Q'11' Z 3l"cl S-t"rt.e.+ (address) 

Sf CA 94103 

(amments accepted J Qn. 11, 2002 thro~gh March 12, 2002 

GGNRA000839
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• 
February 3, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom Ii May Concern: 

I am writing with comments regarding pet management in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 

Your recommendations are, simply put, unten~ble - and do not address all the needs of both dog walkers 
and other users of the park. 

.. :>~.:. 

There is a simple answer: 

a. Schedule specific times when dog owners may run theit dogs off-leash (say 5:30 a.m. - 9 a.m.; and 5 
p.m. - 8 p.m.) 

b. Schedule specific areas where dog owners may run their dogs off leash in each park. There MUST be 
areas in ALL parks, otherwise you are denying taxpayers of their right to exercise their dog. 

• lease note that we will sue to ensure our rights as dog owners. 

david@landispr.com 

GGNRA000840
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Mr. Brian O'Neill, Superintendant 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Bldg. 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, California 94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill 

Wouldn't a solution to the offleash problem be to set up special times for people 
to let their dogs run and swim. We probably take our black lab, Samantha, to the park 

'and beach before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm. There are1"arely children and very few 
people at these hours. 

Please know how passionate we are about our environment and our dog. We are . 
responsible owners, as are most of those who own dogs. 

We would like this to become a win-win situation. 

>f.. 

Thank you, 

~ 
Alice Wiley Hall 

1:" ,', ,: .. ,., 
. . 

." • ".,1'" ••••• , • ',;.' ." •• ::. '0 ' • 

•••• I." .:: ..... 

.------ .-.--.--=-----~'_co' .... __ 

IN T E RIO R -lYFS1G'N ·"A.N-D'~~R'-E-N 0 VAT ION 
. -- -- .. - ... - ....... ~ .......... . 

Showplace Square West 550 Fifteenth Street Suite 30 SaffFrancisco,CA--94W3 Telphone (415) 861-6700 Fax (415) 861-6727 

.1 
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02/02/02 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirs, 

Peter Fairfield &Linnea Sweet 
831 Chenery Street 

. San Francisco, CA 94131 
415-239-477i 

peterlinnea@earthlink.net 

,.,. . 
I have been a user of the Recreation Area in San Francisco for over twenty five years. 
For the past fifteen of those years I have been walking a· dog at least twice a month in 
the Recreation Area. 

The open spaces wi~ the Recreation Area that have traditionally been used by dog 
walkers for off-leash running were given by the city to the Recreation Area with the 
understanding that these traditional uses would continue to be respected. 

That tradition is now under attack. Please continue the tradition that has made San 
Francisco known as a dog-friendly city by making the traditional use an official one. 
Please allow us to keep the right to run our dogs off-leash in the open spaces that we 
have been using for so many years. 

Thank you for your consideration of my plea. 

Sincerely, 

~~ffi\ 
Peter Fairfield 

cc:SFDOG 

GGNRA000842



• Date: J . q . Q t1-
To: Golden Gate National ~ecreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

, 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of'the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

',r.:a' I ask that the current regulation be changed to designatefo,rmer 
."voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~.::....:::::;~_~~_----:::~ ___ (signature) 

_-:-..:...:.:..;.....:....::..=..._(\{)~o:....:..-+--___ { name) 

_-..:fJJI~-",-1_fV)----,,-5_r ___ (address) 

Sk Ck qlflO?J 

~omments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA000843
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Selma Alderson 479 Pennsylvania Ave., San Francisco, CA 94107 

February 5, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 

l:'A jr'." ~''''''' '. ff"i:~ • ..,~ -' _'.:_ \It:''-. 
..... '. 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Gentle(wo )men: 

I am commenting on the leash laws being proposed. I am very much!bi,~ 

favor of designated off-leash HIKING traiJs .. I am almost 60 years old and live 
:.t~,: . it 

with a dog. The dog and I like and need very much to walk. Unfortuneately, we 

do not walk at the same pace. I walk slowly. l:Ie ,nee~s.to run. Neither one of 

us get any excercise sitting in a dog park. The GGNR has so much space. Is 

there not some 5 to 10 mile trails where we can engage in off-leash dog 

walking. Walking is good for my heaHh. I would not walk everyday, ~s I do, if 

the dog did not need to excercise. Walking off leash is good for our bodies, 

mind and soul. A leash has two ends. The dog is not the only one on the 

leash. We are both chained to it. 

GGNRA is primarily a.recreation area. As I understand it, it is not 

exclusively a nature preserve. In all the years that I have been walking my dog 

along the beaches and forests, I have actually never seen any dog kill a bird or 

wild animal. I am sure that on occasion it must probably happen. I just have 

never seen it. I have seen, however, dead birds caught in fishing line and nets. 

I have seen a dog swallow a baited fishing hook just lying on the beach. I do 

not wish to see fishing outlawed because a few people are careless. I do not 

wish to see people and dogs chained to each neither able to enjoy fresh air, 

nor moving their bodies freely in their own rythm. 

Please, give us some trails. Thank you 

GGNRA000844
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February 1, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA '94123 

.-
RE: Lease Law - Crissy Field 

Dear Golden Gate National Recreation Area: 

~f". -"'".~ •.. 
!;-v- t:.: ( " \!r."-, 
• ,""..s...-,. _ .... _._ .;.. .,' .":.. .... 

.'" 

I am a runner and consistent user of Crissy Field and I must say that I enjoy 
seeing the dogs off-leash and free to enjoy their recreational experiences. It is 
very rare that any dog interferes with my running and I think there is room for off
leash dog activities. 

It is also rare to have so much open space and it should be shared by runners, 
bikers, and off-leash dog activities. 

Rubin Glickman 

" 
·:d¥i. 

GGNRA000845
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450 Goary SITae!. Sulle 300. San Franci9CXl. CA 94102 
Phone: 415-351·7370. x4 Fax: 415-351-7376 
E1'l1ail: ekart@nel2phone.com 

To: GGNRA-ANPR 

Fax: 415-5614355 

Phone: 

Re: Save Off-Leash 

From: 

Pages: 

o.te: 

cc: 

QUrgent o For Revlow CJ Plea •• Comment 

eComments: 

To Whom in May Concern. 

Net2phone 

Erika L. Karr 

1 

211/02 

.. 
PI .... Reply o PI .... IWc;:yc:I. 

This letter Is In regards to saVing the off·leash rute within GGNRA areas. I feel that this is a very 
important policy (allowing dogs to remain off leash) to keep. whereas it allows for fun, freedom and 
exercise to be had by dogs and dog owners alikel As long as dog owners continue to have the 
opportunity to keep their dogs off-leash within the GGNRA areas, then the already in place respect and 
preservation of natural resources will conlinue. . 

" 
Thank you end please feel free to contact me at my house with any questions • 

------------_._------..-. 
---- ... -... ---.------ ----.t="'--
• - --- ----••• --.--- -. _ •• -- - -1:" ........ ..........,.... _ 

_ A; 0"'""-,- __ _ 

.1 
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• 
'~~M ___ ,_ . .. - u-:. r;-r ...... ,..- .,.. 

t~~~ 't •.•.. tr~ ,. ... ..' '" ·c~c.:::,; Y.-:-:,.,) "" 
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. i;~~~.;:S:·~ VF'''') 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: ''2....32.. - 0 I - _-.1 C."~ . "_, _. __ -". Date: -.-:.~:....-~~~::....:. 

...,} -~~,. '-. !]: d () G .2.oQ2 
I support o.ff-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FOllowin~ffiJiJ~DWIat:?9Ht,~llti~.uing off-I~sh recreation in the . 
aswe/l as Information about me that may be relevant to . .ttli§l§§ue. ' -..... ,.~. . 

• Y\lX(2..\A ~ CH\ADN 0 \1E-U .... - "_h. -. ~:;~;~nal· Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity--Y 

Address: IA .. ~~(.:;, 0'e..66r-iv'\6w De. DA.LA.j ell>! CA. Gl4-Di 4 
(street) (city) (stateT (zip) 

. 
1. Please describe how often and where yOI1 visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

2- X A v\/~E:.~ - -r B l'-X) oy' C \0 I-rH M"1 r::AM ll-""i') -T\-\ E. 

~6A\. .. ,r\\~~ ~l-\L W\\H- ~'-1 DOG: -tHE: No DF-F-
~S\-\ HAS \Hf'A\r.2...g:)" ~ 'E\'J10'iMEN\ AS \HE~E \$ 

NO OT\-\EJ'L. orr- \-E.AS4 PAt2.IC- N~p.e.B'-l -fd2- \.l S \0 'E"'Cj t) ~ . 
2. PI~se describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this ~ctivity? 

'j-E5 I Ky R2..\..E:-~ S 

\F ~\)\ J \ ~\~ M'-1 

? \...AOG '\Y\A T \-\oPtS 

\ USUA-W-'j 60 vJ\,\H O\;\a... OO&S 

A VEe..i ~~AL-F-A-M \l-,-/.. ~ \"T IS ' 

CAtJ ~ 5l.-1~O PAt 6 \/te.,-!CH,j ~ 

3. you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific ~ mmendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

~L-Oe£ &J My HOME 

futu~ 

'YES ~ THERE \5 ~ DTHE12. t1-Ac£ 
I 

\'0 \.-S1 M'J DDeS> 'lZU~. WE. A€E:, 'QESf'DNs\5LE . ~ ~VG.. 

I 

NE:.\lE..e.. Lb\" M'l ()()G D\6 AND v-Je.. A~S Scoop~O uP 
A~\E~ \-\Ee... A S:EPAr2A,£ Ae€A ~ cz:x:,S CJ1N l% CDrGtX:Ne:O Off- I 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? ~~t U2:t:rS)...f j 
I I 

\\ H6.S QU\NE.D \\-\G. Et<f'6Q.\E.NCR.. rOe.. ~ \-p.,M\J-~ ~ 

OV\ e., DC>(;,. WG SO.. 6Njo.;SO \t--\E. CO\'-'\~u ~'C\'/ O~ 

'i· 
\(X)6 6v.JNER,S ~. \"HE f'L-S"A9..AeE- 'Or ~6e.ING -n-tE: 

\::ClS£ SCCAAUL.E: ~ PlAy .. 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of-off-Ieash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

\ HA-v\:.. ON'-,/ '"8EieN 'O~b" DDc::> CXV\.4€.eE\- IN AW- THE 

.'1~S \Nf:: PID Gb"O~ LEASJ-t. \ t?6L~E.VE \\-\AT \1-\5t<C 

l 
'SHOv\LP \06 ~ tot'G- O~ iE""A-S 4 0C6 s, MaS, OID~S 
A~6 RESPOr--JS\ eu::;. . . 

Signed: M.oJML~). Jl Date ?J J4. ( D2.J 
~ C£-I A~S 10 ~ fbsSE)2..v'£D ~ Off" \"'0 t'eeR DCf::& CNff. '1l~1'S 

, .-- .--- - - . - -- .\~ ..... , .,-A.\ \,\nof\."' . .,JJ"'/""\ ~ ...... _..,_ 

GGNRA000848



333-01-/A 

Date: rJ·'f . O?-
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
"(# 

regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that . ' 

allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former:,' ': , .. ' .. 
'''voice ,control" areas for off leash dog watking at Fort Funston, Ocean' :'", :;' : ", 
Beach and Lands End at the very least.' 

Thank you. 

Si nC,erely, 

o;Q - /J /?--t- (Signature) 

_---=t;:;;....;/~C/.:...-/_Ct_S-rl_l(J-/;-c-t;--{name) 

_/:....;O~'~_~_-_k_v _c-----.;[;...-I ___ (address) 

SF eft 9'-1/ /'L. 
l 

• Comments accepted Jan. ~1.1_,f002"t~rou9~_ ~arch 12, 2002 
- , , 

'-----.--.. ~~----. 
-'0 •• _____ ..... _. _""='-'_ ... _ _ .- ~ .•. ~--. 

.f 

GGNRA000849



ea~ntendent O'Neill: 33L/ - o{ - / C Date: ~ ~fJ3 ( O:z... 
v 

support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s,s information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

lam: 62eetlf IJf¥(d£/t (optional: Age:_ Sex M F Ethnicity--.:.::.:d 

.ddress: 6350 MtSSI()/!J 5, J)rtt-y Crf I:Ift QLfi2I'1 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. J.i!., . ~ 

VWf ~ ~ ":.:::i ~::t/;:-lin :: z7:: A ;l~., .. 

a,~;;;1r~~~ Ml, ~~~ ~.~F~~ 
~ 11 ~ ~oL~ ~ fo 1JiuGGi~IZ-A- 4- ~fJIAJ(Q~~ bIM ~ 
~ '.J-::~. 1I ... IA.I~~~~~.hA/~6f/n~~f£~~). ':.k mo,wullMV ~ I . . r- (/,ase. 'JbOb6 

t Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 

";;~~=i;l:e_-:rr;:;r:;u~ ~ ~_~. 
~ i'" <4/. ~:t 1. ~ 'I~;-:"A. ~ -,b ~ 4Md,luvYu 
~ ~ a% ~ ~ ''''' ..... 'V'A"'d ~ . 
~ tJJ ~, /J1Af ~ NAHM ~ ~ r 

3, .YOU believe that off~~ recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific . 
. recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

f~;9::~ d¥ ~, wiIf2, ~ate117 ~ -h.. &vv ckr I ~ 
~ If ,d/JJlA'.u, b.J {)J'"«JJ Lv\/,-t-~/ ~ 
~ t ~ ArQ/v- r tr~ ~ r'~ 

-cfb ~, 

4. What woul~ be the impact on your life if there were no lo~ger off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA.¥~ 

~m -tJu.l:& ~ ~L:ttr;~N" 
~~ r mL "f ry ~ . 

Date ~ 10 3 ~.::<. GGNRA000850
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33S--0{- fA 

I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the detail's. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned abput the new p'olicies. When the National, Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preseTved 

for.recreational use by all citizens. "What we ar;;. asking for is the right :to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for yea~s • . 
There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is ~air 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for you~ 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

. ~. t.": !"~:,:r"'\ , . <:: r ~ \o~£ (1/1"-" 

. --._---_. ---- ---.-~ ... -
-._-". -. ---.----- -----::---- ---' 

. --._-----. ----... ------~--.....-.--
.-~'""""""' ....... , 
--a ________ _ GGNRA000851
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SHIRLEY DONOVAN '33(p - 01- fA 
103 Scott Street 
5an Francisco I CA 94117 

February 1, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Attention: ANPR 

RE: Response to NPS's ANPR 

Good Day! 

Phone (415) 552-1009 
e-mail: WOOFGNG@aol.com 

As a responsible dog owner and tax payer, I am outraged by the arrogant and antagonistic 
attitude of your Department and its employees with regard to maintaining Fort Funston, 
Ocean Beach and several other areas as designated off-leash areas for dogs. 

Many of these areas, Fort Funston in particular, were given to your Department by the city 
of San Francisco to more economically and efficiently maintain the area. These area were 
designed to be urban recreation areas ... not National Parks! 

Off-leash dog walking was recognized as a legitimate form of recreation on GGNRA lands 
, when the parks were transferred from local to federal jurisdiction in the mid-1970's. Today, 

tens of thousands of people enjoy this form of recreation in these parks. These areas 
provide social recreation for not only dogs, but also their owners. Many elderly people 
whose dogs provide them companionship and security spend many enjoyable hours 
socializing with others while they provide their canine companions necessary exercise. 

After extensive public review, several areas were designated as official off-leash 
recreational parks in a 1979 Pet Policy. Over the past several years your office has 
received tens of thousands of petitions protesting closures of off-leash areas for dogs. 

It is time to listen to and consider the rights of dog owners. 

Sincerely, 

'S~~~c ____ . _ 
Shirley Donovan 

-. --.------.-~---~"-

--------._-------.:..--
.... ------.-

- ..... ---..r. .. ~ 

, -, 
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Date: ~ / /21'/ t?'~ 
To: Golden G(;te Nationd'1 Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

" 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the pUblic regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: . 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to .. the current restrictive 
regulation be r:neasured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed qff leash dog walking in certain areas . 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
.Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, " 

C/~/~Signature) 
T j /24ltf26P&'J c:J~/~ (~ame~ . 

, 

!Ltz c:: AIi/e/QPd'r? ;d!~address) 

~tl/r ,t8/j~ZJSk0 ~d .~flJ r 
Comments accepted Jan. II, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA000853
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February 3, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

_~ _. a __ 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

'. TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play lJVith other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it • 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Hinds 
2620 Cabrillo Street 
San Franctsco, CA 94121 

.. 

GGNRA000854
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

... 
,: .~ . 

:' \" 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off I.eash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have a area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve t. 

J Sincerely, 

Yakov Nemirovsky 
263 - 23rd Avenue, #2 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

\ 

d 
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February 3,2002 

. Attn. ANPR, 
Superintendent 

Carl Meyer 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

704 Rand Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94610-2269 
(510) 559-8325 tel & fax 

E-mail: cbmever@.msn.com 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area; BuildiRg·20I 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123. 

Re: Pet Management in Golden Gate N.ational Recreation Area, San Francisco, California 
ANPR re dog control. 67 FR (8) 1424- 1430 (January 11, 2002) 

Dear sir, • 
• 

As a regular user ofCrissy field, but not a dog owner, I feel very strongly that the voice-control (lloff
leashll ) area should be restored and preserved in the Crissy field area. If the NPS guidelines or the 
federal law need to be amended to allow this, then so be it. 

There is no other area, anywhere, I ·know that is more suitable for peaceful coexistence 'of dog 
owners and non-dog owners than the open parts ofCrissy playfield. - San Diego has an off-le~sh·area 
adjacent to the bridge leading into Balboa Park that is smaller and less suitable that has not caused 
any serious problems. 

There is a huge difference between the wide-open field in the Crissy field area and the narrow indoor 
hallway where the unfortunate lethal dog-mauling incident occurred in San Francisco. Furthermore, 
the dog mauling involved dogs that were trained to attack and kill - the type of dog I have not seen 
in Crissy field, and that is likely to be seen there, because dogs trained to kill must be caged and kept 
restricted to remain aggressive. Furthermore, they would immediately get into fights with other dogs. 

In fact, my frequent personal observation has been that dogs, dog owners and dog lovers as well as 
children and other people, even those who are afraid of dogs, do, in fact, coexist peacefully and avoid 
each other without friction. I question.the number of dog attacks that have been reported to the NPS, 
and I further question that this number constitutes an under reporting. 

As I see it, a simple sign urging dog owner to keep their dogs within voice-reach, and keep control 
over them at all times would be sufficient to maintain order, and eliminate any liability for the Park. 

sm{lurs~jL 

Carl Meyer 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
AITN:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom it May Concern: 

t'" • . ,. ..... 
'.'; :"'(: :~:':;'"j;",; 1.).-,: i.'1 

I'm very concerned with the ongoing debate regarding off-leash dog access to public areas at 
Fort Funston. We regularly walk our Rhodesian Ridgeback there and don't know what we 
would do without it. Our dog is well trained, friendly with other dogs and people, and comes 
when called. She is also a large, active animal who requires vigorous exercise in order to remain 
healthy. It is physically impossible for her to exercise properly when leashed. Off-leash exercise 
burns. offPent-::up energy~jmproves a dog's social skms and helps.prevent aggression .. _____ _ __ .. u ____ _ 

Conversely, limiting dog play results in under-socialized, under-stimulated dogs and often leads 
to behavior problems. Dogs cannot interact normally with each other when they are leashed. 

We recognize that wildlife and people who do not own dogs also have a right to use the parks in 
question. However, there is no reason why we cannot all share the area and the responsibility of 
safeguarding its safety, integrity and long-term viability. There is room in the GGNRA to protect 
sensitive habitat and still provide space for off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash areas account for 
OS percent ofihe_7.5".ODO .acresjnlhe.park. The. GGNRAclaims it.must_comply with a National 
Park Service rule that prohibits off-leash dogs, but there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in 
more than 40 national parks, where hunting dogs are allowed to run free. 

The vast majority of the dog owners who use Fort Funston and Crissy field watch their dogs 
c1osely~ restrain them when appropriate" clean up their droppings and respect the rights of others 
J.lsing the area. We are taxpayers, voters, and a significant portion of the population. Off-leash 
dog access has been the official policy for over 20 years; it has greatly enhanced the lives of 
thoosandS -or.people·an.d·their- caiilite cempanions, and it must continue to-be· the ·law-ef-the-land .. ·· ......... . 
When San Francisco gave GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was assured that 
the traditional recreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, would be continued. The Park 
Service should honor its commitment to maintain the broad range of recreational use that is 
appropriate in an urban park. 

• i 
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February 3, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Steven P. Thompson 
190111111 Avenue 

San Francisco, CA 94116 

Thank you for sending me the "Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking" regarding Pct 
Management in GGNRA. I ~ writing to support Option B., Specifically what problem the 
National Park Service has been trying to fix 'has often been unclear during the off-leash dog 
controversy. The circular argument has seemed to be that off-leash dogs are the problem since 
this is against the rules (even though the rules have not been enforced for twenty years) which 
raises the obvious question about why this is a problem now: 

The ANPR reasonably defines two problems as the impact to natural resources and to public 
safety. Specific solutions can be tailored to these specific problems rather than broadly banning 
all off-leash dogs. The great majority of off-leash dogs are npt causing hann in the GGNRA. 
The "problem" in "problem-dogs" needs to be understood as irresponsible owners since stray 
dogs apparently are not a significant issue. On the impact to natural resources, designation of 
sensitive areas and use of visually unobtrusive protective fencing both can be part of a solution. 
More effort should be spent on the trash problem, but I observe when I am at the park that dog 
trash is a small part of that problem. Public safety concerns have received much attention due to 
two sensational dog attacks in the past year in the Bay area (although not in the GGNRA). For 
perspective, off-leash dogs shouk! be a le~ser safety concern than the obvious dangers of the. 
waves and surf at the beaches given the mUltiple droWrungs that occur each year. The focus in 
dealing with public safety issues should be on irresponsible owners and problem dogs. 
Designated areas and designated times for off-leash dogs could help prevent conflict also. 

To sum up, the GGNRA should continue to be function as an urban park that provides access for 
many people with a broad range of activities and interests including dog owners walking off
leash dogs. In an urban park this size that occupies such significant areas in our local 
community, the National Park Service should work to accommodate and not to exclude. I am 
certain if everyone, dog owners and the anti-dog crowd, works with an attitude of goodwill and 
tolerance that an agreeable solution can be found . 

'-" --------.----r--_ ... _-.-.-.....,. .. _". 
--------.,.--.-

• ....... .otJ.:: ... 
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[Date] 
34S-- 0(.., I A 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Superintendent O'Neill: 

I am a regular GGNRA park user, and I support m~ing Fort Funston and the other parks 
in the GGNRA system accessible for off-leash recreation with my dog. 

I keep my dog on a leash when I walk on city sidewalks. When I visit the trails and 
beaches of Fort Funston, the whole point of having my dog there is so we can hike and 
run and play together. To require these activities to be on-leash is to completely 
eliminate this form of recreation for me. 

If there are complaints that some dogs are causing problems, the solution is not to leash 
every dog. Owners who let their dogs dig in planted areas, or get aggressive with other 
dogs or people, do not have their dogs under "voice control't. 

I I 

Dogs under "voice control" have been allowed at Fort Funston for nearly 30 years, and I 
urge you to take steps to ensure that this practice continues. ~ 

-
Sincerely, ~'L C ~ ~ 

U' ~ 9Qo c;1' cI-t::f-~ 
[Your name] k.,f~ Cl-
[Your address] . 

uJ~1 ' ~ 

'. ~y: 

,.-;:::::.,. _ .... -

~ 

.»~ 

, 
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Monday, February 4, 2002 

Dear Golden Gate Recre~tion Area, .' 
As a dog owner of two laos who love to run and swim free at Crissy Field, we 

strongly oppose anyon-leash law. Crissy Field is a clean and convenient park that 
enables us as a family to enjoy the beauty of the restored park. We take our 17-month-old 
son to explore the park while allowing our dogs to enjoy their freedom too at Crissy 
Field. We recognize and respect the protected wildlife areas, while at the same time 
allowing our dogs to be off leash and und~r voice command. Please reconsider any laws 
enforcing a leash law at the Crissy Field Park. 

Sincerely a concerned dog owner, 
The Mascotte Family 

;: . ~ ,'.' 

. ';'. 
". ... 

"p. --.-.--~--~-

--... ---.. -~-~ 
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ALICE WltzY~& AssOGIATES LL-C:" ----" .... -~ --- -- .. -
-~-.---.-----

February 5th
, 2002 

Ms. Amy Meyer, Vice Chair 
Citizens' Advisory Commission 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Bldg. 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, California 94123 

Dear Ms. Meyer, 

~--'--"--

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 
4 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffiCE 

Wouldn't a solution to the offleash problem be to set up special times for people 
to let their dogs run and swim. We probably take ou~ b.lack lab, Samantha, to the park 
and beach before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm. There are rarely children and very few 
people at these hours. 

Please know how passionate we are about our environment and our dog. We are 
responsible owners, as are most of those who own dogs . 

We would like this to become a win-win situation. 

of>. Thank you, 

Alice Wiley Hall 
\ 

:, .. ' 

., := : .. r , :-, : 
' .. t ." ,', ... : I .... :.: • ~ .-:7~:" 

'0 _, 

"." .... 
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Michael S. Laflamme 
150 Northwood Drive 
San Francisco, CA 94112 
(415) 334-6082 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 6, 2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

·3tf~-O(-IA 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffICE 

Crissy Field and other areas in the GGNRA where off leash dog walking has been 
"permitte.:~~' are appropriate places for dogs to be safely off leash. These areas can sustain 
off leash Usage without harm to the natural and cultural resources of the areas. The dunes 
are fenced off and the dogs cannot get in to damage the native species trying to take hold 
in the sand. 

There are no alternative beach spaces available in the Bay Area where people can enjoy 
recreation in and near the water with their dogs and, because the GGNRA is located in 
and around an urban setting, there are few alternatives for any open space enjoyment for 
people with dogs. 

Less than 1% of the GGNRA land involves a historic and current "permitted" use of off 
leash dog walking. These historic areas are the ones that are so important to off leash 
proponents. There is plenty of room within the GGNRA for everyone and every interest 
if there are designated spaces for specific interests. Accommodation of the variety of 
usages and users of the GGNRA spac'e,'mcluding off leash dog walking, can be 
accomplished with appropriate guidelines. 

Enforcement of existing regulations denies the entire community of the recreational 
enjoyment of off leash dog walking. In addition to people who obtain great enjoyment 
out of exercising and playing with their dogs off leash, especially on a beach of open 
space, there are many people visiting the park who enjoy seeing the animals play. 

At Crissy Field, off leash recreation was specifically provided for and approved by the 
National Park Service in the design and plan for the Crissy Field renovation. That plan 
reflected public comment. I 

I 

Off leash dog walking promotes healthy pets and people who all benefit from exercise 
and socialization. 

Please allow us to continue to enjoy the beautiful area with our dog off leash. 

T~~'I IlI!~: jy<--
Micha 1 S/Laflamme GGNRA000865
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Michael S. Laflamme 
150 Northwood Drive 
San Francisco, CA 94112 
(415) 334-6082 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 6, 2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

·3t-/cg-OI- IA 

RECEIVED 

FEB 072002 

SfJPERlNTENDOO'S OffICE 

Crissy Field and other areas in the GGNRA where off leash dog walking has been 
"permittec~~' are appropriate places for dogs to be safely off leash. These areas can sustain 
off leash usage without harm to the natural and cultural resources of the areas. The dunes 
are fenced off and the dogs cannot get in to damage the native species trying to take hold 
in the sand. 

There are no alternative beach spaces available in the Bay Area where people can enjoy 
recreation in and near the water with their dogs and, because the GGNRA is located in 
and around an urban setting, there are few alternatives for any open space enjoyment for 
people with dogs. 

Less than 1 % of the GGNRA land involves a historic and current "permitted" use of off 
leash dog walking. These historic areas are the ones that are so important to off leash 
proponents. There is plenty of room within the GGNRA for everyone and every interest 
if there are designated spaces for specific interests. Accommodation of the variety of 
usages and users of the GGNRA spac'e, 'mcluding off leash dog walking, can be 
accomplished with appropriate guidelines. 

Enforcement of existing regulations denies the entire community of the recre~tional 
enjoyment of off leash dog walking. In addition to people who obtain great enjoyment 
out of exercising and playing with their dogs off leash, especially on a beach of open 
space, there are many people visiting the park who enjoy seeing the animals play. 

At Crissy Field, off leash recreation was specifically provided for and approved by the 
National Park Service in the design and plan for the Crissy Field renovation. That plan 
reflected public comment. 

Off leash dog walking promotes healthy pets and people who all benefit from exercise 
and socialization. 

Please allow us to continue to enjoy the beautiful area with our dog off leash. 

T~i'/ !/II/! .;, . j}L--
Micha I S.1.aflamme GGNRA000866
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555-555-5555 

TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area ~ 

Fort Mason, Building 201 RECEIVED 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: john walker 
FEB 072002 

p.o.box 27 SUPERINTENDENT'S OffiCE 
coaldale, CO 81222 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: • 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash' 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a. 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and' 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

I am the owner of several hundred acres of wildlife habitat, and know from first hand 
experience what dogs at large can do to wildlife and their ability to effectively utili~e 
habitat. The things I have seen here, in a remote area with a very small rural 
population, would be minor c.ompar~ to the disruptions made possible by a huge pet 
population near the GGNRA and are a wholely unacceptable use of public lands that 
contain so many endangered and vulnerable species. Finally, I am the owner of two 
dogs, and know that there are ways to meet their needs without putting wildlife at risk. 

Sincerely, 

john walker 

GGNRA000867
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian 'O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 072002 

SUPERINTfNDfMf'S OFFlct; 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are qllowed. The leash 'law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with ~heir dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and st~ke an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

Leash laws are a must. There is no reason why someone cannot 
keep their dog on a leash. There are several reasons why the 
leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during 
various times of the year, including several bird species. off
leash dogs can h~rm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the 
GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these 
species under the federal 'and California Endangered Species Acts 
if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, 
'imperiling our natural herit~ge and subjecting dog owners to 
heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail 
time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreati~nal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. ~: 

. --- .. --.------------...-~ 

------- -----..----
._----- ---- - ---- --'t' .... >1 ___ _ 

- ~ '.-~--.,,~ .. ~. -~ 
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Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access t'o nature because they 
can't or won't travel to ~emote areas to enjoy our Nation~s 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments,. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Julia Benedetti. 
8657 Via Mallorca #101 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SiJPERINTENDENT'S OffICE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and· strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

[Please disregard the first paragraph, as I could not edit it to 
reflect my opinions, which are below.] 

As an environmentalist and a dog owner, I am in favor of large 
amounts of off-leash areas in our National Parks and 
Recreational Areas, for responsible animals and their owners. I 
beleive that keeping certain sensitive areas as leash-only is an 
acceptable and necessary compromise, but am opposed to removing 
the few leashless areas still available to us. These are crucial 
for our pets and for~our own well being. 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately (leashlessly) accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Howard Cohen 
3272 Cowper Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3004 

GGNRA000870
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555-555-5555 

S.B. Mumford 

115 W. La Cadena Dr Bldg#200, • Riverisde, CA 92501 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superinrendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERINTfiIJDfNT'S OFFiCE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

Please disregard the above. I am using a fonn letter generated by the CBD and they insert the 
above text. 

I think it is a great idea to have a park where dog lovers can let their pets run free. I applaud your 
courage to £ake a stand based on the needs and desires of your constituents rather than bowing to 
the pressures of an extremist neo-religious eco-terrorist organization. 
Dogs do a lot of good for a lot of people, I think it's a great idea to have a place urban dogs can run 
free for a while. . . 
I'm sure that you will make the correct decision for all the right reasons, and again thanks for being 

L responsible to your constituents. 

Sincerely, 

S.B. Mumford 

GGNRA000871
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Palmore Hoyt 
504 Ellsworth Street RECEhfED 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

_4_15_-9_20_-8_9_37 ________________ ....--_F.....:E..::..B~O 72002 

February 1,2002 SUPflUilJrnuDOO'S DFF;'Cf 

Superintendent 
Attention: ANPR Golden Gat~ NatioJ;1al Recr~tion Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason ~. 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent, 

I am writing to urge you to aHow offteash dog recreation areas in my GGNRA. 

, Long afraid of dogs myself: the many wonderful dogs", meet in San Francisco wooed me 
to adopt one of my OWJ;1. I am in the process of training her to be a good canine citizen 
and she is well on her way. Before selecting my dog, I read several books on dog 
behavior and walked with many dogs and their owners. All my research indicates that 
dogs need time otT leash so they can be happy, well-adjusted citizens. This time and 
freedom allows them to interact with other animals and people on neutral grvund. It 
also gives them and their owners the opportunity for training (come, sit, stay). This is 
not the same when dogs are on leash. 

Prohibiting offleash recreation in places sucb as Fort Funston, Crissy Field and the other 
Bay Ar~ GGNRA loeations win severely limit where we can ,afely exercise with our 
dogs. The dog runs I have seen popping up in my neighborhood parks are not solutions 
to a perceived problem but are problems themsetves. These are not spaces where dogs 
can run but cages encouraging aggression and tenitorialism. Dogs are more likely to be 
aggressive wid). one another.when confined in these ~al places. Having no opeQ. 
space for Bay Area residents to have their dogs off leash will be a tragic loss for our 
region. Dogs contribute to the miracle of Bay Area urban life. 

Please support the many responsible dog owners like myself and keep our GGNRA parks 
open tq offleash dog recreation .. 

Thank you, 

t:::;;yt~ 

. -.----.-----.-~. -.-

-------.-----~ 

-.-------
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GEORGE H. HUME 

235 LOCUST STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94118 

February 4, 2002 

Mr. Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 021 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

RECEnfED 

FEB 072002 

I am writing to request that the Park Service continue to allow dog 
owners to walk their pets off their leashes at Crissy Field. The beaches 
at Crissy Field are one of the few places in San Francisco where dogs 
can get exercise off of a leash. 

With more dogs than children in San Francisco, the inhabitants of our 
great city value their pets. Unfortunately, there are few places where 
they can run them. Crissy Field has been such a place, and I hope that 
the Service realizes that our urban park is different from a park like 
Yosemite. 

The Park Service's stewardship of the Presidio has brought a great 
deal of respect for your organization among the citizens of San 
Francisco. However, requiring a leash law at Crissy Field will 
engender a great deal of resentment and anger. And, I might add, it 
seems to me that the Park Service's limited police force could be better 
utilized in fighting crime rather than ticketing dog owners. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

. -.. -. _ .... _ .. _---------.-... '.-

GHH:drj --_., - -.. _----- --_._----.......... ---.: 
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4 February 2002 

Haydn and Zuhra Reiss 
126 Meadowcroft Drive 
San Anselmo, CA. 94960 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA. 94.123 

To whom It may concern: 

RECEfV'EU 

FEB 072002 

SUPERiNTENDENT'S OffiCE 

Yestercley, SUnday February 2, my wife and I and our two year old daughter 
went to Muir Beach. Despite the prominent sign at the entrance saying "Dogs Must 
Be On Lease", there were at least a dozen dogs running wild. Shortly thereafter a 
ranger arrived and walked down the beach and talked with some of these owners. 
Perhaps he wrote a ticket or two. He was on the .Reach for maybe 20 minutes and 
then left. We did not see him return before we left 81l'hoLlr later. 

Even before the ranger left It was clear that his presence was not going to 
make a dent In the loose dogs - dogowners simply put their dogs on leash while he 
was around and Immediately let them off when he left. His presence, and ticket 
writing, was like a mosquito on an elephant's back. When.·we left there were 10~15 
dogs running up and down the beach. We got tired of dogs running up to our two 
year otd and their owners shouting out all friendVlike "Don't worry, he loves kids!" 
That Is neither comforting, nor accurate. Owners' cannot predict what dogs will do. Is 
GGNRA going to wait until there's a tragedy before It take$ REAL action to enforce 
the leash law or ban dogs all together (our choice)? 

The current inconsequential level of enforcement makes it nearly . 
meaningless - dog owners don't c:iblde by It. Why should say, It Is a rarity. And 
forget about people like us "asl<lng" them to please leash their dogs. We have 
asked and have been Ignored. 

What we ask you to consider Is to acknowledge that dogowners are not going 
to voluntary respect the leash law. It's like asking people to voluntarily pay their 
taxes. It's naive. Either have substantial enforcement, which could certainly pay for 
Itself as we see no trouble for a ranger writing 10-20 tickets a day (a gross of 
$500-1000), or make official what is now true by default: dogs can run free. 

And, yes, It would be nice If their was an area given to off-leash dogs, as 
many dogowners have demanded, but that wouldn't stop them from using Muir. 

i::~~~,;~ 
Haydn and Zuhra Reiss 

----._----... -~ .... 

-.--.--- .. -... ~~ 

... ,---------. -
---- -~ 
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned abo~t the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over t~e GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we 'are as~irlg for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~ _._-----._. __ ._--,..... .......... -
--_. ---- '---. ---.---..-._" 
------- '-.~ .. _.......,....---..:-.-

~ .. ----

Thank you for your 
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'ea~ntendent O'Neill: 357- Of - IE' Date: _---I2pb:::--..:::...;~~.....;;. ..... --:;:.-. --:-__ 

support 0!f-Ieash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. Following are my co~ents a~ut conti!!ling off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well as Information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . 

,. LI Ado..-. L.o£~ b--e...,.e.- (optional: Age:_. _ Sex M @EthniCity~ 
,Zs: 4&06 LGjo V~sj-cc t.\(cJ~ ~~ --SO~: vA q5 }d.--~ 

(street) (elY) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. V\hat are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over t/lJ years, describe why. 

I. 'jD oJOOLJ-r- d-.. +\rY~ 0-- w~01e... frv~ ~ ~:) hr 
rvt\j ~ a.,ye,t T --t::-D h\Ku It"'\ 0- ~\~, 0rv\J\-\l7iY~.~ 
'Ber-.e.f\~ o.re.- "*:he... exe.(Q.ise.-. ~ 5+v-e-~5 re-LeQ.,.&-€. ~~O 
cv5 Q..... +\ red- cW~ oj- +tu. ~ -(.~f- ~ ~'i FEB 0 72002 

t P~ea~ describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outletfor you. Do you bring your friends a~Mtf _up 
IJVIth friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? I • 

tnJC}~\'~ ~e" sc.etA.~ ~s ~t CU; ~ ~(" hLKu-S \..U~ 
-/:4e,~,r ~ f'o,S ()..Q9\V'\A.~~~ h.e-u,-""cL 0- $OG-~a..A ~Le.A-.:L hov~ 
both +B-YVlillj ~NJ h-terwl<s whfo ~ i::tp -t:or-t;;itu. ~ ~11 wv~ 
V- r t, C-V\, l L. Lu'V\Ckt . .::L -h- t S ea& ~ -ho ~ Pit eVl cls as d.e>3 +r-l en.cUy 
fa l Jc- Clre. f1to Ie Of21h1 -1:::0 tbJ, KA f'l17 f-o ~ etS , ,.~ (U.r~ 

. s~'" w~ h6k.ers u)hD.,r. a[O")(Q t,C>~ YVLl/ ~. 
3'" you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for pOrtIons of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
WI:Ommendations for ways the Park Service can accomm~te and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

future generations. "'I} • 

AbSO~ ,. TfLt ~~ i1 }~ (kf\- 8f('...-t~l1 enulro(\~ is 
whar SIU~ U- tL S~ ~fVl\ Dl9qs ru,n.Y11 t13 0-(1 -fJt..Q iuMs 
or on :w ~h r:t.M- tt, ~$-t M f}-eecL~' ~ P-c-vfl ~ ~ 
fCJ.1k. ~VI'~ ~ fo.re.Jl1:PoriJy f!J-uyn-up aM kL SfUU HU 
(~"1 ~r~.. \ . 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

I. k90u.J4 ~ e)OIr~ sCLd a,S"-!:hts I~ :5f)~JfLj r Leok 
--tb iLeJcurv'.. k eUBf!j W 12.UL-. L. wO"1Vl4 no-/:: cir~tJ ~ ~ IjD Mtl e$ 

-l:::o 9 0 I P rn:J dt;~. C!.JJU.1tt M t-3D 0 r M.d +0 ku. t'n -- J ect£ h I J: 
woiLU hav--t to -fl hd, ().(Lat:$L14- tf{'-Utdh [Ot:!£tj-W'vt . 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

Abso \..ut~-e,tj t. :c wO/A.t.d Y\Ot- te4 f\JUJ.r~ a' Se&.tre-

•

' when. 3c>"Yj cllon.Q... T wav..Uir~bak1'y tvo-rso 
w~Ch{j-- ~ ~ . . ._.______ .~ .... 

.. ~ .. ,~.-.. - ------ ·-·-····-I~~-· 
~- ---'-

Signed:-:.::..:.-=-~~~~~~::.=..._-...;:;:--::...::==---_--_-~::.-· .-=-::·_-=d;~·_-=--_______ ---,Date 
. -_OM_._. __ . _M ___ '-' 

~"r-----
I 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATIN:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom it May Concern: 

RECEiVEO 

FEB 0 72002 

3i1PERlNIDJDENT'S DFFICf 

I'm very concerned with the ongoing debate regarding off-leash dog access to public areas at 
Fort Funston. We regularly walk our Rhodesian Ridgeback there and don't know what we 
would do without it. Our dog is well trained, friendly with other dogs and people, and comes 
when called. She is also a large, active animal who requires vigorous exercise in order to remain 
healthy. It is)?hysically impossible for her to'exercise properly when leashed. Off-leash exercise 
burns off pent-up energy, improves a dog's social skills and helps prevent aggression. 
Conversely, limiting dog play results in under-socialized, under-stimulated dogs and often leads 
to behavior problems. Dogs cannot interact normally willi each other when they are leashed. 

We recognize that wildlife and people who do not own dogs also have a right to use the parks in 
question. However, there is no reason why we cannot all share the area and the responsibility of 
safeguarding its safety, integrity and long-term viability. There is room in the GGNRA to protect 
sensitive habitat and still provide space for off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash areas account for 
0.5 percent of the 75,000 acres in the park. The GGNRA claims it must comply with a National 
Park Service rule that prohibits off-leash dogs, but there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in 
more than 40 national parks, where hunting dogs are allowed to run free. 

The vast majority of the dog owners who use Fort Funston and Crissy field watch their dogs 
closely, restrain them when appropriate, c~ean up their droppings and respect the rights of others 
using the area. We are taxpayers, voters, and a significant portion of the population. Off-leash 
dog access has been the official policy for over 20 years; it has greatly enhanced the lives of 
thousands of people and their canine companions, and it must continue to be the law of the land. 
When San Francisco gave GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was assured that 
the traditional recreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, would be continued. The Park 
Service should honor its commitment to maintain the broad range of recreational use that is 
appropriate in an urban park. 
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January 29, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirs: 

RECEfVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERiNIDlDENT'S OffiCE 

I am writing regarding the GGNRA's Advance Notice of Rule making Process and more specifically how 
this ruling will affect off-leash dog play. ., , 

I have been a resident of San Francisco for three years now and part of my decision making process when 
selecting location was my proximity to Chrissy Field. I believe the higher rent and limited availability of 
rentals (even in this market) for dog owners, is a fair trade given the amenities we currently have available 
for our pets. I would re-think my decision if those amenities drastically changed and I think you would 
fmd many dog owners might re-think their residency as well. I understand the need to set guidelines and! 
or regulations but it is important to many dog owners and their well-behaved dogs that these rights not be 
terminated. 

There are many responsible dog owners and those dog owners take pride in their responsible dogs. 
Unfortunately there are people and situations that give cause to these considerations but I urge you not to 
throw the baby out with the bath water. I am very conscious of conserving our natural resources but I also 
think it is important that as a resident we have access to those resources. I hope that when you make your 
fmal decision on this very important issue that you will consider the huge ramifications of outlawing off
leash dog play. 

I believe that the ability to allow my dog to playoff leash at places, such as Chrissy Field, makes him not 
only a happier dog but also a better dog citizen. This not only provides much needed exercise but also 
improves his socialization and voice command skills. On a selfish and personal note, I probably gain more 
pleasure in watching him play than my pet gains from the actual play and would not go to these locations 
unless I had a pet. 

San Francisco is blessed with many natural resources and we should protect those resources but not at the 
cost of total restriction. I hope that in your fmal decision that you will agree. 

Thank you for your time. 

~e~ 
Sharon R Reaves 
1655 Chestnut Street #303 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

.. 415-440-9783 

... - .. --._--- .. -
. -- ---._----,... -

---- -, _._------ -------...,---
---- . __ . ---- --" ---

•• ... t"'I'V4~_ 

" .. ..-.-..: 

,J •• 
. '~ . 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort MasoIl:, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear GGNRA Folks, 

February 4, 2002 RECEIVED 

F~tB>'O 7 2002 

SUPERINTE~DENT'S OffiCE 

I applaud your efforts to preserve the tranquility and natural beauty of Chrissy Field by requiring 
dogs to be on-leash. After the decades of this area being little more than an unsightly dumping 
ground for concrete and other construction waste with no thought whatsoever to the natural flora 
and fauna that once thrived, it's a breath of fresh air to see such a dedicated effort to restore the 
delicate balance of a seashore ecosystem. ~ 

I enjoy daily walks along the beaches of Chrissy Field, and I have been appalled at the dog 
behavior I've witnessed. One day I witnessed a group of dogs, all romping with the abandon that 
only dogs seem able to enjoy, chasing one,another round and round and round on the beach when 
a seagull flying overhead actually diverted from its original flight path to land a few feet further 
from the intended destination to avoid the dogs. The dogs were far too occupied chasing each 
other to pay a lick of attention to the poor bird, but wJten I thjpJc of the extra effort that delicate 
bird had to expend to avoid those gleeful dogs, I shudder. Surely this is not the type of wildlife
friendly environment we're trying to create in this national recreation area. 

Another day I actually saw a dog evacuate its bowels right on the edge of the walking path where 
hundreds of people walk, jog and cycle by! Of course the owner rushed up moments later and 
scooped the offensive droppings into a plastic bag, but the ecological damage of those trace 
remnants ought not be overlooked. 

And yet another day, I watched a dog lift its leg to urinate on the fence protecting one of the 
newly planted areas and I thought to myself, "Oh no! Think of the damage that dog is causing to 
any plant growing within three ,inc~es oftl}at stout, protective fencing!" .. 
I've even seen dogs strain longingly toward the birds in the lagoon, and you know, without the 
fence, they'd be after those birds in a flash. Even though the dogs can't actuaIly reach the birds, 
1'm sure it's traumatic for the delicate birds, to be watched with that degree of intent. Clearly this 
is behavior that ought to be cUrtailed. 

As you all are so acutely aware, something must be done about these dogs. I'm so glad efforts 
are underway to rectify the extreme damage that is being iIiflicted by these off-lea'Sh dogs. 

But my dear friends of the environment, are you sure you've gone far enough to protect the 
recently recognized value of this area? Why the other day, I witnessed a child throwing pebbles 
over the fence into the lagoon. The child could only generate a 4 foot arc, but we can't have the 
wild birds subjected to such an invasion of their space. I've witnessed other children running up 
the beach as fast as their twO-year -old legs can carry them, chasing the birds and yelling at the 
top of their lungs. This type of unfettered behavior is clearly a danger to the shore birds as well 
as an extreme annoyance to those of us who choose consciously not to have children . 
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On another occasion, I barely avoided stepping into a large hole that I had watched 3 or 4 
children dig right there on the beach. Their parents stood by as I carefully navigated around the 
large excavation to avoid twisting an ankle. 

These off-leash children are clearly a threat to the wildlife, the sanctity of the delicate ecosystem 
and those of us who are trying to enjoy the peace and beauty of the area. It is your duty as 
preservers of this national recreation area to restrict ALL behavior that endangers the natural 
world, so please, please, take the necessary step to require that all children under the age of 18 be 
leashed in this area! . 

But that's not even the worst of it. I gasp in horror every time I watch the windsurfers and the 
newer craze, kite surfers, whiz by in the shallow water at the edge of the beach, causing sea- and 
air-borne birds to zigzag desperately out of their path. Surely this high-speed activity causes a 
severe re-distribution of the native birds who are accustomed to fishing in the shallow waters off 
the beaches. In addition, the new kite-surfers with their huge kites are wreaking havoc with the 
birds trying to land in the vicinity. It's clearly time this type ofbeachfront recreation was 
outlawed completely to maintain an environment supportive of native birds. 

But GGNRA folks, please don't stop there. On two seJ)arate occasions in the past year I've 
witnessed plastic bags and Styrofoam cups flying off into the water from adult picnickers. This is 
a tragic danger to the sea- and bird-life, in particular the many seals who roam the waters. You 
must take the bold steps of your convictions and restrict the freedom of the many for the sins of 
the few. Since there is no way to determine which strolling adults will at any moment whip out 
picnic supplies and potentially create devastating litter, it clearly follows that all adults using the 
area should be leashed as well. 

That leaves the tricky problem of exactly who out of the taxpaying public should, in fact, be able 
to use the area. Ahh, but silly me, that's not your problem to solve. Yours is to enact and enforce 
the rules that will protect this area. 

'" So I beg you folks of authority, please take all necessary steps to protect this taxpayer-funded 
National Recreation Area from ALL the hazards wrought by those who use it. Ifwe're going to 
be serious about protecting this area, dogs must be leashed, children must be leas~ed, adults must 
be leashed, windsurfers outlawed .... It's the only viable solution to this problem. In fact, if 
we're really serious about protecting the shoreline, I think Doyle Drive and Marina Blvd must be 
closed as well. It's a terrible invasio~ of the birds' flight path to have those cars whizzing by at 
all hours. Who would ever design a national recreation area with this type of traffic all around it? 
And the destruction of the natural bird habitat at night caused by the lights of the city .... Well, 
there's no end to what's needed to protect the area, but I'm relieved that you folks have narrowed 
your view to concentrate on this issue. I can rest assured that you'll make the right decisions for 
all involved. 

C>X(f-~~ 
f)LaCY 

• 
2652 Union Street 

. San Francisco, CA 94123 
415-929-8043 
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February 6, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, OA 94123 

GGNRA, 

RECEIVED 

FEB 072002 

SUPEBliVTFillPfMT'S rliElCE 

I am writing you to ask you to let Crissy Fi~ld be an off-leash area for dogs. I have a four
year-old boxer named Scooby. He is a very active dog, an~ he needs exercise. We go 
to Crissy Field about 3 times a week for a long run. There are so few places in the city 
where there is an opportunity for Scooby to run in this size of space. When we go to 
Crissy Field, he gets onto the grassy field and he runs ds fast as he can in a large circle 
several times. He waits until he gets to this spot because it is the place where he has the 
room to run as he wishes. He does not bother other pedestrians while doing this. It is 
such a joy to see him run this way. He certainly could not do so on a leash. 

•
. Please leave Crissy Field available to me and Scooby and all other dogs in the city. They 

. need exercise that we cannot give them on a leash. It is imperative to their health to be 

• 

able to run in this type of space. 

You already have Crissy Field so nicely prepared for .everyone to enjoy it. The fences 
protect the dunes and any wildlife living there, the beaCh is available for water sports, and 
the grassy field is beautiful. There tS reall)! room for everyone - runners, families, 
walkers, and all the above with dogs. 

Thank you for your consideration. In a city with so many dog owners, there just needs to 
be this type of place for them to runf Please don't take this away from us. 

Sincerely, 

jt:lcC~=b~ Swlr 
cc: Crissy Field Dog Group _ 
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GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax: 415-561-4355 

February 5, 2002 

Re: Maintenance of Designated Off-leash Recreation Areas in GGNRA 

To ~pm It May Concern: 

I am a dog owner and live in the city of San Francisco. I strongly support the designation 
of areas within GGNRA, such as Fort Funston, Crissy Field and Baker Beach, for off
leash pet recreation. San Francisco is a compact, urban environment where recreational 
activities are as important to dogs as they are to humans. Dogs need to be off-leash to 
become socialized, and most dogs need to be exercised off-leash to reduce energy that 
could lead to aggressive and destructive behavior. I would much prefer to encounter a 
dog that has been properly exercised in an off-leash area than one that has been confined 
indoors all day due to the increasing scarcity of local parks that allow dogs to play like 
dogs. 

A concerted effort should be made to ensure that the needs of all GGNRA's constituents 
are met - play areas for children, habitat for wildlife and native plantings, 
. hikinglbikinglrunning trails for hUmans, and off-leash areas for dogs. I am certain an 
exception to the National Park Service's prohibition of off-leash pets in national parks 
can be made to accommodate the desires of the taxpaying public who live in this urban 
recreation area called San Francisco. 

Sincerely, 

~::~~ 
2030 Third Street #16 
SF, CA 94107 

Cc: Fort Funston Dog Walkers (fortfunston@hotmail.com) 
. ~ 

Crissy Field Dog Group (crissyfielddog@aol.com) 
signed and mailed copy to GGNRA 
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ea~.Supt:rintendent O'Neill: 3~ 3 - 02 - I A 
• 

Date: .'2/ ~ /Or-z-. 

support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well as in'Re~~at may be relevant to this issue. 

• (optional: Age: 7,/ Sex M0thniCity..Jd..J . FEB 0 7 20az Irving Arguello /" i....2+ l!/l:i 
dd~ess' Vicki Inglis V 
, '. fiT Lee Avenue 

stlPmWTEfJDfNT'S OWftrancisco. CA 94112 (city) (state) (zip) 

. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reaSons for visiting? What are 
. the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

-+" 1/,;; r+ q S N rz-A t·.k(~l/,;:;~,:L r:. ler -ery;e/l ('X, 
fr& s h (MY 1- Iu .,rd r., ~ v-i,1r "'"J c lv/d, 1$.«;/&'-'- r: 
OvJ~ CI.- . cia ft.\ ( ~ ~ h ~~.;:; J..~ JJe-r fn t-=j. 
f=Ctl')lovl b.e.(ii~~ ~.£tJR(IfL ~a.-(AhM J.~'P.~ + ~C(jtt4 

t Please describe "vhether off-leash recr~titn is a' 4cial ~et fciyoTJ. ~ou bring your friends and family aloog or m~t up 
with frie~s? Have you m.ade new frie.2d~ throu~h this activity? . . . . '. . 

b(JJ ~ {e.uuh ~C r-uu'1<1VJ I f C~ &-0 (f 'cJ c:,J(~ IAh ~ c OJ' "l , ?'€.-

cLVd -OvJfLUJ./.1; ~. M-ri-c.¥- vJ:1h ~ /or w~ 
~ r boYlJ fa--rn.,y f!fl~" ~ rr 6LVI w~ 
~c~ iPJ 51-1. c ~ c( --1~ 5/rYJpl€. 1-- ~f1'-1J 

E~ .1-7; cLv, 
o you be~ve that off-leash recreation is appropriate for port,ions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 

ecommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas f0'i?L7. 
future generations. th I 'I !~;e/trti.( . i r h c?-t 5 eN! ~ q IU ~ ~ S~ ~f:#/n.. 

16~ (fuLl h fR. c t:R. ~ (fVJ " As ? r _ 5"'3/='1fd ',.-7 (j'-'U2<J f,Ch t:b I. .. 
~JlA1 ~ n~ - dbLa~11...P/1f> ~(L c:,~t...':f ~p , o#f !e<l?~~ 
(0/) ~~. -7~ Is ~*l.0'J Jdj?Jt ('~'J 

,l1 .,..)Jct......rif rk'Y! o...C+ (CY'1-f' /e.::I--Jy ~ In _ CL-~ tJ.~ 
4. What would be the Impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash ~reation in ~e GGNRA? ..... ~.~ 
.;t'LJ h.Mb(j,~ com~ f(L-enl1() -fZt4- (}!f;y 774(//':} tt ~.J'~ VI '~~~ 
/'lM ~ I'11.e.- h.y;i!!/Vi. 1V, 5~0lU ~ hM >'11 . ~ J(bm. ~ S0t1.v1L b4zt~S5rm) tt d&J I~ .~i7)t.u! ~ . __ ~ 
51,v., 71; c .--Ij ,j-- j 0 ~ I h . rr-<J !,:fe. S-ee) ~ /-..lo'Y) (J.-C 5'kdr?:. 5 e..bo~ '2, . 

--ftvz. '(;V~I!t') J...,., r'01 ;f:"'1 w. /l, t>7l-ar" ~ I~ ~ ~'J' ~ /t/d1-Aav,j 
a(teS':1 fp di I: /ef:col, ~ £JtJU1.d kl..L tl ch;Ar..t..A01Ve 1Lc..7---flY7 frtQ... J' 

5. Do you fee',,~~r ~v;.th the ~resence of off-leash dogs or would you feel saft;r wi~oyt thrir pl'i nce? \ 

/l/c, l btc!y11 /l~ h s-ee\cre~ r"v.:fJra;Nd (SI1..Ch CU) (:/f/5~.) 
~ I~ ~ jj:icle:p cUYt I- (;v,fl~ tTr'1 ':'1 ~ 0( 5ecWU~ 
~r ~{jth -f ~ c1aUjn'!er T. iJ.J OV)J-ecH~ saCfJe.; 
~ifhi)H-(e,,!A_ iocr', ~ 7 r -p 'J- 7}-

Signed: t?(;0!?t .~ _ Date 'W/rn-
, ~A ~ n~~ 

..... /.\ ~ • c) v. IJ -n~ r" .. J /) _.J h . A" rll;J\ 1'1 .. VJ tt.. 1/7) ,. ; ~ h -J tvte.£( ( 
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D'ear Superintendent O'Neill: 3~'1- ()( - Ie 
r support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
tt s well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

.: ~llu\e.~ (optional: Age: ~ Sex M (i) EthnicitY. u;,t.,ft ) 

I\ddress: n? f5/W' ~ ~ ~ C-A q~fc -<;'{C>z-
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. ~ l lL 
I v.t~-,T f·t. ~,/b- F1. ~ h~& ~ 'OYtU ~ Wt-e-l -J<> ~//L -w:o-fwo ~, J- eX ~:~ *

~ ~ ,L+--<-,!_~ J ~~t ~"'-~ ~ ~1-'~ r.~~ W l 
ih. ~ (\N.rN. ~~ _ L.,wqV'D""'f """(5 e. ~ ~\A.U.. It ~ f.~u11J- ;. ~e.. -tv-J- .I-/rN 
~ do~. T',)-€. ~ v4\~4~ ~'\~~h't.i& ~ , . f. ~IL cJ ~~~ fw. ~. 
~Jo~ 10 f\-~ ~.,-k~I~ ~ . 11fV'(l..\A~ Vfc>,t ~ (fI-.~. I 

~. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Haye you made new friends through this activity? +... ~ €f ~ 'l 
J ~ ~ "\'Ah-fn~ .~. -Ft-,~~ (W"Cvi~"6 ~~ ~ t0~L J~ 'S' 0- 0'75' 

J ~ ~~ ~~~'''''"',~ -f'....1{~~--fh~ ~'h~. RECEhfED 

FEB 072002 

SilPEHIilJTEiiJDfNrS OFfiGf 

r ~ \A..U)W" ~tt ~~ ~l ~ (f~ ~ ~~ O~ J"N <!evv-.t lJ'- ~\ 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence Qf off-leash d5:h0r would you feel safer without their presence? ( d!..l 

Ur-..-~II+iV ~ ~ ~-h~' 1J.,.J-II~ ~ JV~' 
• S t • .-e-~ (fO'i> ,( d.'i) ?tcJ",,::> ~~ ~ ~, 

Signed: ~< ifmQ 
,7 
l . 

-
GGNRA000885



. D~r SUperintendent O'Neill: ~S--() I - ( C . Date: C/- ..2 . 0 C< 
REC£.vEo 

. . 
, support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comrqe~~t~nuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue.... f 

.e: ,NItN C-Y B &8 A!pr SilPERirJTE_.Qjf./Qfge: ~5" Sex M @EthnicityJ2'i!!j'sh 

Address: I () 'i 1 FA-S5 L-£re. f/ () E . P/K'l PI ~It C2A 'j'-/OLj 'I 
(street) • (city). (state) (zip) 

I 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are ~ 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed. over the years, describe why. / 1/ lrJ/r FolZ-/ ; 

rUn 6fotJ /3V~ O/JA? 1/IJ111J MI'j t,.,4f3IJ.f}-P;fl.... It/vvfN~ 50H'6TIJ..1f5.5 ~ 
IN 17ft M ( ftlC>,8/JAJ{:) liN P e#/ Vj) IlEIJ /IJ 0 . I L..-O ~ 10 wlJ7t/1t 1JtL-~ 

7/*- Ffl./ 17A1 JJ ~y /JOe fo I}1VO JIJAI HG (..,UJ -ro 71tlbf te- (J UJ JJ ~ ~ 
I L D ()c. f6 Sf! fJ1lJ£ 7ftE /3eI9UT/ Ptf {, (jA/J5T VV /TIt H lj t»~ ~ 
/f/JO wftTatt ftplZ--- /ZtlIJ P,etE£ # ) ull hoR,Y- tlfW6(.'j .(;e,m -f1..t rtsfrje.-kd ~ 

2. Please describe whether-off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. 00 you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you- made new friends through this activity? 

Lj:E5/ /VE:. Mffi·r··. MlnVy IVl?fA) FfZ-/ GNOS / )-/14 M/lAl 1-
(Jfi/VJtJ£ . ::r+. j'c; I) ~y lNf.L4PT/N~ Sb{!.)/tL 

131 pp;e,/ f3N(!.4~ fA-NJ ~U ~ 77J, FOfG-1 FUNSf7J 1V , 
771 /5 J.s /j6"W'/p( 5 ~ {j HETI1/ }JG /IU /£.- U 0 E- (1:> sHI7R:E. 

. /;u fJ eN Pit-I 13 N DS MM (ff-:. P/zo H (j tA..," 0 p- TOw/\.} . 
• 00 you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 

recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. " . -ro 

! !3!3LlffU1ff. THftT rr;S /IC(b~ /M/'0RTffN/ I 

)lltfJffi· ()FF~ L-lNJDfJ 0/(// 'O;J. /;1!'e !f/l{)e· SI3£N US/ Nb rr
T/llS WfW pDfl- If t;~ T/HEL- /j-NP !3KWFI POfC-1!t£ 
8,xet3f?/1oN {111fT D"N'r (!A.e,4/IJ ?Lp ~(C" T1f:G1K... PfoJr 
AA()3~ /)~ (/)6tJP STGWlrp.;ps" s{)m-e. hd lie lxm (JUf r~ ~ 

I v lAM ~o 'Y 30 '-J ett r..s - lfs a t-Y-eaJ U nxI 1I\m.u ~~ / tft:- ! ( I 
4. Wh woold be the impact oli your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reatfon in the GGNRA? • 

/ lItr~o i>P PfVJ351flT!3t;> - /ltV 5N1JIZ ... f VUYt.-CS 

~bS5 ~ ) b&j/e)/'c~ ria us J;U4y(, ch'1 ~ . MAl '(fM1 

f YU tAY~ f1te., l(VuJ s f -eA'L dtwLq we d. o-f oj { . 
I UJJt:Nc- rf- ~ be M abuu of ftl-we,v-~ 10 
Mttl&-~ fl-. now - 'lOlA tolAvlot ~ P\.,. lor a'f 1'JebPU ap!o...tYlSf +k 

5. Do you feel safer With the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer ~U1out their fJresen~ e VllJ r 0 (l7YYLtIYl"~ 

S fJF8rJ?- IAJITH off ~Sf.j {)OG5, EUe-IV l t/{{!;tt'vfiees .. 

e17-f£pJ-% fJ1ZJi fv~ ~ trff ~h. Yf5U l.oU-ld llr~ 
~00 DWYW;r5 -t oim7 elelLn-0<f o.f+Cv fheiv pe~ diM rYlAK.e 
t'f1 ~ fe-Ie -~p b-ea for- 5' drAY 5 · 

Signed: Date ~. 5" ~ ~ 
GGNRA000886
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January 30,2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

RECEfVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SiJPERINTE~DENT'S OffiCE 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, becaus~ thllY are le~s restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

Kerry Brad y 
2367 - 20th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

---- .. - --- ----...,,. -
. ---- - .. -. -_.-_ .... - - ..• _ ....... ,.., . ...--'S....._ 

-- --:. 4~~ __ _ 

.r 

GGNRA000887
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367 - 0(-- fA 

GGNRA, 
I urge you to continue to allow OFF-LEASH DOG Recreational use in the , .... '" 

GGNRA. Off-leash recreation has been an accepted and valued asset to San Francisco, . 
its inhabitants and their dogs and a significant contribution to the quality of life that San 
Francisco and the Bay J\Iea is known for. With a dog/dog C)wner population of around 
100,000, appropriate and adequate off-leash dog recreational space is essential. And 
"leashed" recreation and exercise is, for many dogs, neither adequate nor appropriate. 
Dogs need to be able to run, play, and socialize leash-free. Yes-just like children do. 
Dogs/dog owners have been, are, and will continue to be a significant part of our society 
and S.F.'s urban environment and planning,.and 1h:eir(our) needs need to be considered as 
such. 

Perhaps The GGNRA can find some significant spaces to fence as designated off
leash dog recreational areas and lor clearly mark designated areas(parts of parks, trails or 
beaches) as off-leash areas as is done in San Diego's Balboa Park. 

Please maintain San Francisco"s high standard of living and quality of life by 
continuing to allow Off-Leash Dog recreation in the GGNRA. 

Thank You, 

Mar::t:::~ 
516 Douglass 
SF CA 94114 
415-206-0709 RE"CEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERiNTEillDENT'S DfFiCi: 

GGNRA000888
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3&<3 -01- 33 RECEI"VED 

FEB 0 72002 

SiJPERirJTEiUDENT~S orncr: 
I am tvriting to save off-leash dog t.;alking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

~ 

park use!'s as well as protect the i~portant natu:-al resources of the GG·IRA. 

I kno;v many people have written and attended neetings regarding this issue, .J 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I a~ o~e of thousands of pet ow~e:-s 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the net.; policies. {men the ~ational Park 

Se:-vice took over the GG~R..:\ T,.;e ~.;ere assu:-ed that t?!ose la:::.ds tvould be preserved 

fer recre.ational use by all cit~ze!1s. !.fhat T,.;e are aSlc!.ng for is the right to ,-lalk 

ou!' dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GG~;£L..\, as we have for years. 

There is room ror ever:rone to enj oJ these pa!'ks. ;V'e need a policy t::'a: is fair 
• 

fo!' eve!'yone that wants to utilize ou!, recreat~o:::. areas. Thank you for yeur 

consiCe~a:ion of this matter .. 

GGNRA000889
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• 
RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERmTE!dDfNT'S OffiCE 
I am writing to save off-leash dog ~"alking in the GG~RA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park uSe!'S as well as protect the i;:nportant natu!'al resources of the GG-rRA. 

I knm" many people have writ!:e~ ar..d attended neetings rega:::-ding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the det~ils. I a~ one of thousands of pet owne 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the ne~'; policies. ~.fuen the ~Tational Park 

Service took over the GG~~~ we were assured chat: those la~ds would be preserved 

for r.ecreational use by all cit:'ze!1.s. ~mat ~ .. e are aski:lg ~or is the right to ,.;a. 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGiiR.:\, as we have for years. 

There is ~oom for eVeryone to enjoy these parks. We nee~ a policy tha~ is fair 

for eVeryone that wants to utilize our recreatior.. areas. Thank yeu for your 

consice!'a~ion of this matter. 

S:'::.ca==ly, 

\ 

GGNRA000890



lJ.earSU~rintendent O'Neill: 370 -ot - IA C?'--- - (2- v c.:::>.. 

support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my ~ntS l:1JU!!t continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well ~s information about me that may be relevant to this issue. ... " 

A: 't!/te/.e... It M' SUPERINTEiVOENT'S lh~lkfnal: Age:s 6· sex~Ethnicity~ 
~ss: J.q ~ seq'< . 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities' or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

7h~ -;=:O~ Fu/Vs-roAl C~;'F.s i tleACI-I AJt-&I4)- ..r I/t~tf-
'2 /vMed' j-Jr' w/cPOYL 6 y~i2-~ (.,V;f-~ Ny O~r 7h€-

?f:-~eA'-fs: 0f- f/~ ~~Je FoI'--~AJ/Ne..s~'~£Dvl~~~ 
cJF tvA/r:It1tJtJ.- TAe F~!t e-/<'/AJq Or- ?it@., fJO(lS ! w J'-"'~+of ~(Jh,t"'l 

!. Please describe whether orr-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and fclmlly along or m~t up -L 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? C)FF Lf~s I-. 

Or: ~-dj IUA"Je In AS ~A/ frK ope- ek>~.JD.A-S pf- 'jfu!P.1I 
tits l/AILtM,., . Fo~ HAJ'Jy Prc,C)r/~ Jhes u 

71vuJ€-. ~r( MI4«Ly . 50('£.(#" I TI ~ r. 

you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
/lr'nrnrn.::onti,::otin,I'\C! for ways the Park Service can acco(l1modate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

generations. '. . 

Or;:::: ~$~/-f /j /l-/f'"or,Ak ~ ~jry.£~ L ~ 6PC-C;/VVI 

cvlt~ 0c;tS ;+~ ~NI:::'/~W !o A~ A:1eM e":;sjJ/'O/('~h()N~k /o~~ 
':~~CCI~~ -rr: :,~.~~. o/JlMCS~ 0 t6b. $?I4c:e-~}0O~ ~- r.;Jc ,ev~ ~ 

. _,. , ... ~~"l (>~..,.":'" .... ~ tu~ IYZv.rr ~~/VJ,~-€- ~:iIi!'ffiJ.7fh . : d,I~;y!' Ji'" : .•.. ? ,.. .. -1,1 

--a7J~~:tit'-t(J~~/t~;~~/~~~J r(= of ehi,i!.,./)J ',-P3 ~~~·;;W;~·::t-~/71 
4. What WOUI~ the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

A- Ifva~-S~Yi>}.J:eSs·.rF !JOT P',~~~)v ~-Jt:1f fo ItIULA)rft-oIQ 
, "'. ..c ~ I ..,--..... 

. ~/J,~: F/'££l 
. ;!--=-_ .. 

. 'C";l<".'~·'''' 

GGNRA000891
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371 - O( - fA 

January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

• 
Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 
~ 

RECEh/Eb 

FEB 072002 

SiJPfRlMTElVDfNrS flFFfGf 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash,'1 am su;e that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

David Hurowitz 
2458 - 36th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 9411 

. .. ------------------,...,. --
.. _- - .. _----- --- -----
. --_. __ .. -.-_. 

·--···-·--~_v __ 
-- . -....--.... ....... -.. 

.1 
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371- -" 01 lA RECEs\lED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPfRfiVTEillD£NT'S OFf/Gr:. 
I am l.,riting to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreat~on and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protec~ the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the" details. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. wnen the National Park 

Service took over the GGN~~ we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these, parks." We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter . 

Sincerely, 

.. 

GGNRA000893
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373-01'--/A 

I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. 

RECEsVED 

FE80 72002 

tiJ~~l1!~OW~~a[I~H 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

. 
park users as well as protect the ioportant natu::::al resources·o£ the GG~rR..'L 

I knoi. many people havew::::itten and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet ow~ers 

living in the Bay Area concerned -about 'the TIei. policies. ~fuen the ~lational Park 

Service took ever the GG~R..:l" ~ye ~ye::::e assu::-eci. c:tac those lar.ds would be preserved 

fer recreational use by all cit:'ze!1s. !.Jhat "He a:-e asking ::or is the rignt to ,.alk 

our dogs off-leash in a ve::-y soall portion of t:te GGliRA, as we have for years. 

The:-e is r.:Jom for e'leryone to e!l.j oy these pa::k.s. ~ve need a policy t~a::: is fair 
• 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreatior- areas. Thank you fo:- your 

consiceration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

.. 

GGNRA000894



31L( - 0 \ - 1 A 

.Date:. 1{'i{ v z.-. 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR ' 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the Qaseline of the former policy that 

-~ . 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas .. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 

RECEMVED 

FEB 0 ~ 2002 

SUPEBlffffiJaJ:ilI,i "r'c: f:olt;i"J;; 
~l'ii t) t,. ~. ~!~ 

•

"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
, each and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you . 
• 

Sincerely, '. 
_.;...~~.;..........;.-~~~--==--____ (signature) 

\ 
---:{;=-;¥r-:-:n.::...&...:fM~k--=-U1a~~f? ___ (name) 

_-,",~--,-1_'2 _~~~_----:;"_£=.loOt~. _(address) 

~ Uk qLfUq __ ,_ 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 .' 
GGNRA000895



" 3/S-01-/A 

REC~lVEtJ 

.ate: _ "L (5/01- FES 0 72002 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR -

SUPERlilJTfrdOENT'S umr.!: 

Fort Mason, BUilding 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the-public regarding pet management w!thin the 
GGNRA: 

. . 
I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the;~aseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. . 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 

•

"VOiCe control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
, each and Lands End at the very least. - . 

Thank you . . 
. Sincerely, 

C:::=:-J~:::> 
_~ll..... ~========-_~ __ (signature) 

__ B_~g_C_HA;s_~ ______ (name) 

~8_T_z... __ S'Ac __ ~_-~~ _____ (address) 

sr- c..-t- 7'Ylry 
I;: 

Comments accepted Jan. 11,2002 through March 12,2002 
~ •.. 

'-'. 

GGNRA000896
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Peck Design 

4 February 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Att: ANPR: ' 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

'RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002, 

SiJPffiiiUEiUOENT'S 3m~~ 

My dog Jack and I are writing to let you know how much we enjoy using 
Crissy Field. We love the open spaces and hanging out with other dogs and 
their owners. We ALWAYS clean up after ourselves, and of1:en others 
(people and dogs) who haven't cleaned up after themselves. 

Please do not take this freedom away.1rom us. We are already limited to so 
few locations where we can play ball without a leash, that taking this away 
would be a great loss. Crissy Field is so special to us because it is a place 
where we can really enjoy the beauty of the surroundings. It is large enough 
that we can pl,ay with other dogs and still be away from people who are 
walking and running without dogs. This seems to be good for everyone. 

We are both well behaved and friendly and are happy to share our toys with 
others. (Jack is a 15-month-old Labrador Retriever. I am a 36 year old 
Designer, runner and biker. We live in San Anselmo.) 

We have greit respect for others, and for the beautifully refurbished park 
land. Please allow us to use it openly and without leashes. Although this 
letter may seem casual, that is because Jack and I are a happy easygoing 
dog and owner, but we are very serious about off-leash access at Crissy 
Field. Please cl)nsider our opinions seriously \ ... ·hen you make your final 
decision. 

Thank you for your time. 

1348 San Anselmo Ave 
San Anselmo, CA 94960 

4154605092 

Cc: Crissy Field Dog Group 

. --------------, 
---. ------- --- ---_ .......... --

1348 San Anselmo Ave 415460 6602 ph 
SanAnsalmo,CA' - -415'46Q6{j8Sfi(' -" ". - ",. ----
94960 ,. '-- ---'- '-_,_ 

..•. -......... __ . 

,f 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
. Attention: ANPR; Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 9423 
Re: Save Off-Leash Dog wa1kitig 

January 31, 2002 

GGNRA: 

RECE~V'EfJ 

FE30 72002 

As a resident of San Francisco and a responSible dog owner it is imperative that 
continued off-leash dog walking be allowed at Crissy Field. My dog, Arthur, and the 
countless other resident dogs in the immediate area need continued access to Crissy Field 
to run free o:tfleash and swim. For many of our dogs, and their owners their time at 
Crissy Field is a special daily/weekly outing enabling city dogs a small taste of freedom 
in an otherwise congested, densely populated city where offleash activity is unavailable 
or dangerous. 

Dog owners sharing a Crissy Field outing with theW dog/s is more than merely a 
necessmy act of taking their pets to the beach. Rather it acts as a connecting activity that 
brings people from the community together creating a bond between otherwise often 
isolated strangers. . 

Dog owners are a group.oflike-rninded folks that take their dog ownership 
seriously. The dog owners that use Crissy field are diligent in enforcing all codes of 
appropriate behavior by cleaning up after their pets and demanding fun but safe play by 
all dogs irrelevant of their size, shape, or breed. Pets are not left alone to roam rather they 
are policed by their owners makiIig it an agreeable atmosphere for all. 

Human have unlimited-choicesrwhere they can go (beaches, trails, reserves) 
enjoying unrestricted access where dogs are not tolerated. Any outside outing with your 
dog, let alone an off leash activity is almost an impossible event in the Bay Area. We 
cannot loose access to Crissy Field-we have no options. We have nowhere to go with 
our dogs. 

For continued good health, Arthur, my dog needs to exercise. For stress relief my 
husband and I need the freedom to walk, throw Arthur's ball, watch him ~ and share 
stores with other dog owners. Since I'm a dog owner I feel more like San Francisco is my 
home. San Francisco has always been a dog lover's city-don't take away our greatest 
gift-our joy-offleash dog walking at Crissy Field. 

Sincerely, 

Diane deCastro 
1274 Filbert Street 

• San Francisco, CA 94109 ..... drdecastro@hotmail.com ..... 415-292-5230 

GGNRA000898
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37~-O(-/A RECEsVEU. 

Monday, February 04, 2002 
FEB 0 72002 

SUPfRliYTf~!nE,il.r:'{' fll:r/'f1i: ~U ~J tJ 1.1., 'l, 

I feel that the leash law for dogs at Crissy Field Beach, and Fort Funston is 
unfair, and actually a form of cruelty to dogs. I walk my dog both places, 
and to see him romp::and run and play with the other dogs is a joy, and 
obviously so fun for him. To have to leash him and the other dogs is cruel, 
and it breaks my heart. It is their nature to run and play and chase one 
another. People who knowingly have unfriendly dogs usually keep them 

. leashed. I've never seen otherwise at either. of these places. I also witness 
all people bagging their dogs excrement and throwing it in the available 
trash cans. I want it registered that I adamantly oppose this law and will 
lobby relentlessly to convince the powers who created it to change it. 

Sincerely, 
R.~(" 

Randy Hurst . 
415-441-7928 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

~"~'''--. 

~~--=--.- --

.--...-..~---.-------

~~~-.--------

- .. ...,.",~----......----.- -' . 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

RECE::n/EU· 

FEB 072002 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I a'hl sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

Sincerely, 

Bella Nemirovsky 
263 - 23rd Avenue, #2 
San Francisco, CA 94121 
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555-555-5555 

Brad Udall 

123 Mineola Court, • Boulder, CO 80303-4434 

SuperintendeD[ Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject Commen£s on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear SuperiD[endeD[ Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECE:ivED 

FEB 072002 

SUPffiirHEillDENT'S umcr: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The'leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National P;rrk ... Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access fo~ other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, I'm tired of pet owners constantly yelling at their off-leash pets to "do this" or "not do 
that." It is tremendously annoying to have to listen to a constant barage of noise from pet owners 
to their pets. Urban parks provide an important haven to contemplate nature and off-leash pets are 
not compatible with this introspection. 

':..;: 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 
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Sincerely, 

Brad Udall 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECE::tvEu 

FEB 0 720a2 
SUPERiNTEPJDErI,.'r- n.u; ...... · 

itf tl VI' I'. : 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 

1 

This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and uroan wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangereg Spe.c.ies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling. our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
incl'uding urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

GGNRA000903
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urban parks is that theyhrl"ng1fOe-natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be deniea-acce"ss to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 "million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a po~icy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately" accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Sam Rocco 
219 SW 7th Street 
Corvallis, OR 97333 

. ' 
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555-555-5555 

Jeremy McClain 

113 N. Aztec St., • Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECE!VED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPER.IilJTfiUOfNrS mTi~;: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National·Park Service's leash law 
'throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leastflaw represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs 'off-Ieash in the GGNRA, the individuals-could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and stale law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, othel\ user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural ~eritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

.. -._.- . -- --- .- ----
---_._- ..... _ .. _ .... _ ... . _., ........... ----

_._ .. -._- -- -- : .. -~ ..... -. 

.' 
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Thank you for considering my comment&---J.look-foxwardlO.the continued implementation of a ... -- -- -- -
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and-appr~ommo~tes dorriestic pets . 

. ---,.---......_-_._--_ .. _-
- .. -..----~---.-. 

-. Sincerely; 

Jeremy McClain 
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555-555-5555 

Bruce Kaplan 

1896 Leimert Blvd, • Oakland, CA 94602 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superinrendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPffifl~irflllilj:"~I"~ fit::;;!"':: .. ~ _:J~.~ J I.. tn " 4 • 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Setvice regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals' to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosysrems within ~inutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people; not degraded for it. 

GGNRA000907
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And there's one more reason as well: unleashed dogs are a source of fe~ and anxiety--not to 
mention danger--for other parkgoers . 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Kaplan 

.-
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National -Recr,eation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: ~omments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

FEB 0 7 2UV~ 

SUPffiji~TEi\!aEtH;S e~fil~;: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leas,h law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species' and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals ace epcouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered SQ~9ies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to igree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most "magnanimous aspect of 

GGNRA000909
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately ·accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Robert Hampel 
3413 Bauerwoods Drive 
Cincinnati, OH 45251 

• 

\ 

-- -.. _--------_._-.. __ .-
"-- .. _---- -.-- -.- --.......... _-

._--- .. ' ,,-
__ .• r ___ _ 
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• TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

K Roark 
P.O. Box 20306 
Oakland, CA 94620 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEivED 

FEB 0 72002 

SiiPBUjI[ffj'gOfMrS CIT-~~i: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining ttJ,e, National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 

• wildlife protection. 

• 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these . 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if . 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for !take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks. 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

K Roark 

., 

• 
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Amy Grubert 
5642 Rosa Avenue, Saint Louis, MO 63109 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECE:!VEU 

FEB 0 72D02 

S6paur{fff~afillrS e~fief; 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people [0 recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and ld.lling 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Natiol?llPark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog' 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [0 end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
.parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA000913
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Thank you for considering my cOImnenrs. I look forward to the continued impleinentation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Grubert 

.. ... 
,~ 
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Eloise Case 

323 Fox Run, • Hudson, NH 03051 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
"throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash""1aw represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furth~nnore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other 'user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

. - -._-- ----- ---
---_ .. -:--._-........ --

• ---- ___ •• 0_ •• _ •• . - .... --P ..... _---
.-..--_ .......... .... 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Eloise Case 

... 

.. .. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Buildin~ 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72002 

~EmmEiVDENT'S n!1ICf: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash" law represents a reasonable 
comprc;rnise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts €nd u~ban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Spec1es Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban par~s, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they br-'i-fl<3-~..a.t.ur.al .world to individuals 
who o~herwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Saphyre Hasty 
5994 S. Elm Court 
Littleton, CO 80121 

GGNRA000918
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TO: 

FROM: 

30Cj-Ol-IB 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dennis Heinzig 
136 Marion Ave. 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet'policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEl'V'ED 

FEB 0 72002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take'- of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous .aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can)t or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Heinzig 

.. 

" 
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• TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 

,. 

FROM: 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Robert Dean 
2225 W. 1 st Ave 
Spokane, WA 99204 

SUBJECT: Comment~ on ANPR for pefpolicy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

REca:-:{vEU 

FEa 0 72002 

,. I am writing you to express my support for maintaining tee National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dog.s C!ff-Ieash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be helq 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. , 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Dean 

'. .. , .> 
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Cheryl Rucks 
274 Darnord St. , Hercules, CA 94547 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

.. 
February 06, 2002 

RECE::1VED 

PE30 72002 

SUpmiflrEI~aEHj'S t!:=fll~f: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leas'll law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments.lToOKrorward lo-rITe 'continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our tlueatened wildlife'iuidappropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

P.S. I personally am a dog lover, but I believe that ownership of any aninial entails a 
responsibility to be a good citizen-owner. If dog owners want more open space for off-leash dog 
runs, we need to work together to purchase the space and designate it as such. We have no right 
to further endanger wild animals and plants we have already pushed to me edge of extinction. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Rucks 
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555-555-5555 

R Renee Dolney 

5830 Fifth Ave 4, • Pittsburgh, PA 15232 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

REC~!VE[j 

FEB 072002 

SiiPEmjlJTffdaf.~TS f!:=;n:~ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the ~1tional Pm-k Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife prO£ection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Nation;l Bark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage ' 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases; jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nall!re because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. ' 

-~-.- - --_ .. ---
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

R Renee Dolney 

.' 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate Nationa~ Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

rEB 072002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash' law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment an~ stri~e ~n appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and,killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Specles Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. . . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bririg""-the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minute~ of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my c,omments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately-accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Wyndham Galbraith 
874 W.Sexton Rd 
Sebasopol, CA 95472 

• 
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555-555-5555 

WadeMier 

1950 Jade Lane Apt. 307, • Eagan, MN 55122 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason. Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

~ubjecl: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National ParkServicetegulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal wouid set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, the most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won 'I: travel to 
remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban 
national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to pe8ple. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 
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• Wade Mier 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate NatiQ,nal Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Leslie st. Pierre 
3103-9th.St.West Lot#33 
Bradenton, FL 34205-6969 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pefpolicy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555" .. 

RE~£l ~j~j.J 

"';'r'":""t 0 7 .... t..nu:l? r l:.iJ 0..; ... 

I a.rn writing you to express my support for maintaining tlie National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
aI/owing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species: Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species~under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

\ 
Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie S1. Pierre 

• 
' . 

'. 
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555-555-5555 

David Burton 

\ 

February 06, 2002 

\ 
\ 

Box 4432 , • Manchester, NH03108 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

RECEiVED 

FEB 072002 

SfJPEliIriTfMDfNT'S amCf 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
4' ... 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California EIy;iangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
. National Park System. If this resolution were to paSs and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural.heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to peopie, not degraded for it. 

., 

\ 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

David Burton 

• 
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317-09.-'Z 555-555-5555 

TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building.201 -L RECEiVED 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: David Posey 
FEB 0 72002 

822 Nobley St ('"'PER W :; nvTErIfDE~T'\' M!';,'!"; "tlll:f~J ... :'" 
Cardiff, CA 92007 

~ 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use· the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chaSing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged ,to Yla!k th~ir dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals . 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous -aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our. Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

David Posey 

• 

\ 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. 17he GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continue~ implementation of a po~icy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Pamela Goldman 
8441 East Whispering Wind Drive 
Scottsdale, AZ 85255 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National fark Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with tpeir dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should. be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of.t~ese seecies under the federal and 
California Endangered Spec'ies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreation~l mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a pol,icy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately'accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

edward hamlin 
784 county route 57 
phoenix, NY 13135 
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Chris Krackeler 

4440 N. 17th Street, • Arlington, V A 222fJ7 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

. RECEIVED 

;=E8 072002 

~iiPEfilflT8.~nffIT'S e;';:~;f; 

I am writing you to ex.press my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An ex.emption from National Park Strvice regulations would unwiuingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second., the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other ~ser groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won 't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Krackeler 

.'. 

' .. -- .. _------ -----.~--- ...... --
----- -._--. -_ .. _ .. -- .... -- -.- .. ----

--.. -.. _----
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 ' 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Dieter Wilken 
2627 State Street Apt 2 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for petpolicy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

.' 

555-555-5555 

RECE:~"ED 

FEB 072002 

~iiP!:lLI'11ITffUflr.~l'frl." fit'if';: v ;';u I ... U[.~j d {;;I' ),.!.. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout 'the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthen:nore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species Ulider the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass ana the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. . 

Sincerely, 

Dieter Wilken 

' . 
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Don Bentley 
301 W. Windsor Ave. ,Phoenix, AZ85003 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECE.:!vED 

FEB 072002 
t::'u··!i3~I·!1ITfi\ljlr.i'lIT'~ f}\;;rr. ~ ~Il ~ ... U~I\lJ t. L., l.~. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining lhe National. Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represems a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of lhe year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and Californ~a E~ndanger~d Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state iaw, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of lhe park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas [0 

enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, pt.()viding free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Don Bentley 

• 

e 
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Sharon Callan 

3444 E. Shaw Butte Drive, • Phoenix, AZ 85028 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEaV'ED 

FEB 07 20Q2 

'I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
·First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California ~ndangea:.ed Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other,~er groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7miIIion people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

. .- -------_ .. _-_._---._ . 
. -~--.. - -~'--'~-.--...... -

.- . -::---,.,. .-_ ..... ~ 

.1 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forWard to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets, 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Callan 

... 

• 

' . 
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Carlos Eberhardt 

'" 5336 East Street, • White Bear Lake, MN 55110-2312 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Sup~Tintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 ' . 

. RECE~vED 

FEB 072002 
,... 'P~''lITE'~ilIL?'-T'r- p. ... -. ,,-W cri!i'~ li!!Jll·l i <\ c,.: :1.': 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the Nation~ Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA . 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals. and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, (he individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife~ An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage ~ 

individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners [0 heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring [he natural world [0 individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 1 million people. The urban national 
parks should" be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Eberhardt 

GGNRA000950
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February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 RE~'''"~' '~JIE::" 0 . \..._hl~U 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FEB 072002 
Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash'law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the .GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furth~rmore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered ~pecies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and. 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

GGNRA000951
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of ou~ native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately.accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Bradley Whitermore 
337 East 13th St. Apt.i10 
New York, NY 10003 

• 
..... 

. - -- -----.~ .... -. --_._---
.. _- -. ------ -- - ---.,.----
. --- .,,--_ .... _ .. - ... -. .. -: .... _--
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TO: 

FROM: 
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-------~ ... 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Buildi"ng 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

abhijeet pande 
5930 sunrise vista drive 194 
citrus heights, CA 95610 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pef policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555" . 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining tlTe National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs Gff-Ieash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks a~ross the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

abhijeet pande 

.... 
" 
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555-555-5555 
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cecelia rogers 

210w21 streetapt71W, • nyc,NY 10011 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

...... ~I 0 ,..., ..,,,.,,> r ti.:l I LU:J':' 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining th~ National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times ofthe year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from NjltionM Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage , 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
P'lrks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threaten~d wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

cecelia rogers 

'. 
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Adam Burdick 

967 N Grand, • Mesa, AZ 85201 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECE::~ \fED 

FEB 07 2QD2 
r:"U-:,!!J['l'llITEI;If!~lf!r\" rrl7'i~-:' 
fj r.::n ~ Y;.H':.I~s t' f .• " J) ,,-:# 

,1 am writing you to express my support for maintaining the~ational Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off·leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furiliennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk thei! 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Natiorfgl Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our namral heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's naturall)eritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

•• ". - 0- •• ___ ~._~. __ • __ 

.. -'-"-~"'-~-.-'-------, 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Adam Burdick 

.' 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

~ .... ~) 0 ... r;' - 7 -~/r."-? • 1...0 J ._/ 
I..vu .. 

FROM: MARKMGiese 
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave 
Racine, WI 53403 

SUBJECT: ' Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

;.;:. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintalhing the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. - First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to waJk tpeir dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs ~arm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting "dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal w,ould set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing· natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, .. 

MARKMGiese 

• 

, .... .. 
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Nancy Cunningham 
7133 Snyder Ridge Road, Mariposa, CA 95338 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife,protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
,enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosyslems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commenlS;---llook-forward to [he continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Cunningham 

.... 

J ' 
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Larry Kibby 
Elko Indian Colony 1581 Pinenut Circle, Elko, NY 89801 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Hark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners [0 heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be den~ed access to nature because they can'r or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commenrs. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pers. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Kibby 
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TO: 

FROM: 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Sheryl Hauck 
203 Captains Quarters 
Woodstock, GA 30189 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet'policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-55~5555 

,- . 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaiAing the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the ~GNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged,.to-'Walk. their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass ahd the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks'is that they Bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sheryl Hauck 

• 
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555-555-5555 

" Russell Blalack 

L081 Milky Way, • Cupertino, CA 95014-008 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San "Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

. February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leaSh law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the OONRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

As a dog owner, [ strongly believe in the leash law and its enforcement 
There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Enciangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled ' 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, j ail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's naturafheritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Russell Blalack 

., 
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Thomas Matthews 

11845 Sterling Panorama Terrace, • Austin, TX 78738 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject Comments on ANP~ for pet policy 

Dear SuperintendeD[ Brian O'Neill: 

I 

Fel?ruarj 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintainin&, the Nation~ Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate . 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

Before I discuss my rational for maintaining the current leash law, it is important that your are 
aware of two things about me: 

1. I am and have been a frequent visitor of GGNRA, first as a long-time time California resident 
and now as a traveler with San Francisco as a frequent destination. I am'well aware of the 
importance of protecting GGNRA from incompatible uses. 
2. I am a dog owner. I have gentie, ~ned and well-behaved Great Pyrenes, but because of her ~ 
nature as a dog she is totally incompatible with being off leash within our National Park system. 

I am a strong supporter of the leash law within the National Park system. It is a critipallaw that 
improves the quality of the typical visitor's experience. The law: 
- Protects native plants and animals. This is especially true of birds, which many dogs tend 
chas~ . 
- Protects habitat. 
- Protects endangered species, including protecting park visitors from an accidental take. The 
GGNRA's over 100 rare and sensitive species have enough survival pressure on them already, 
without adding the disruption to their habitat and safety that - Protects park visitors. 
- Creates a child friendly environment. It is challenging-to manage the safety of an area that has 
both children and off-leash dogs. 

This proposal is bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the National Park 
system. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement of 
the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as precedent to gain 
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access for other destructive recreational activities. Our national parks, and especially our 
national parks, should be tteasured for bringing natural wonder [0 people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Mauhews 

• 

• 
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Joan Merriman 
2202B Sprowell creek Rd , garberville, CA 95542 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughom the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from NationalPark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolu~ion were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the -leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining . 

. Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural h~tage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Merriman 

.. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
I ~ 

balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entireGGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species.. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

\ 
Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring--t-fie natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to-nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommod~tes domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Sarah Diehl 
431 Spruce Ave 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 .. , 
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Karen & Richard Rodriguez 
575 NW 47 Terrace, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining !he National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National euk Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violatoo federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and . 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of-our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Karen & Richard Rodriguez 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

'. 

February O~, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash "law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an "appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 

"" California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An ~xemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwitting~y encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropri'ately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Shawn Dicken 
5119 W Calhoun Rd 
Beaverton, MI 48612 

'. 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

555-555-5555 

San Francisco, CA 94123 ,.. ... ...., a ~ 
- ," - ',' -J~'"'''''' t ~&...J .t', .... 
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FROM: David Steichen 
2431 Oregon St., #3 
Berkeley, CA 94705-1148 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pef policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

: l "I 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off,leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of -urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise V'!ould be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation . 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

David Steichen 

~ .. \ 
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Elise Marks 
87 Fairmont Place, Burlington" VT 05401 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and Californi~ Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Na~~nal Park Service "regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 

" otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. " 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Elise Marks 
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Superintendent Brian O'Nejll 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash" law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike-an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered spe~ies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An·exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage. and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System.. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally,· this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most.magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Vanessa deKoninck 
Department of Anthropology University of California 
Davis, CA 95616 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Beth Long 
925 N Montezuma Ave . 
Tucson, AZ 85711 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet'policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This wi" protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

I am the proud owner of five dogs whom I love very much and enjoy taking to areas 
where I can let them off leash. However, I oppose off-leash areas in the vicinity of 
sensitive areas for the following reasons: the leash law should be enforced throughout 
the entire GGNRA because over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA 
during various times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can 
harm these species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, 
the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
Califomia Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail 
time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining." 
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Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considenng my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Long 

• .. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash" law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the "GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, i~ individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered S~cies'Acts if their dogs harm or chase' 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low~income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to t.he 
continued implementation of a pO+icy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and approp~iately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Shaun Smakal 
10177 S. Byron Rd. 
Byron, MI 48418 

• • 
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555-555-5555 

kenn goldinan 

po box 43835, • tucson, AZ 85733 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and desttoying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and 1tate law', imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners [0 heavy federal and state finds, and in egtegious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other \Iser groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the namral world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing n~tural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

kenn goldman 

.' 

... 
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Heather Mansfield 
3648 23rd Street, San FranciscO, CA 94110 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Sl.!tierinrendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the Natibnal Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There arC" several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furth~nnore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indi viduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their'dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, impetiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 'including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems wimin minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing na~ral wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Mansfield 

• 
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Christine Perala 
34969 Skogan Rd , Sandy, OR 97055 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
. , . 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

f?E{..:c.;l yEW 

Fe3 U ~/ 2UQ2 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGN.RA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times ofthe year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs ~n harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Natioif~l Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 

, owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural h~ritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within l;Ilinutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Perala 

," 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are a.llowed. The leash "law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
T~his will protect our environment and strike an ap'propriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species~Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

... 
0. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

. ... . - ... --- .•.... --. -.-- _ .... --. ---. .. _-
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. ~he GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued,implementation of a pol~cy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommoda'tes domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Seemin Qayum 
2 Wash""ington Square Village 
New York, NY 10012 

" " 

• " 

# 
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Seodhil Revuluri 
POBox 10719 , Stamford, cr 06904 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

• 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 

. balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from N~tional P.ark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and stafe law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel (0 remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosysrems within minmes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commellfS:'-'-HoeH-erwaFd-t·EHhe continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and-appropriately accommodates domestic pels. 

Sincerely, 

Sendhil Revuluri 
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555-555-5555 

carey clayton 

330 Green Acres Drive, • Wimberley, TX 78676 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 

. including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and stare law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners ro heavy federal and srate finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other,user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring rhe natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural h~ritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

carey clayton 

. ~ ----- _'_po ---__ .P_. __ . __ r ...... ____ _ 
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Tyler Form~n 

1212 East Minnezona, • Phoenix, AZ 85014 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Su~~rinrendent Brian O'Neill: 

.. ' 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA . 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Sendee regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling bur natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring [he natural world [0 individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments.-t look-forwaHi--to-toe-continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wirdlf:fe aild ~propIiately aeeoollnodates domestic pets . 

-.-------...-~---

Sincerely, 

Tyler Fonnan 
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555-555-5555 

Claire Perricelli 

2046 West Park Ave., • Napa, CA 94558 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represems a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvamaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 

e 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates doinestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Claire Perricelli 

\ 
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aprille nace 
4461 clark st, hamburg, NY 14075 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superiritendent Brian O'Neill: 

-------_ . 
--_ .. _.- .. 

~ . ~ 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from NatioQaI Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage , 
individuals to violated federal and'state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases,jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks', including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened .wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

aprille nace 

.. , 

... ,,, 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will prot~ct our ~vironment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off~leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals DG"I violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy f~deral and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritag.e. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward.to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Ann Lynch 
417 Old Turnpike Road, E. 
Bridgewater, CT 06752-1121 
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555-555-5555 

AndrewHund 

519 E 11th ~ve #5 •• Anchorage, AK 99501 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law repre~ents a reasonable 

. compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance belWeen recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA . 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from NatioR91 Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natUral wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments .. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Hund 

~ - ----------.-~ ~ 
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TO: 

FROM: 
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Superintendent Brjan O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Catarina Vietorisz 
4205 Nebraska Ave. 
Nashville, TN 37209 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pefpolicy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555--555-5555 

., 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA .. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged ·to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass arid the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they i5ring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. . The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Catarina Vietorisz 

.. 
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FROM: 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jocelyn Buckner 
24688 Via Buena Suerte 
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
• 

555-555-5555 .. -- - _. -

RECt:.:l x.jB.~~J1 

• r::":) 0 -: Y'~1') 
1 '-;.) l ... :J,,_ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' 'of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous .aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Jocelyn Buckner 

.. " 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden, Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Steve Bauhs 
3402 Fawn Trail 
Austin, TX 78746 

SUBJECT: ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

I own a wonderful, sweet, well-behaved lab-border collie mix dog. But even I recognize 
that there are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the 
entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during 
various times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm 
these species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermo-re, if individuals are enceuraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, 
the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail 
time. ~ 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 

'.- ..... -....... _-----_ .. __ .-.- . 
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individuals who othelWise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't . 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I, look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Bauhs 

eo, 

• 
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February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash'law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and" strike 'an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

'-1"", U ", "''''1? r I:..J I L~" .... 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered.Sp@cies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage arid 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposai would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to'agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as ~recedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately. accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Bill Evans 
105 Morris St. 
Asheville, NC 28806 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 EliE""'~·'·· VE'-'" r'[ ,. ? d' II' ~ 

-~ ...... ~ • ..,.'fu,JI 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash'law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Spesies'Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and.recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low~income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

.. 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropria'tely, accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Jim Steitz 
1235 E 1000 N 1301 
Logan, DT 84321 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leo:3h.law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This wi 11 protect our environment and strike' 
an appropriate balance between recreationa!'impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species, use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Further~ore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National~park·~ervice regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals wholotherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage.. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for consydering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

Mert Lammi 
617 Martha Lane 
Woodbury, MN 55125 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Kathleen Christensen 
3790-K Colorado Ave. . 
Boulder, CO 80303 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times' of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their h'abitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for "taRe' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass ~nd the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. . 

. Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous, aspect of urban parks is that they pring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
As a native of the San Francisco Bay Area, I thank you for considering my comments. I 
look forward to the continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Christensen 

It .. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

t:' '=" 7' U "-; '/1 ~ '1 ') ". a-._' • i_v .... ' ... 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National.park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the ~ntire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of, t~ese species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal" would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GG~RA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it . 

. Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropd.ately. accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Cher Beilfuss 
376 Harbor Way 
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 
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Cheryl Rosenfeld 
University of Missouri 158 A~C, Columbia, MO 65211 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, ~uilding 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining.the Natienal Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other 'user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the" natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban rtational 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder (0 people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commenl:s. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects OUI threatened wildlife and appropriately acconunodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Rosenfeld 

• 
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TO: 

FROM: 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Autumn Gonzalez 
Mount Holyoke College 2446 Blanchard Campus Ctr 
South Hadley, MA 01075-6009 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet-policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA.· First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk lheir dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of. these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country co~ld use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous .aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnantOf our flatiVeeco-systems-within minutes of ov~r'~'-' -.... -
7 million people. The urban ncmonarparks--Sfioura be lreasured for .bringing natural . . ... 
wonder to people, not degraded fot-i.t........ ----
Thank you for considering my Gomments.. . ... 1 look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Autumn Gonzalez 
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Coni Barlow 
1305 S Main St. , Royal Oak, M148061 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

J am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise beEWeen preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance beEWeen recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park S&Vice regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

. _._---- --._.- -"--- '- -'-
'-- .... ---__ -- __ 0_- ----_ ...... -.-
- ____ a_._ .. ,_. ___ . 

. - .. ·-·.··01~._._ 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to me continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Coni Barlow 

.' 

' . 
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• TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

tara wendel 
2836 brattleboro 
Des Moines, IA 50311 

SUBJECT:· Comments on ANPR for pefpolicy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to wall( their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage in.dividuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
~ 

The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

tara wendel 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreatiQnal impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Par~ Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage andsubjecting"dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who ·otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exempli fies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Lynn Eubank 
PO Box 520 
Angel Fire, NM 87710 
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555-555-5555 

Ed Lytwak 

4801 N. 20th St., • Arlington, VA 22207 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superinrendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance b~lWeen recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Parlt Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle u.se and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access [0 nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

. -_._---_ ... __ .- -----_ .. _._-..-
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward (0 [he continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

EdLyrwak 

., 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason. ,Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Steven Presto 
22 Whiteny Dr 
Woodstock, NY 12498 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet·policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

'" 

555-555-5555 

r. '=":-. U .~ )r~'1 ') 
". "'--.) ; t-_ ..... _ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA: First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA. during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could ~e held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who othelWise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access toa remnalll of-ottr--native ecosystems Within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban natiOnal -parks sllould be-tr-easured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for~-------------
Thank you for considering my co-mments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Presto 

• 
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Pat Therrien 
1398 Cox Store Road, SW, Floyd" VA 24091 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
'San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and SUbjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the ''N'' in GGNRA stands for National (I know you know this), and while an "offleash" 
exemption might be a "benefit" for local dog owners, it in no way addresses the National Park 
Service's responsibility to protect the park habitats and the plants and animals that live there, for 
the entire nation. I think that it is quite desirable for dogs to be able to run free at times, but there 
must be a less sensitive area to provide this service. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Pat ThelTien 
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555-555-5555 
February 06, 2002 

C.J. Rapp 

Halfmoon Ranch 15581 W. Sampson Road, • Littleton, CO 80127-9500 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

1 am writing you to express my support for maintaining me ~ational Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park SetVice regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If mis resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is mat they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural h~ritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

.._ .. _ .. ---------_ .. _ .. _--
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Thank you for considering my commelu!F.-+look-fotWaId..to...tb.econtinued implementation of a -. -- ... 
policy that protects our threatened wildfife -and appropriately accommodates-domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

C.J. Rapp 

., 

" 

~. 
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555-555-5555 

Doug Abbott 

l.~--------------------------
4252 N. Swan St., • Silver City, NM 88061 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason', Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

01' ~ ~ 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
.individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and Califorpia Enda,ngered Spe~es Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violate federal and state law, imperiling our natural ~eritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
othenllise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Doug Abbou 

• 
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SUPERINTENDERfS OFFICE 

Brian O'Neill . 

Renee A. Richards 

Superintendent Golden Gate Natnl. Recreation.Area 
Bldg. 201, Fort'Mason ., 
San Francisco, CA 9.4123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill, 

I am w.rlting in support of leash laws. 

I have a young child and am obviously concerned about his health and 
safety. In my experience (we live near and spend a great deal of time at 
Sutro Park and also go to Crissy Field and Golden Gate Park regularly), 
dogs that are off:.leash pose a greater safely and health risk to children, in 
particular. Dogs1hatare offleash often run up to andjwnp up on little 
children, whether they are in or out of a stroller. Many owners think that 
type ofhehavior is welcomed, or that it is enough to say "Oh, he loves 
kids,'" or "Don't worry, she's great with kids." I have been appalled by how 
many dog owners seem to assume that all little people like to be jumped 
and licked by animals they don't know. This has also occurred, on 
occasion, with dogs that are leashed, but it occurs much les!l frequently , 
because the owner can maintain some ~egree of control. ' 

In addition, dogs that run off leash can defecate without their owner's 
kllowledge. Dog feces iri parks is a major problem, and one that is 
minimized by dogs being kept on leashes and dog owners being 
responsible for picking up their dogs' feces. Making plastic bags aVailable 
to dog owners at park entrances do¥s help, as well . . "-

Before my son was born, I used to like to hike at Fort Funston. However,. 
we don't go there anymore because of the number of dogs off leash. I urge 
y~u to implement leash laws in all publio-parks (City and County of SF and 
GGNRA) for the health and safety of San Francisco's citizens, and 
especially its children. ' -

~~tl~ 
Renee A. Richards . . . 
666 42" Avenue 
S~ Francisco, CA 94121 

Cc: Jake McGoldrick 

666 42nd Avenue, San Francisco, California 94121-2533 ({) 415 3874126 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San FrancisCo, CA 94123 

Dan Clark 
5054 shenandoah 
Ventura, CA 93003 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR.fo~ pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

" 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of. the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk thejr dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'taKtl of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

. '. " 

.. 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward . to the continued·· 
implementation of· a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Clark 

... 

\ 
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555-555-5555 

HaUy Andersen 

144 E. Campus View Dr. , • Riverside, C..t 92507 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

.t-,-... u' <; 1'1 "'.-:; i ,{~17 
1 _i-J" &...v'-" ..... 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. -Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California. Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Nation~ Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 1 million people. The urban national 
P3!ks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropri"ately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Hally Andersen 

' .. .. 
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555-555-5555 

FadiSaba 
264 North 18th Street, San Jose, CA 95112 

February 06, 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

RECE:!vED 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, tlie individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 

. under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Natronal Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases,jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle Use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, pf.Oviding free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments.1look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

Fadi Saba 

,. 
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Connie Davidson 
2280 Alban PI , Cambria, CA 93428 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

c~· ; U ; 2fi~? 4; __ :J ..,\..~ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Natronal Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [0 end 
enforcement of the leash laws, ot~er user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most· 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they· bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas [0 

enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Davidson 

, <# 
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Cecelia Juszczak 
1520 N. Mohave, Tucson, AZ 85745 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

" .. _ .. - .. - ": .. : . 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled ~ 
wildlife. An exemption frem NatiOli'a1 Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [0 end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minu£es of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Cecelia luszczak 

.4t 
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Janet Thompson 
1257 Vine St#303, Denver, CO 802~6 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

" 

sss-sss-ssss 

February 06, 2002 
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I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational· impacts and urban wildl ife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA_ 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and ki1ling 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in·the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species . 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts jf their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife_ An exemption from Nati..onal Pad: Service regulations would unwittingly encourage, 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases,jail time. . 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to epd 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle U$e and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natu~1 heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, prgviding free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments.- I-look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Thompson 

• 

\ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Elizabeth Ban 
91 Bishop Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 

- , 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dag~ off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these speCies under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and rec~eational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous -aspect of urban parks is that they .bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to n~ture because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation. 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ban 

. ., .. 
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Vic DeFrancesco 

PO Box 85553 , • 'I\tcson, AZ 85754-5553 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our" environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat: Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Setvite regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 

" enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Vic DeFrancesco 

' .. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Alexandra Anderson 
950 Columbus Avenue Apartment 1 B 
New York, NY 10025 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, more than 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during 
various' times Qf the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasirig and killing individual animals and destroying their habitat. Further, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, these individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Third, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous' aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free .access to a-remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
more than 7 million people. The u_rban national parks should be treasured for bringing 
natural wonder to people, not degraded f6Y_~. .. -- -

Finally, as a dog owner who is deeply devoted to her animal companion and enjoys 
such outdoor treasures as Central Park in the company of her dog, one may presume 
that I would be the first to objecHo the leash regulations. However, I believe that as a 
responsible dog owner, it is my obligation to supPort 'the protection of our natural 
resources particularly when the needs of the environment and the enjoyment of them by 
both myself and my pet coincide. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. . 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Anderson 

.. . 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 . 

FE3 ~ 720D2 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's l~ash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered. ·Spec'ies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational actiVities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is'bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't traveJ to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access toa remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. . , 

Yours truly, 

Michelle Fortune 
3830 Cameron Mills Road 1201 
Alexandria, VA 22305 

. ., 

• \ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR·for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian 0'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The lea'sh law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad p~ecedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were 'to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and apprdpriate'ly accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Adolf Ceska 
P.O.p.;)X 8546 
Victoria, BC, CZ V8N2N 

' .. 
• 
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555-555-5555 

Michael Kacala 

602 Littlecroft Rd. , • Upper Darby, PA 19082 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
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I am writing you to express my support for maintaining me National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why me leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use me GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk meir 
dogs off-leash in· the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Parle Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, mroughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and me Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kacala 

.. . 

/ 
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555-555-5555 
February 06, 2002 

Wienke Tax 

P.O. Box 86825, .0 Thcson, AZ 85?54-6825 

SuperintendeD[ Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

RECEIVED 
FE8112IJZ 

San Francisco, CA 94123 --, ... 
Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining !:he National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 0 

compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why !:he leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use !:he GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk !:heir 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, !:hroughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and !:he Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other.user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of !:he park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is !:hat they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 

o enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. 0 The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing riatural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

.. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Wienke Tax 
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555-555-5555 

Drusilla Winters 

... 
2770 GeJIetly Rd. , • OlarlottesviIIe, V Jt22902 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear ~uperintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 
FEB"U1200Z 

-'''''''' 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
Ihroughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat; Furthennore, if individuals ar~ encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from NatioRaI·Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and st~te law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvanlaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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~ Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

" • 

Sincerely, 

Drusilla Winters 

-m trw-. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB O?200Z 

""'1., .. 

I am w.riting you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash "law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law reprssents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Sgecies.Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife~ An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If . 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most "magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Debra Jones 
77A Broadway 
Tryon, NC 28782 
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Superintendent Brian_O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Re~reation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

'. 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB U1200Z 

....rs ... 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to -recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Speci~s Acts if their dogs harm or chase ~ 

imperiled wildlife. An~exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

7 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
'disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't ·travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that prot.ects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Judith Hallberg 
2 Oakdale Drive Apt. 222 
Middletown, NJ 07748-2130 

.. ;. 

..~ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Julie Kay 
838 45th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR ~or pet policy 

. DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

RECEIVED 
FEB U1ZOOZ 

stfBIIIIfIIarS .. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for' 'ta1<e' of lhese species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 

. from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to. gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they .bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national. parks sho.l)i~~J)e-.treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it- __ ._______ _ ___ . 
Thank you for considering my GOmmems, -·-I·--Iook forward to the continued. 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 

. accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Kay 

.. " 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

~'-"., .. ... ", . ~, ... ., ........ 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park 'Service' s leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird ~pecies. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these s(Jecies under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from Natic:nal,!c;rk S,ervice regulations would unwittin<::flY 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and· 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

\ 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the n'atural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature beca~se they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a ~emnant 

within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be t~easu~ed for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of" bur native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that" protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

William Crosby 
1700 N. Wentworth Rd. 
Tucson, AZ 85749 
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555-555-5555 

Martha Brummett 

2356 s. Broadway, • Denver, co 80210 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Nati~nal Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage , 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, ottter user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's na~al heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation-of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Brummett 

• 
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Deirdre Magarelli 
2746 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19131 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 . 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 
FEB U72002 

""""0Rf 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National ~ark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to ~nd 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can'r or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's na~al heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 1 million: people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commentS.- i Tool\I~~~!l~~-me continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Deirdre Magarelli 

.... 

.... ~ ' .... '~ ..... -.... 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Buildif19 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Barry Anderson D.M.D. 
2180 Newt Huff Way 
Sevierville, TN 37862 

. 
SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB U72002 

....ar, .. 

i am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 

• wildlife protection. 

• 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. Rrst, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs)o.off-Ieash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these sJiecie! under'the federal and California Endangered Spe~ies 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous "aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be c;lenied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. .. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Anderson D.M.D . 

~. '* 

\ 
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475~ 02-3A, 
555-555-5555 

Shawn RadcIitTe 

~ 

245 Pine St #3, • Philadelphia, PA 191'06-4313 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 
FEB U'7 ZOOZ 

3tIPBII1EIIIII'RI 

I am writing you to express my s~pport for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, , 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable fot' 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from Nati~al Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage , 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million-people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Radcliffe 

...... ..! .. 
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HarloLe~ng 
509 Sierra Vista Ave. #15 , Mountain View, CA 94043-2977 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEB " 1 2.OOZ ........-s. 
I am writing you to ex.press my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance be~een recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire OONRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National P.ark Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violate federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commenls.-_ i.iQ9.kl9rwa1:~1o)hecontinued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Harlo Lenning 

... " 
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TO: 

FROM: 

1,\-,7 - at -3A 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jeremy Carroll 
5135 N Post Rd #35 
Indianapolis, IN 46226 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy· 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB.U1ZOOZ 

... 1""11 .. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for~'taKe" of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

~ 
Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most .magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Carro" 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, B,uilding 201 
San Francisco, CA '941"23 

Kiran Turan 
5845 Moraga Ave 
Oakland, CA 94611 

, , 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced th'roughout the entire 
GGN'RA: First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chaSing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'tak~ of·these species under the federal and Califontia 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this, proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most,.magnaninious aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

. ...... 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for conSidering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kiran Turan 
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TO: 

FROM: 

.'." ,'." ., ,: 'f ...... "\ ~. ..~'. ""::" .. ~ ... ~. . 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Brian Parker 
4129 Howe Street 
Oakland, CA 94611 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

ItECEIVSD 
FEB U 7200Z .......... 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impaqts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire. 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their. dQgs off-Leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous' aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA wasn't 
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established as some dog lovers private paradiseL I find thE! .use of this "urban gem" for the 
act of dog walking over the line. There-are plenty. of .city parks in San Francisco that can 
be used for dog walking. It's disgusting··to··~ay··this-use. on. the higher priority uses of 
National Park land. Give me a break.-----·-··- ........ -. - . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Parker 

.. . 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, Cft.. 94123 

Frances Hillyard 
1549 Beverly Place 
Berkeley, CA 94706-2507 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB u 72002 

-ffIi1an.,. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare.and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their .dogs..pff-Ieash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be h~ld 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal.is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our nativ~ ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation . 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Hillyard 
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superintendent Brian-O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB 072002 

....." .. 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
includjng several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' ~f these species under the federal and 
California Endangered S~ci~s Acts if their dogs harm or chase ' 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining . .. 

. Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 

. natural heritage. The G~NRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a p~licy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Cynthia Douglas 
3500 Viewcrest Drive 
Burbank, CA 91504 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian'O'Neill: I ' 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB 07.2002 

SUPlII1EIJBtrS OffICE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Seryice' s leash law thrbughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If thi~ resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end e~forcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park-. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage~ The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free accessco-a"remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

degraded for it. • 
Thank you for considering my comments. I l~ok forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

mark edwards 
1396-285th Lane 
madrid, IA 50156-7535 

to the 
threatened 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 

. FROM: 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Carolyn Crawford 
12782 Texana St. 

RECEIVED 

FEB o 7200Z 

~SOffD 
San Diego, CA 92129 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection .. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chaSing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to: walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposaJ is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

.. 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard' to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Crawford 

, .. ' .. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

. -".~ 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
G91den Gate ~ational Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Cindy Sheridan 
885 Appomattox Circle 
Naperville, IL 60540-7103 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 7 2002 

-EIT'SOfFD 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to ~Ik their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would~ set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposaJ is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most 'magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 

. individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued' 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Sheridan 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jennifer Buck 
412A Scripps Drive 
Davis, CA 95616-1024 

SUBJECT: GGNRA pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraQed"to .)Vait< their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and Califomia 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disaclyantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of odr rfative-e"COsystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban natiociat.Q~tf<S-shci·tjldbe··treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for iL ___ ~=~~~·.·-=.·-·- . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pet~. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Buck 

,.. 
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Bianca Bradley 
9900 12 ave w apt LI02 , everett, WA 98204 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEst 7200Z . ....., .. 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California 'ijrylangere~ Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperil¢ 
wildlife. An exemption from N:::tional Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [0 end 
enforcement of the leash la'Ys, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation '8 natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within· minutes of over 7 million people. The UIban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to peopie, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my commen£s. I look forward to the continued implementation of a . 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bianca Bradley 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Amanda Nelson 
17407 Ironwood st. 
Arlington, WA 98223 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

REC'EIVED 

FEB 0 7200Z 

U~fJfFI:E 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's'leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying thE!ir habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to \-valk 'ij1eir dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and Califomia 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to natura because they can't or won't 

, travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Nelson 

.... 
• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Thomas Matzzie 
1793 Lanier PI NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

- . 
SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVE! 

FEB 0 72002 

~tII 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law t~roughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these· 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held Iia'p~ for. 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
t~avel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued' 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Matzzie 

, 
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Sheridan Pauker 
1465 11th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 7 2002 

UfIfITEIarS 0ffU 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise belWeen preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second., the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and me Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas [0 

enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The UIban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. _llookforward to the' continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sheridan Pauker 
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TO: 

FROM:, 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Aaron Arugay 
7350 Milwood Ave. #12 
Canoga Park, CA 91303 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy' 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

RECEIVED 

FES'O 72002 

·BrINTfIars 0ItU 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect 'our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' 01 these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our·Nation's natural he:ritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Arugay . 

'. --
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Kanta Masters 
1175 Saxony Rd. , Leucadia, cA 92024 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 
3UPERfNlENDENrS 0RIl 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Se~ice's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare arid sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal an(fstate law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natur~l heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million JHlople. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kanta Masters 

GGNRA001123
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 
FEB 0 7 ZOOZ 

U8II1BIJBf1111ff11 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a .reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife .• An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were.to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Thirdly, this proposal is bad for the low-inqome and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
'can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 

Finally, most dog owners are oblivious to their animals behavior 
to others. They find their pets 'play£ul and amusing while many 
of us find them distracting. Leashes at least help. I hate going 
for a walk with other peoples pets ! 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. _.~O! 

Yours truly, 

Paul Luehrmann 
PMB #294 223 N. Guadalupe St. 
Santa Fe, NM 87501-1850 

. . 

-.... ". 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill···- . 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, -CA 9t1-123 

Damn Brightman 
2140 N Forgeus Avenue 
Tucson, AZ 85716 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy' 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 07 ~OOZ 

USIfIIfEN8E1rS OR:E 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable- for 'take' ... of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their· dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, . 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Darrin Brightman 

. ... 
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555-555-5555 

Norma Harrison 

1312 Cornell, • Berkeley, CA 94702 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 7200Z 

&BIIIfIflEfrS ORa 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire OONRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from ~aljonal Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and ~tate law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog' 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't tnivel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of oUI native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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